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Eviation Alice

Aviation’s electric future arrives
by Kerry Lynch
The electric revolution is making its mark
at this year’s Paris Air Show with industry
giants such as Airbus to nascent developers such as Eviation highlighting technologies that include electric aircraft, urban air
mobility vehicles, and autonomous advancements. Their arrival at the show signifies
that these technologies will likely become a
key component of the future market.
“The Paris Air Show is an exhibition essentially oriented towards the future, which it
helps to shape. This is why Innovation is
one of the main themes of this 53rd edition,”
show organizers said.
As such, the show is marking the return
of the Paris Air Lab in the Concorde Hall to

provide a venue for presentations and discussions about current and future innovations.
Underscoring the interest in next-generation
technologies, the first edition of the Paris Air
Lab in 2017 attracted 55,000 trade and general public visitors and 55 delegations.
Among the exhibits are startups in
the electric vertical takeoff and landing
(eVTOL) market, which is raising high
hopes with analysts suggesting it could be
a cumulative $285 billion business by 2030.
To date, more than $1 billion has been
poured into eVTOL and hybrid VTOL concepts and at least 125 designs are now on
the drawing board in anticipation of what is
expected to be at least a $30 billion market

annually. Well-known industry players Airbus, Boeing, Bell, and Embraer are joining
companies such as Intel, Amazon, Honda,
Toyota, and Uber to explore concepts. And
they are among myriad eVTOL startups in
the market, and the lab will feature some
of these start-ups, including Ascendance
Flight Technologies
Many of the major manufacturers will spotlight their advancements this week in Paris.
Airbus (Static C4), which has a number of
projects in the works, is showcasing its Vahana
all-electric, autonomous VTOL demonstrator
that uses eight 45-kilowatt electric motors and
a tandem tilt-wing configuration.
continues on page 71
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This year’s slowdown in order activity
and concerns over trade tensions haven’t
dampened expectations of vigorous air
transport growth far into the future. But
whether or not the Paris Air Show this
week reflects the short-term trends or the
optimistic view of most industry executives would prefer to espouse remained a
big question as Monday approached.
The continuing saga of the 737 Max
will dominate the discourse, as Boeing
focuses its attention less on the usual airshow hoopla and more on the business
of meeting with customers and restoring
some of its bruised credibility. Meanwhile, the world’s two largest OEMs hope
to reverse this year’s negative net order
performances—Airbus’s books this year
reflect a negative order count of 125 and
Boeing’s a negative 84.
While Boeing’s misfortune could give
its European rival an opening for dominating order activity in the narrowbody
realm at least, Airbus executives on Friday repeated earlier statements that the
Max crisis has not changed the OEM’s
commercial behavior. Airbus CEO Guillaume Faury admitted the model’s fatal
accidents and global grounding by regulators has caused “nervousness” throughout the sector, advocating for the Max’s
quick return to service in the interest of
the industry as a whole.
In terms of product developments,
expectations that Boeing will fly the first
777X soon after the show abound, and
speculation persists about Airbus’s launch

of its proposed A321XLR this week. While
Airbus chief commercial officer Christian
Scherer remained tight-lipped about the
potential launch of what would become
the industry’s longest-range narrowbody,
he also hinted that the company might
soon release “a little more” information.
Meanwhile, the project doesn’t seem
to lack interest from prospective launch
customers, including JetBlue Airways
and the new airline under development
by that airline’s co-founder, David Neeleman. Analysts point to American Airlines’
interest in 34 A321XLRs as a replacement
for the same number of Boeing 757s, while
India’s IndiGo sees a case for the expected
4,500-nm-range jet to fill a vacuum left by
defunct Jet Airways.

Analyst Views

Analysts’ forecasts on potential show
orders certainly diverge. Jefferies Group
is the most buoyant and puts the potential upcoming order count at some 1,452
aircraft—including 394 widebodies and
1,058 narrowbodies—totaling $237 billion
at list prices. China accounts for about 30
percent of the potential order pipeline or
close to $70 billion in value, including
a mega deal for 100 Boeing 787s and/or
777Xs reportedly under negotiation with
China Airlines. The other major Chinese
order opportunity rests with CALC, which
is weighing Airbus and Boeing options for
a 200-aircraft order split 80/20 between
narrowbodies and widebodies.
IBA expressed a far more tempered

outlook, with chief operating officer Stuart Hatcher predicting that firm orders
and MoUs could total as low as 440. He
puts the number of possible letters of
intent at just 255. Although the narrowbody market appears likely to see more
activity than widebodies, its performance
this year will prove muted compared with
previous air shows, according to Hatcher.
He expects Airbus to clinch the bulk of
the narrowbody firm orders and MoUs,
including some 200 A320neo family aircraft and 40 A220-300s.
“Clearly the 737 Max grounding is going
to impact sales, but we wouldn’t be surprised to witness a top-up order, in addition to further details being announced
on the re-entry into service for the type,”
he wrote. He sees Europe’s largest lowcost carrier, Ryanair, placing a potential
737 Max top-up order.
Morgan Stanley also expects a rather
muted order stream. Its analysts place the
2019 commitments at around 500 units, or
50 percent lower than the five-year average.
Most analysts, however, do believe that
Boeing most likely will not launch its new
midsize airplane (NMA) at this year’s show.
“There has been plenty of speculation
that Boeing could launch the NMA this
year. However, we feel that given Boeing’s
preoccupation with sorting the 737 Max
issue, this may be pushed back to at least a
point when the re-entry is well underway,”
IBA’s Hatcher wrote. Likewise, Morgan
Stanley said it believes the NMA will stay
on the “backburner.”
Finally, despite slow order activity this
year, backlogs remain strong. “We cannot lose sight of the fact that the total
backlog for the two largest OEMs still
sits at 12,865 units, while ATR, Bombardier, Comac, Embraer, Irkut, Mitsubishi
and Sukhoi hold onto 1,878 orders in the
pipeline,” concluded IBA.
n
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MBDA unveils
NGF/SCAF
weapons
vision at PAS

DAVID McINTOSH

Norsk Titanium ............................................... 46

by David Donald
European missile house MBDA (Static
A10) has unveiled a family of concept
weapons that could arm the next generation of European fighters. Some of these
weapons could be developed to arm the
current generation of Rafale and Typhoon
aircraft, but the main focus is on the European Next-Generation Fighter/Système
de Combat Aérien du Futur (NGF/SCAF)
project and the UK-led Tempest program.
MBDA has worked with all of its domestic customers to study future airpower
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MBDA brought its newest conceptual weapons to the 2019 Paris Air Show. Two types of
remote weapons carriers are shown in the foreground while subsonic and supersonic
deep-strike weapons and swarming tactical strike weapons are in the background.
requirements, recognizing that the projected
improvement in defenses will make airlaunched weapons and their carriers increasingly vulnerable. To overcome the defenses
of the future increased performance, reduced
signature, improved sensors, and greater networking will all be required within weapon
systems. Moreover, the effectors themselves

have to become part of a connected system
of systems, one of the driving forces behind
the SCAF program.
The company’s vision encompasses four
main categories: deep strike, tactical strike,
air-to-air, and remote carrier. Two deepstrike weapon concepts are envisioned—one
continues on page 66
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After two highprofile crashes,
Boeing’s 737 Max
was grounded
worldwide earlier
this year. There’s no
target date to get
these models back
in the air.

Dark cloud hangs over Boeing 737 Max
by Gregory Polek
Less than a year after attracting a raft of
orders at the 2018 Farnborough Air Show,
Boeing’s 737 Max again takes center stage
at this year’s Paris salon but under decidedly less happy circumstances. Following
two high-profile crashes of the new narrowbody over the span of less than five
months and a worldwide grounding that
now has entered its fourth month, Boeing’s mission this year might center more
on an effort to reinforce its reputation for
engineering excellence and repair some
battered credibility more than engaging
in the traditional airshow marketing hype.
Boeing, in fact, might not have much
choice in the matter. The 737 Max has
seen its net order count decline this
year and any sales splash at the Paris Air
Show this week appears unlikely. Rather,
the manufacturer will likely find itself
fielding questions about when the airplane might fly again in revenue service
and probably not giving many satisfactory answers. The U.S. Federal Aviation
Administration—itself under fire for a
perceived failure to properly oversee the
process of validating the function of the
airplanes Maneuvering Characteristics
Augmentation System (MCAS)—has yet
to offer any real timeline, so one can
hardly expect Boeing to do so.
Speaking with reporters on Wednesday
from his offices in Seattle, Boeing Commercial Airplanes CEO Kevin McAllister
wouldn’t venture to guess on timing, but
rather emphasized the company’s need to
remain “humble” and fully engaged with
the FAA and global authorities in the process. “We are actively engaged with all the
regulators…at this point [expending] a lot of
effort in responding to any of the questions
they’ve got,” he said. “I think they’re doing a
very good job making sure they vet this very
thoroughly and make sure they aggregate
the questions that come [from] regulators

from all around the world. But, obviously,
[there is] no commitment on timing at this
point. That’s entirely in their hands.”
While global airworthiness authorities
collaborate to address the Max’s regulatory requirements, U.S. lawmakers early
this month turned their attention to
securing internal documents from Boeing and United Technologies relating to
a faulty cockpit alert that indicates angleof-attack sensor disagreement. Boeing in
May acknowledged that early in the development of the 737 Max it failed to recognize that the planned alert would not be
available on airplanes not equipped with
an optional AOA indicator.
The company said that once it knew
of the problem, it determined that the
absence of an AOA disagree alert did not
compromise safety, giving it cause to
accept the existing functionality until it

could “delink” the alert and the indicator
in the next planned display system software update. Now, congressional representatives want to know why Boeing did not
tell airlines and the FAA that that feature
did not come as standard equipment on
the new model until the October 29, 2018
crash of Lion Air Flight 610—more than a
year after its discovery of the problem.
Although acting FAA Administrator Daniel Elwell and FAA executive director for aircraft certification Earl Lawrence seemed to
downplay the disagree alert’s significance,
referring to it as more of a maintenance
reporting feature than a safety imperative
during a May congressional hearing, both
expressed dissatisfaction with the time gap
between Boeing’s recognition of the problem and the FAA coming to know of it.
McAllister, to his credit, acknowledged
a breakdown in communication between

Airbus and OCCAR amend A400M contract
On the eve of the Paris Air Show, Airbus
signed a contract amendment with OCCAR
that agrees on revised program goals,
schedule, and finances for the A400M airlifter. Representing the European launch
customers for the aircraft—Belgium, Germany, France, Luxembourg, Spain, Turkey,
and the UK—OCCAR has been in negotiations with Airbus since March 2017 over the
“global rebaselining” of the A400M program.
“The overall aim of the Global
Rebaselining—both for Airbus as well as for
OCCAR and the launch customer nations—
was to recover a sustainable contractual
basis for and to ensure a proper execution of the A400M program,” said Airbus
Defence and Space CEO Dirk Hoke.

Key elements of the agreement, which
was signed on June 14, include an
adjusted timeframe to the provision of
agreed capabilities for the aircraft; a
new production delivery schedule that
stretches production out to 2030, reducing financial exposure and allowing for
the incorporation of any export sales into
the production schedule; a new retrofit
agreement to bring all delivered A400Ms
to the final contractual standard; a revised
financial retention mechanism that also
maintains an incentive to complete
development to the ultimate contractual
standard; and a package of products and
services as compensation for past late
deliveries.
D.D.
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Boeing and the FAA. “This is a case where
we simply could have done a better job
communicating on this angle-of-attack
disagree,” he said. “I think that it’s something that we have to learn from, and we
will have it as we bring the software forward on the 737 Max for return to service.”
Of course, at that time no one could
have predicted that another 737 Max crash
would occur in Ethiopia less than five
months later under eerily similar circumstances and that China’s CAA (the CAAC)
would become the first authority to ground
the airplane. Like falling dominoes, the
rest of the world’s regulators followed suit
until the U.S. FAA finally had to acknowledge that enough “data-based” evidence
existed to order its own grounding.
Since then, the FAA once again found
itself defending against charges that its
relationship with the companies it regulates has become too “cozy,” and that
its reluctance to immediately ground the
Max reflected undue deference to Boeing
more than a hesitancy to act imprudently.
Now, international authorities no longer appear willing to reflexively defer to
the FAA when determining aircraft airworthiness, reflecting the U.S. agency’s
own loss of credibility and ironically
inflicting a price on Boeing in the case of
the Max. The European Aviation Safety
Agency (EASA), for one, vowed to perform its own review of Boeing’s software
fix, and Airbus CEO Guillaume Faury has
expressed concern about a “de-alignment”
between the FAA and EASA.
“[We see] more scrutiny coming from
all over the place. That is a fact of life
we have to face,” he said during Airbus’
first-quarter earnings call with investment analysts. “The alignment of the
FAA and EASA is a strong basis of our
industry…and we hope that these events
will not create a mid-term or long-term
de-alignment between two main [certification] authorities in this industry.”
Elwell’s pointed comments about the
safety criticality of the MCAS in front of
the U.S. House aviation subcommittee
might have begun to form a basis to repair
the regulatory de-alignment Faury fears.
“As a pilot, as somebody who has
devoted my entire life to flying and safety,
I, at the beginning, when I first heard of
this thought that the MCAS should have
been more adequately explained in the
ops manual…Absolutely,” Elwell said
when pressed on the issue by U.S. House
Rep. Greg Stanton (D-Arizona).
McAllister, for his part, expressed a
desire to rectify all missteps or oversights,
whether they relate to flight controls,
operations manuals, or training elements.
“From my standpoint, I think our focus is
on what we can do, what is our responsibility…what we can do to make sure this
never happens again,” he said. “And for
me, that is just a relentless focus on getting the software update right…I think the
whole company’s focus is around owning
what we could do better and owning the
pieces of this that we’re responsible for
and getting it right.”
n
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CFM’s Leap production back on schedule
by Gregory Polek
CFM confirmed Saturday, June 15, that it
has caught up on production of its Leap
engine line, almost one year after company executives told reporters at the Farnborough Air Show that the company had
fallen behind by as much as four weeks.
The company met its target of delivering
1,100 engines in 2018 and fully expects to
meet its 2019 goal of 1,800, representing
a 60 percent year-over-year increase in
production, reported CFM chief executive
Gael Meheust during a pre-show briefing
in Paris.
Leap engines in service last year registered a 96-percent utilization rate,
equaling that of the far more “mature”
CFM56, added Meheust. The company
has completely addressed problems with
the Leap-1A starter air valve, the -1B’s
low-pressure turbine disk, and the -1A’s
stage-two disk.
CFM introduced last August—on
time—a solution to thermal barrier coating loss in the high-pressure turbine of
both Leap variants and now awaits only
the in-service results over the next yearand-a-half. Fuel leaks in both Leaps also
forced CFM to redesign some tubes in the
fuel system. That fix has received certification and the company plans to install
the new configuration next month.
Another problem involved particles
coming from a bearing in the Leap-1B’s
radial drive shaft, which were getting
caught in the oil filter screen due to inadequate lubrication. CFM established a Service Bulletin calling for inspection of the
screen and devised a redesign scheduled
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for introduction in the next two months.
sat down, that engines are covered so
Finally, the company must still address we don’t have birds nesting in them, and
a fuel nozzle carbon buildup in the -1A things like that,” explained Paxson.
under certain operating conditions. For
“And then we get busy and use the downnow, maintenance technicians must time to do a preventative maintenance
remove the nozzles to clean them, result- and get ahead of things. There have been
ing in modest airplane downtime. CFM some engines requiring maintenance…We
continues demonstration testing of new want to get those tasks done…We’re really
technology that cleans the nozzles while very focused on getting this back into serthey remain inside the engine. It hopes to vice in a very smooth way.”
have introduced the system by the end of
Despite Boeing’s rate cut, CFM continthe year, said CFM executive vice presi- ues to build engines at the rates it agreed
dent Allen Paxson.
before the Max crisis, said the executives
“We do have design changes and a pro- assembled for the briefing. So it contincess to eliminate this for customers that ues to deliver engines as if Boeing still
need it in the future,” he noted. “How- built 52 per month, leaving Boeing with
ever, those probably won’t be available
the job of juggling inventory and storage.
until early 2021. So it’s probably a year “We’ve made minor adjustments at the
and a half away until we have a solution
piece-part level…to align ourselves with
that we can put onto the engine that will the production demand,” said Paxson.
prevent this from happening in all oper“We have some levers [with the supply
ational conditions.”
chain], added Meheust. “We have levers
CFM (Chalet 119) certainly also hopes
because everybody believes that the airthe Leap-1B-powered Boeing 737 Max plane will fly again in the next months.
returns to revenue service by then. But We don’t know exactly if it’s two months,
while questions over the effects of Boe- three months, four months, I don’t know.
ing’s rate reduction from 52 to 42 a month But the commercial discussions with
kept arising during the briefing in Paris, customers are still open and we deliver
Paxson said the Max crisis has affected spares, and this is a good lever because
the engine company more from the need we are delivering a lot of spares per year.
S O U Rwe
C E Fcan
O R AV
I AT I O N N
E W Ssupply
to take measures to preserve engines of So thisYOisUaR way
manage
the
the grounded airplanes than from any chain at this
time.”
n
www.ainonline.com
production interruption.
“In the field, which has been most of our
focus quite frankly, is when you set the airplanes down. We want to make sure that
E - N E W S L E T T E R F O R B U S I N E S S AV I AT I O N
the engines are preserved, that oil systems
www.ainonline.com/alerts
are preserved appropriately when they’re
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Led by a contingent of senior government
ministers, Portugal’s vibrant and growing
aerospace industry is on a mission at the
Paris Air Show, exhibiting in tandem with AED
Cluster Portugal (AEDCP) and other national
industry groups. Founded in 2016, AEDCP
represents more than 60 entities and some
18,000 highly qualified jobs, generating some
€1.7 billion ($1.9 billion) in annual revenues, of
which 80 percent is derived from exports.
“Our objective is to reinforce the
presence of Portuguese industry on the
world stage,” said AEDCP managing director
Rui Santos. “This is an evolving sector that
is increasingly becoming a key factor to
the evolution of the Portuguese economy.”
Also taking part in Portugal’s display
(Hall 3 Stand C3) are idD, an association of
the country’s defense industries, and the
newly created Portugal Space Agency. The
delegation is led by Minister of National
Defense Dr. João Gomes Cravinho;
Minister of Science, Technology, and
Higher Education Dr. Manuel Heitor; and
Secretary of State of Internationalization
Dr. Eurico Brilhante, and is presenting a
full agenda of activities this week in Paris.
Tomorrow at the show, “Portugal Meets
the World” features network meetings
among AEDCP and other global clusters.
Wednesday’s “Portugal France Meeting,”
hosted by Portuguese Ambassador to
France, Dr. Jorge Torres Pereira, brings
together Portuguese and French companies
for informal networking sessions.

Transavia to test new EFBbased fuel-efficiency solution

Toulouse-based software company
OpenAirlines signed an agreement with
Transavia that will see the low-cost carrier
(part of the Air France KLM group)
implement its new SkyBreathe OnBoard
fuel-saving application for the cockpit.
SkyBreathe OnBoard is a connected
electronic flight bag application, which uses
big data and artificial intelligence to detect
fuel-saving opportunities during a flight.
It complements OpenAirlines’
SkyBreathe Fuel Efficiency application,
which provides recommendations before
and after the flight. Under the terms of
the agreement, Transavia will contribute to
the definition of the real-time solution, its
validation, and the in-flight test campaign.
“Innovation and smart digital technology
from SkyBreathe OnBoard will allow us
to eke out every possible operating fuel
saving by making adjustments on the
go,” said Transavia v-p of flight operations
Emmanuel Cachia. “We are looking forward
to launching this innovative solution with
the full support of our pilots and achieving
the additional benefits for the environment.”
Transavia was the launch airline of
OpenAirlines’ SkyBreathe Fuel Efficiency
tool, in 2013. More than 30 airlines now use
SkyBreathe software. OpenAirlines believes
operators could double their fuel-saving
capabilities by adopting SkyBreathe OnBoard.

Boom unveils more details
on its supersonic airliner
by James Wynbrandt
Boom Supersonic (Chalet B161), U.S.
In January Boom announced closing
developer of the proposed Mach 2.2 Over- on a $100 million Series-B investment
ture commercial airliner, is highlighting at round, bringing total funding to more
the Paris Air Show the program’s progress
than $141 million.
and more key details about the 55-passenThe company arrives in Paris on the
ger aircraft.
heels of its agreement to deploy Dassault
On the eve of the Le Bourget gather- Systèmes’ 3DExperience platform and
ing, Boom told AIN those details include “Reinvent the Sky” application to support
fuel efficiency and airline operational
the aircraft’s development, manufacture,
economics data as well as initial aircraft and certification. Boom cofounder and
size. Progress is exemplified by the cur- v-p, technology Joshua Krall said the
rent build of the XB-1 (aka “baby Boom”), company wasn’t “constrained by lega two-person demonstrator to prove key acy software systems” in its choice, and
supersonic flight technologies. Rollout is noted 3DExperience was economical to
expected by year-end with first flight in deploy and could be quickly scaled up as
early 2020. Successful wind tunnel tests
needed. The platform allows real-time
were conducted on a scale mockup in 2017. collaboration among engineers, program

Israel’s
Eviation
completes
electric Alice
prototype
by AIN Staff
Eviation (Chalet 282, Static B8) is unveiling a prototype electric aircraft at the
Paris Air Show. The aircraft is designed to
revolutionize regional commuting when
certified in around 2021, according to the
Israel-based company.
Omer Bar-Yohay, Eviation CEO and
co-founder, said he started the company
to change the way people move regionally. The all-electric aircraft, known
as project Alice, is designed to enable
high-speed, sustainable airborne commuting, tightly integrated with on-demand ground transport solutions. “The
first fully operational Alice [is] to be on

display at this year’s Paris Air Show and
will begin test flights towards the end of
the year,” Bar-Yohay told AIN.
Established in 2015, Eviation’s headquarters are in Israel, with a U.S. office in
Prescott, Arizona. “The Eviation team is
comprised of entrepreneurs, pilots, engineers, experienced in leading successful
tech companies and programs and committed to building a tool aimed at bringing electric aircraft to the masses,” he
said. “The product is built as a very light
commuter airplane, but [benefits from
many] advanced technologies because it
is all-electric. We wanted an airplane that
would be dramatically more efficient. We
wanted to use distributed propulsion to
do this.”
Eviation claims that the aircraft is
already in a position to be certified to fly;
no major rewrite of certification regulations are required to get it approved. “We
are in the process of certification,” he
said, “and we anticipate the plane to be
fully certified by 2021.”
Eviation selected Siemens to provide
the electric propulsion systems for the
Alice electric airplane, claiming the collaboration marked a significant point in
the commercialization of the aircraft.
However, in an interview with U.S. student TV network Cheddar on the floor of

Eviation’s composite Alice electric airplane is on display at the Paris Air Show.
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London to New York in three hours, 15 minutes is the target of Boom’s Overture 55-passenger
airliner (foreground). The “Baby Boom” demonstrator is envisioned as a step along the way.
managers, and even the chief test pilot
to define requirements and access and
reuse common processes and parts with
full traceability. The platform can halve
development time for a first prototype,
according to Dassault. The Boom Overture’s entry into service is projected in the
mid-2020s.

the New York Stock Exchange in February, Bar-Yohay admitted that Alice’s battery weight, at 7,800 pounds, is over half
the aircraft’s maximum takeoff weight of
14,000 pounds.
“The difference between the technology
of 2019 and 2022, in most cases, is not
batteries or motors, [but] the lightweight
materials [used] for the rest of the plane,”
he said. “The challenge we face now is taking a battery that is half the weight of the
plane and finding materials light enough
to accommodate the aerodynamics of the
plane’s design. Today’s battery capabilities are already able to power flights up to
650 miles, a distance encompassing half
of the world’s 4.5 billion flights annually.
However, as of now, the technology to
power large passenger [aircraft] is not
there yet, but it is only a matter of time.”
Vannes, France-based Carboman
Group (Hall 2B B67), which specializes
in manufacturing composite structures, is
collaborating with Eviation on the Alice
aircraft structure and is presenting its
new lightweight carbon-fiber fuselage for
the project at the show. “Carboman will
also showcase composite parts for new
mobility flying solutions and announce
[its] latest capacity expansions for aerospace customers in the aviation and
space sectors at the [Paris Airshow],” the
French company said.
Eviation’s Orca unmanned aircraft
system (UAS) project is also likely to
attract attention at the show. “Eviation’s
Orca is a smart, autonomous aerial vehicle that offers the ultimate platform for a
low operating-cost solution,” Bar-Yohay
said. “Complete with automatic takeoff
and landing, the Orca will be economically and environmentally efficient with
its highly adaptable and modular design.
Though the Alice is our focus as of right
now, we do have [other] projects in the
works. Stay tuned.”
n

Flying at 60,000 feet, Overture would
be capable of traveling between New York
and London in 3 hours 15 minutes; Tokyo
and San Francisco in 5.5 hours; or Sydney
and Los Angeles in 6 hours 45 minutes
(with a fuel stop en route). Engine selection has not been announced, but Boom
plans to use a derivative of existing turbofan technology.
Five-year-old Boom has 30 aircraft on
pre-order from Japan Airlines (JAL) and
Virgin Group. In 2017 JAL also invested
$10 million in the company. Boom, which
recently located to larger facilities, now
has more than 130 full-time employees and
plans to double that number by next March.
Even with prohibitions on civilian
supersonic flight over land, about 500
routes are “economically viable,” Boom
founder and CEO Blake Scholl has said,
with costs for passengers equivalent to
subsonic business class. “A ticket would
cost about $5,000 for transoceanic”
passage between the U.S. and Europe,
according to Scholl. Seat dimension will
be comparable to short-haul first-class
seating. He believes flight over land will
be allowed in the future, opening additional routes to Overture. In the airport
environment, the supersonic airliner
would be quieter than conventional jet
transports, according to Scholl.
While its projected 4,500 nm range isn’t
sufficient for transpacific routes, even
with a technical stop in Tahiti for fuel,
total travel time would be half the current
15 hours between the U.S. and Australia.
About 10 percent of the viable routes pass
through the Middle East, which is “ideally
positioned as a connecting hub between
Australia, Asia, and Europe.” The U.S.
company sees a need for “1,000 to 2,000
airplanes over the first 10 years” of operation, Scholl said.
In March Boom announced Hoar Program Management will lead its site selection process for a U.S. manufacturing
facility for the aircraft, and it forecasts
demand at some 100 aircraft per year.
Key Boom team members include Bill
James, whose prior work includes leading the wing design team for the Airbus
A380 as vice president of production
operations; and Lourdes Maurice, former executive director of the FAA Office
of Environment and Energy, on Boom’s
advisory board.
n

PHOTOS: AIRBUS

An Airbus A220-300 sits parked in front of an Airbus Beluga transport outside the manufacturer’s Toulouse factory.

Airbus boosts A220 range and ETOPS time
by Gregory Polek
Airbus’s A220 program continues to
evolve into a major market force as
improvements such as a 5,000-pound
increase in maximum takeoff weight
(mtow) and 180-minute ETOPS approval
further express the company’s commitment to reinforcing the former Bombardier C Series’ commercial appeal.
Speaking with AIN in early June, Airbus A220 head of engineering and customer support Rob Dewar explained
that customer demand—not any particular internal objective—prompted the
improvements that resulted in a range
increase of some 450 nm and ETOPS
diversion allowance from 120 to 180
minutes. Calling the mtow a “paperwork
exercise,” he said it nevertheless required
not insignificant investment, even though
the airplane’s developers recognized the
capability from early in the test program.
“It’s interesting because we do have
an exceptional cabin that really is very
comfortable to fly even very long-range
flights,” said Dewar. “And we saw that
starting originally with Air Baltic. “They
started with [generally] one- to two-anda-half-hour flights. And, of course, they
started the longer-range flights to Abu
Dhabi from Riga, [which lasts about] sixand-a-half hours. They had still quite a
bit of fuel left, so we had requests from
a number of other customers. So it’s kind
of something that was a quick win for us.”
Scheduled for approval in the A220300 in mid-2020 and in the A220-100
about a year later, the mtow and resulting
range increase will certainly open more
transatlantic routes, added Dewar, while
the 180-minute ETOPS capability will
allow the likes of Asian launch customer
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Korean Air to fly more direct routes over for travel from point-point is there. The
the Pacific. Although Transport Canada interest is much larger than we had origgranted 180-minute ETOPS approval inally anticipated. That’s why we started
in January, Korean authorities need to with the range being shorter, thinking
follow suit to allow Korean Air to take it covers all of North America. It covers
advantage of the capability. The airline South America as well. But as customers
has yet to indicate when it will need the really see the feedback on the passenger
approval, however.
comfort and that this thing can do this long
“[Korean] is the first one that has gone range and take off in these types of fields,
public with it,” added Dewar. “But we it presents them with a new opportunity.”
have other customers as well.”
Apart from the current sampling of
Although Dewar wouldn’t specify the regions whose airlines have already
routes the airplane’s extra range and demonstrated an appetite for the A220,
ETOPS capability might allow due to Dewar sees a lot of promise in China and
concern over exposing individual airlines’ even Russia, where Red Wings Airlines
network strategies, Airbus has cited as
planned to become the first operator
examples markets between Western of the model this year. Airbus plans to
Europe and the Middle East and between
gain Russian certification for the A220
Southeast Asia and Australia.
“shortly,” he said, and Chinese certifi“There’s a lot of interest in doing those
cation “in the coming months.” Dewar
point-to-point, long-range [routes] with
said he has seen no exogenous barriers
a capacity of this size,” said Dewar. “That to doing business in either market, notmakes sense because the market demand withstanding the tense political and
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trade environment. “I know we’ve had
good support from the authorities,” he
reported. “They were [in Mirabel], they
flew the aircraft, they were very satisfied.
Basically, we’re nearing completion of
that activity. So again, we expect the rest
of the certification imminently.”
As of the end of May having delivered 15 A220s out of a forecast 45 this
year, Airbus now counts 72 airplanes
in service with five operators. Dispatch
reliability has improved progressively,
reported Dewar, while performance
figures have beaten original estimates.
Airbus expects Pratt & Whitney to complete the remaining improvements to
the model’s PW1500G geared turbofans,
including installation of a full-life combustor, sometime next year, he added.
What will become the engine’s fourth
generation of combustor will last 25,000
hours, compared with the current generation’s 13,000 hours, said Dewar. Meanwhile, Pratt has fit nearly all PW1500Gs
with new liftoff seals, he reported. “The
other issues, honestly, are much more
insignificant,” explained Dewar.
Airbus sees production in Mirabel, Quebec rising to its full capacity of 10 aircraft
per month by 2024 or 2025. The company
has scheduled first delivery from its new
plant in Mobile, Alabama, in mid-2020.
That factory will carry a capacity of four
airplanes a month, bringing total delivery
rates to 14 per month by 2025.
While acknowledging some supply
chain difficulties, Dewar opted not to
identify where any weaknesses reside,
preferring to speak in generalities about
the capacity challenges the entire industry faces. Asked about how Bombardier’s
plans to sell its Belfast plant—maker of
the composite wings for the A220—might
affect Airbus, he said he saw no reason for
concern and that the European airframer
didn’t harbor a preference for any particular potential buyer.
“We’re very confident in the supply of
the wings,” insisted Dewar. “You know,
Belfast has done a fantastic job with the
wing development and of course with the
deliveries. So we expect that to be fully
supported in a new acquisition. We do
follow it closely, but we’re confident and…
Bombardier is a partner on the A220, so
there is also a common interest there to
make sure that it’s well supported.”
Formerly head of the C Series program
with Bombardier, Dewar delivers not only
the standard company narrative on the
benefits of the Airbus acquisition relating
to economies of scale, human resources,
sales power, aftermarket networks, and
supply chain influence: “[Airbus] took an
approach of keeping us integrated where
it makes sense but keeping us, let’s say,
more dynamic, more nimble, and more
reactive than being fully integrated into
Airbus,” he explained. “So they really
looked to leverage the best of both. Not
just say everything Airbus does is all better, but to look at the best that both organizations can offer and match it together
and make something really great.”
n
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Textron’s SkyCourier on track

Textron Aviation
has orders from
FedEx for as
many as 100
“workhorse”
Skycourier twin
turboprops.

by Kerry Lynch
Textron Aviation (SD A2) is progressing on
the development of its Cessna SkyCourier
408 utility turboprop, with assembly under
way for the prototype and five additional flight
test and ground test articles, the company

announced at EBACE 2019 last month. Furthermore, component testing is ongoing for
the aircraft’s propeller. Textron Aviation
(SDA2) has outlined plans for certification
later this year, with entry into service in 2020.

The Wichita, Kansas manufacturer unveiled the SkyCourier in
November 2017, outlining a highwing twin turboprop that will
become the largest in its growing
in-production turboprop lineup and
be built to serve as a “workhorse.”
It was announced with orders from
FedEx for up to 100 aircraft, divided
equally between firm orders and
options. Based on the SkyCourier’s
$5.5 million list price, the FedEx
order carries a potential value of up
to $550 million.
“When we began designing and
developing the Cessna SkyCourier,
we engaged a number of mission-
centric customers for technical input
to best meet their unique needs in
one platform,” said company senior
v-p of engineering Chris Hearne.
“We are building this aircraft with
the flexibility and reliability needed
for a variety of high-utilization operations, including cargo, passenger,
and special missions.”
In a cargo role, SkyCourier is
designed to carry a payload of up to
6,000 pounds with an 87-inch cargo
door, a flat floor, and a nearly 70-inch
tall and wide—almost “square”—
cabin to accommodate three standard LD3 air cargo containers. At
the same time, Textron Aviation has
also shown a mockup of the SkyCourier in passenger configuration. The
turboprop offers seating for up to 19
passengers, with a netted rear cabin
cargo area that can accommodate
luggage and equipment. Plans call
for the aircraft to fly up to 900 nm
and have a speed of 200 ktas.
Textron Aviation selected proven
components already in production
for the SkyCourier, including the
1,100-shp Pratt & Whitney Canada
PT6A-65SC turboprop engine and
Garmin G1000 avionics, and will
use traditional aluminum materials for airframe construction. The
new 110-inch McCauley propeller
has been mated with the -65B powerplant that is mounted on a test
stand. Endurance and functional
testing of the propeller comprises
nearly 150 hours of operation and is
covering a variety of simulated flight
profiles, Textron Aviation said.
In addition, assembly of the fuel
system test article and nose and
gear drop test article has begun
and testing is slated to start later
this month.
n
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Sweden takes a leading role
in sustainable biofuel flight
by Cathy Buyck
Despite its small size—handling just
135,000 passengers yearly—Halmstad
City Airport (HAD) in June 2017 became
one of the first airports in Sweden to offer
sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) to its airline customers, scheduled and charter airlines, business aviation, and rescue flight
operators. [SAF is also known as sustainable alternative jet fuel (SAJF).]
At the end of 2018, HAD took its sustainability commitment a step further
and implemented a biofuel quota—at
least 5 percent on average per year of an
airline’s fuel uptake at the airport must
be SAF. The airport’s board put SAF on
its agenda in 2014 and its plans were fully
in line with the goal of Halmstad municipality, HAD’s owner since 2006, to be
fossil-free in 2030.
With a 5 percent compulsory biofuel
quota HAD has overtaken the ambitions
of Swedavia, the Swedish state-owned
company that owns and operates 10 of
the country’s busiest airports including
Stockholm-Arlanda, and of the Swedish
government. Swedavia’s target is for 5
percent of all jet fuel used at its airports
to be fossil-free by 2025.
Braathens Regional Airlines (BRA), the
largest scheduled carrier operating at
HAD, was quickly won over to use biofuel
on a regular basis, the airport’s business
development manager Anette Holmgren
told AIN, pointing to the carrier’s internal goal to have fossil-free operations by
2030. The Sweden-based regional airline
in February 2017 performed the first ever
biofuel-powered flight of an ATR aircraft
when an ATR 72-600 flew from Bromma-
Stockholm City Airport (BMA) to Umeå,
fueled 45 percent with fossil-free used
cooking oil-based fuel. On May 16, the
airline again teamed with the European
turboprop manufacturer to operate what
was dubbed the ‘Perfect Flight,’ with
every element of the one-hour flight from
HAD to BMA optimized to keep carbon
emissions to a minimum.

Neste’s sustainable aviation fuel is
sourced from non-palm renewable and
sustainable materials, in this case, used
cooking oil feedstocks. Other elements
in the flight management process contributed to reducing the fuel burn—actual
fuel savings on the 440 km flight was 116
liters or 1.6 liters per passenger—and carbon emissions. Air traffic control assigned
a direct flight path and optimized the altitude for the aircraft type, TF703 Captain
Johan Molarin explained. “The Swedish
air navigation service provider prioritized
the straightest possible route for the flight
with a descent at low thrust,” he told AIN.
With normal operations, often the opposite occurs and flights to and from BMA
get assigned a less optimal flight path as
LFV Sweden tends to prioritize air traffic
to and from Arlanda, Sweden’s busiest
airport, according to Molarin.
The deployment of an ATR turboprop
played a critical role in achieving the most
climate-efficient passenger flight with current technology, noted BRA CCO Ulrika
Matsgård. “We still have a long way to go
until we can fly 100 percent fossil-free, but
there are many ways to fly in a sustainable
manner. That’s why we have decided to fly
more ATRs. They are the most climate-
effective aircraft on the regional market.”
The airline, formed in 2016 through the
merger of Malmö Aviation, Braathens
Regional, and the regional airlines of
Sverigeflyg, will phase out all its aging Avro
RJs by the end of March 2020.
BRA’s fleet consists of 13 ATR 72 turboprops and 10 Avros. Matsgård indicated
that the Avros might not be replaced by
an equal number of ATRs. “We still have
some spare capacity. There is room to
use our existing ATR fleet in a more efficient way,” she said. She did not want to
disclose how many more ATRs BRA is
intending to acquire—buy or lease.
ATR senior vice president of programs and customer services Tom
Anderson confirmed talks with BRA for
“some” additional ATRs are ongoing. He
47 Percent Lower CO2 Emissions
remained tightlipped on the size of the
Flight TF703—operated with an ATR potential new order, but the discussions
72-600 with 72 passengers on board— were “positive.” Except for some longer
took off from HAD in the southwest sectors, the ATR 72-600 is well suited for
of Sweden at 10:05 a.m. local time and BRA’s network and the commitment to
landed at 11:15 a.m. at BMA, and produced reduce its CO2 footprint, he said. “Our
47 percent less CO2 than the average of the ATR 72-600 version uses 40 percent less
same flights last year. On a per-passenger, fuel and emits 40 percent less CO2 than a
per-kilometer basis, the CO2 output was regional jet like the Bombardier CRJ900
just 33 grams. Emissions of the same BRA or an Embraer E175.”
flight with only fossil fuel is 63 grams of
CO2 per-kilometer per-passenger. The
Breaking the Vicious Circle
flight was powered by a blend of 50 per- The ‘Perfect Flight’ has highlighted “what
cent conventional jet fuel and 50 percent is possible when we all work together,”
SAF—the maximum allowed quantity noted Tom Parsons, Air BP’s Biojet comunder current regulations—supplied by mercial development manager, as he
Air BP and produced by Neste.
called on the need for collaboration from
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Sweden’s Braathen Regional Airline has set a goal of fossil-free operations by 2030. Its fleet
of ATR turboprops has begun using sustainable fuels supplied by Neste.
capacity of the Singapore plant by 1.3 milall stakeholders to meet the industry’s
collective carbon-reduction goals. Air BP lion tonnes, including a 1 million tonne
supplies its BP Biojet-branded SAF—which capacity for renewable jet fuel production.
is currently made using recycled cooking This will boost Neste’s global renewable
oil—at several airports in the Nordics and production capacity to 4.5 million tonnes
at Chicago O’Hare in the U.S. BP Biojet is
annually by 2022. How much of this
also used by Airbus at its facility in Mobile, renewable diesel will be further refined
Alabama. Air BP was the first operator to renewable jet fuel will depend on
to supply renewable jet fuel through an demand, Teir said. But as a minimum, to
airport hydrant fueling system as part of secure a strong position in the market,
normal operations, at Oslo Airport in 2016 “we are currently ramping up capacity for
with the SAF produced by Neste. It inked 100,000 tonnes of renewable jet fuel. This
an agreement with Neste in October last is a lot in the context of cumulative global
year to develop supply chains to ensure renewable jet fuel production to date.”
that renewable jet fuel is more widely
He admits there is a cost impact as
accessible for airline customers.
renewable jet fuel is more expensive to produce than conventional jet fuel. To break
the “lack of demand, small-scale production, uncompetitive prices” vicious circle,
“all aviation stakeholders must cooperate
to find solutions to bridge the price gap,”
he asserted. Several airlines and airports—
including BRA, HAD, and Swedavia—have
created crowdfunding-like mechanisms to
help finance SAF. “I expect to see more of
these voluntary opt-in schemes, on a corporate or individual level.”
The right regulatory framework could
play an important role to stimulate the
more extensive use of biofuel, Teir said,
though he noted that the aviation indus— Andreas Teir, Neste’s vice president of
try typically does not embrace mandates
renewable transportation, Nordics
on biofuel quotas imposed by national
For Anna Soltorp, head of sustainability governments as this could distort the
at BRA, the ‘Perfect Flight’ demonstrated competitive positions and the level playwhat can be achieved through more effi- ing field.
cient flying without compromising connecSome jurisdictions are taking the lead
tivity. The airline wants to “continue to fly and showing that they can pave the way
‘perfectly’ in the future,” she said. To achieve
for more widely adopted regulatory
this, she emphasized, “It is important that frameworks. For example, Norway is
we can access sustainable aviation fuel in requiring that 0.5 percent of aviation fuel
sufficient quantities and at the right price. sold in the country will be advanced bioFor that, we need political initiatives.”
fuels, while Sweden in March announced
Andreas Teir, Neste’s vice president of a proposal to introduce a greenhouse
renewable transportation, Nordics, chal- gas reduction mandate for aviation fuel
lenged the widely held view that the bot- sold in the country. The reduction level
tleneck is the scarcity of the product, and would be 0.8 percent in 2021 and graduindustry stakeholders—the OEMs, the
ally increase to 27 percent in 2030. The
airlines, the airports—are ready to expo- reduction levels are estimated to be the
nentially step up the use of SAF. “Renew- equivalent of one percent (11,000 tonnes)
able jet fuel is available,” he insisted.
SAF in 2021, 5 percent (56,000 tonnes) in
The Finnish biofuel producer has 2025, and 30 percent (340,000 tonnes) in
refineries in Porvoo, Finland, in Rotter- 2030. This proposal, if introduced, makes
dam, and in Singapore, and it is investing Sweden an undisputed early leader in
€1.4 billion in ramping up the production decarbonizing aviation, Teir concluded. n


We are currently
ramping up
capacity for 100,000
tonnes of renewable
jet fuel. This is a lot in
the context of
cumulative global
renewable jet fuel
production to date.”
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Bedek recasts its structure
as P2F business blossoms
NORWEGIAN

by Peter Shaw-Smith

Norwegian has replaced certain 737 Max services with widebodies.

Max debacle domino effect
ripples throughout industry
by Gregory Polek
The continued grounding of the 737 Max calendar activities versus the activities
will affect Boeing, suppliers, and opera- based on flight hours and flight cycles,
tors alike, and the longer the crisis goes on
they become out of sync,” explained
the more disruption to the industry it will Yann Cambier, the London-based avicause. For the airline sector, the exposure
ation analyst for global consultant ICF
also depends directly on the number of International. “So, one objective when
Max jets a particular operator has already you do your maintenance is to do as
taken in proportion to its total fleet. Even many activities as possible at once to
though the likes of Southwest Airlines reduce the amount of time your aircraft
await the return to the air of 34 grounded is grounded for maintenance purposes.
Max jets, the fact that it flies more than And most airlines have an automated
700 airplanes—all 737NGs—no doubt mit- way of bundling tasks. So if you have a
igates the damage.
calendar task at 24 months, based on your
Several Max operators, such as Nor- expected utilization you know which
wegian and Air Canada, have managed to flight-related task you have to do at the
maintain schedules through not only direct same time. But because you are not flying
replacement with other types of 737s but anymore, that kind of automation is kind
with Boeing 787s flying fewer frequencies, of falling on its head.”
for example. Other measures include wet
MRO providers face the same predicleasing, lease extensions of unaffected air- ament, in addition to the direct loss of
craft types, or simply cancellation of some business resulting from the grounding.
service. All such actions, however, threaten “Recently…SIA Engineering was mentioning
to increase unit costs, the burden for which
that they have a large contract with Silkair,
might ultimately fall on Boeing in the form
and because the maintenance activity is not
of compensation to the airlines.
happening, it has an impact on their botAnother effect few analysts have consid- tom line,” said Cambier.
ered involves maintenance planning. Again,
The grounding’s financial effect also
the more Max airplanes a particular oper- stands to hit the leasing market hard, as
ator has taken in relation to the size of its
several airlines have opted not to pay their
fleet as a whole, the more complicated the rents on grounded airplanes, noted Camjob of juggling maintenance burdens will bier, leaving the lessor holding the burden
prove—and the longer the grounding con- of pursuing compensation from Boeing.
tinues, the more scheduled maintenance “You have a number of airlines that are
events will come due, particularly those refusing to pay the lessors because they
unrelated to the number of hours a partic- don’t want to pay rent on an aircraft that is
ular airplane has flown. Airlines bear a cost not flying,” he reported. “So the burden is
as a result, both due to the need to perform now on the lessors to go back to Boeing to
upkeep on grounded aircraft and the need try to sort the issue out.
to revisit overall maintenance plans.
So, in effect, airlines that have leased
Calendar-driven maintenance tasks
their Max jets might face less exposure than
cover items such as seals or parts subject to
those that own their airplanes outright. Out
corrosion. Other tasks maintenance crews of 354 grounded 737 Max 8s, operators lease
need to perform on grounded airplanes 151, or 41 percent of the fleet.
include running the APU, draining engine
“I would expect that technically [the airoil, and replacing it with special conser- lines] are still bound to [pay],” added Camvation oil, placement of desiccant bags in bier. “But contracts are not always worth
the cabin, and removal of certain avionics
the paper they are written on. When it’s
among several other preventive steps to such a massive and widely known industry
protect the airplane from climatic effects.
issue, it is a challenge to get someone to pay
“Because the airplanes are not flying… for something they can’t use.”
n
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Bedek Aviation Group, an Israel Aerospace Gulfstream G280). In parallel, AG operates
Industries (IAI, Chalet 208) subsidiary divisions in engineering, operations, and
based at Ben Gurion Airport in Tel Aviv, flight testing to support the above four
has expanded its remit to oversee four business lines.
business lines. The company announced
“This new form of the Aviation Group
several major MRO and aircraft conver- [has been] working [well] since January 1,
sion deals with China’s HNA Group and 2019,” Melamed said. “All divisions are very
Air Transport Services Group (ATSG) of busy and looking for ways to expand their
the U.S. in the past 12 months.
business in new programs and partner“Bedek Aviation Group had a successful ships around the globe. We are performing
2018,” said Yossi Melamed, IAI executive 737NG P2F conversions in China and also
vice president and Bedek general manager. soon going to do [this] in Mexico, where
We have accomplished 17 Boeing 767-300 we already have a 767 P2F conversions proconversions and two Boeing 737-700 con- gram running.”
versions, as well as finishing up the 737Bedek claims to have won a global repu800 conversion prototype, which is now tation as a supplier of comprehensive serin final test flights toward certification.”
vices for passenger and cargo aircraft. Its
In September 2018, Bedek entered into customers include aircraft leasing compaan official supplier agreement with China’s
nies, airlines, OEMs, and cargo shippers.
HNA Group. Bedek’s engine division will “Bedek’s modern facility provides a comserve as the maintenance and overhaul plete range of maintenance and overhaul
center for HNA Group airlines operating services…for wide- and narrowbody airthe V2500 engine. Engines will be sent craft. Recent years have seen significant
to Bedek by the customer and returned developments in engine maintenance, with
to China following servicing. The agree- Bedek’s Engine Division providing leasing
ment’s value was estimated to be in the services for aircraft engines,” it said.
tens of millions of dollars a year.
At its aircraft manufacturing center,
“We welcome the contract with HNA IAI continues to work on business jet
Group, a breakthrough for Bedek which manufacturing with its Gulfstream G280
is expected to open up additional markets
program. “The helicopter MRO business
for us in engine maintenance as well as in is expected [to see] some growth, as we
other specialty areas,” Melamed said.
plan to implement new avionics features
In 2018, Bedek won another conversion for commercial, as well as military use,”
contract for passenger-to-freighter (P2F) Melamed said.
767s with Wilmington, Ohio-based ATSG.
Bedek claims to be the only company
A number of the Boeing freighters are likely worldwide still to have an active P2F conto support Amazon Prime Air’s growth this version program for the 747-400. It is also
year. “[Other] initiatives in the MRO busi- looking into 777 and Airbus A330 proness are [expected] this year, especially grams as a replacement platform for the
major airframe and engine long-term large-segment freighter market. Melamed
agreements,” Melamed said.
said Airbus A380 conversions would be
This year, Bedek took over three divi- evaluated “the moment we receive a
sions of IAI to form the Aviation Group
request from the customer.”
(AG), which now operates as four busiBedek has also set up its Hangar Lab to
ness lines: Bedek MRO (aircraft, engines, promote new initiatives relevant to its lines
and components MRO), Conversions and of business and to provide added value to
Upgrades (commercial and military air- customers. A number of these initiatives
craft), Lahav Aero-Structures (large-scale are already in the working phase, through
structure manufacturing), and Aircraft Israeli and international startups, using the
(business jet manufacturing, including the knowledge and expertise of IAI’s AG. n

Growth in global shipping has bolstered Bedek’s passenger-to-freighter (P2F) conversions.

move with
the times
40% less fuel and 40% less CO2*
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CFM details Leap nozzle coking research
by Chris Kjelgaard

Gaël Méheust

737’s Leap-1B engines in flight and bring its Leap fuel-nozzle coking investigation
CFM
the aircraft back to Orlando, where it has
continues, CFM knows what the root
International
remained throughout the worldwide 737 cause of coking is for its own and othpresident
Max grounding. Southwest inspected that ers’ jet engines. “The [carbon] build-up
and CEO
engine and 12 other Leap-1Bs installed on
tends to occur post-shutdown,” after an
its 737 Maxes and replaced on-wing the engine is shut down upon completing a
engine involved in the incident and several flight, said Méheust. Various factors and said. “It’s no big deal; we have all the capaothers. The airline said later that the inci- environmental conditions can contribute bilities to monitor it, detect it in advance,
dent had happened because fuel-nozzle
to coking happening, “including the tem- and provide spare parts” in a timely fashcoking had created several “hot spots” in perature of the engine at shutdown.” The ion, “via a rotable pool. Nozzles can be
the engine, which in turn affected some of phenomenon is “not about the nozzle changed on-wing overnight. And we’ll have
its turbine blades.
[design] itself ”: it is caused by tempera- techniques to clean fuel nozzles available
In parallel, CFM inspected 13 other ture-induced evaporation of unburned pretty soon.” At present, any fuel nozzles
Leap engines worldwide “out of an abun- fuel, which leads to hard deposits of solid found with carbon build-up are swapped
dance of caution, to make sure there was
carbon being laid down in some parts of out on-wing overnight, sent to CFM to be
not the potential for another issue,” said
the engine, particularly the fuel nozzles cleaned ultrasonically, and subsequently
Méheust. It then began an investigation spraying fuel into the combustor.
returned to the relevant operators.
into fuel-nozzle coking that he said will
To prevent Leap fuel-nozzle coking
continue until CFM feels it has fully
Coking’s Multiple Cycles
from remaining an issue, “we just need to
understood the phenomenon as it applies Méheust added that coking “occurs over understand exactly the conditions that are
to the Leap. Additionally, CFM is continu- many cycles,” a fact that is helping CFM happening” during engine shutdown that
ing to look into the Southwest incident, in
to detect a gradual carbon build-up in any promote carbon build-ups, said Méheust.
which it believes factors other than cok- given engine and alert the operator before This research is underway and it will
ing may also have been involved. “We’re
the coking results in an urgent problem. inform CFM in deciding if the company
still working on the order of events, what “Ongoing monitoring allows us to detect “might be able to modify or upgrade the
happened first” to result in the South- it early and recommend replacement or [engine control] software for shutdown,”
west in-flight shutdown, he said.Although cleaning” of affected Leap fuel nozzles, he he said. In particular, CFM reckons it
“might be able to motor the engine a little
differently” during shutdown to eliminate
conditions favoring carbon build-up.
Despite its investigation into Leap
fuel-nozzle coking, CFM is pleased with
the Leap engine’s overall reliability since it
CFM International is now delivering all
entered service. After 5 million flight hours
new Leap-1A engines for installation
of commercial service (a milestone the
on A320neo-family jets on time. While
Leap family recently reached), so reliable
deliveries of Leap-1Bs to Boeing for 737
are the in-service Leap-1A and Leap-1B
Maxes are still incurring minor delays,
versions proving that even early in its prothe engine-manufacturing joint venture
gram life the new family is demonstrating
expects to overcome remaining Leap-1B
a higher utilization rate than its direct predelivery delays within weeks.
decessor, the CFM56 family, said Méheust.
Interviewed by AIN in mid-May, CFM
When CFM launched the Leap program
International CEO Gaël Méheust said that
in 2008, “an internal goal was to bring in a
for Leap-1A deliveries, “we’ve been back
brand-new engine to replace a very mature
on schedule for quite some time.” While
engine” with the new engine demonstratLeap-1Bs going to Boeing are still slightly
ing from the outset reliability as high as
behind schedule after being several weeks
that of the mature one, said Méheust. For
late last year, “we’re really catching up…
the on-wing Leap population, “We see
the expectation is that within a few weeks
consistently a utilization rate of 96 perwe’ll be back on schedule” and all subsecent, two or three percent better than
quent Leap-1B deliveries will be made on
CFM56-powered airplanes,” he said. “We
time. “Of course, the current [737 Max]
have been able to secure an even higher
grounding situation really helps with clos- billion flight hours by CFM56 engines” operated Boeing 737NG, said Méheust. utilization rate than [the] CFM56. We have
ing the gap,” he added.
since the CFM56 family entered com- CFM will reach a similar milestone early delivered that goal.”
CFM’s imminent success in wiping out mercial service on April 24, 1982,” said next year with the CFM56-5 when it delivThe average Leap daily utilization rate
all remaining delays in Leap-1B deliver- Méheust. (These first CFM56-2 engines ers the last CFM56-5B for installation on a is now “close to 10 hours a day,” though
ies to Boeing comes as the GE Aviation- were installed on a Delta Air Lines commercial A320ceo-family aircraft.
the additional maintenance burden
Safran Aircraft Engines joint venture McDonnell Douglas DC-8 operating a
In addition to ending Leap delivery delays, arising from technical issues in Leap
marks up several major milestones for its flight from Atlanta to Savannah, Georgia.) CFM will also be able to achieve in 2019 its
operations has “reduced by 50 percent
CFM56 engine family, to be succeeded by
Another notable milestone for CFM previously stated target of delivering 1,800- from where we were a year ago,” said
the Leap family but still by an enormous
is that combined orders and commit- plus Leap engines this year, after delivering Méheust. One of three early technical
margin the most successful commercial ments for the CFM56 and Leap families 1,100 in 2018. “That is still our plan at this teething problems affecting Leap engines
jet-engine production program in history. have recently passed the 50,000-engine
time,” said Méheust. CFM doesn’t break out has been the need to replace some fuel
In addition to CFM delivering its 15,000th mark, 40 years after the joint venture its planned Leap production totals by man- hoses prematurely, “after 1,200 hours,”
CFM56-7B engine for the Boeing 737NG received its first-ever order for CFM56s. ufacturer, allowing the airframers to discuss
according to Méheust. In response, CFM
family in April and its 10,000th CFM56-5- Yet another important milestone, which
their own delivery totals instead, but 2019 has developed a new fuel tube as a line
series engine for the Airbus A320ceo fam- CFM celebrated without fanfare, is that Leap-1B deliveries are likely to outnumber replaceable unit and will make it availily earlier this year, in May, “As we speak, recently it delivered the final CFM56-7B Leap-1A deliveries by some margin.
able to all operators from “very early in
we are just passing the milestone of one engine for installation on a commercially
the third quarter.”
n
continues on page 24

Later this year, CFM International will
make available cleaning carts that will
allow operators to remove build-ups of
deposited carbon from the fuel nozzles
of their Leap engines while the engines
and fuel nozzles remain on-wing.
CFM is also studying whether modifying the Leap’s engine control software
could reduce such carbon build-ups,
CEO Gaël Méheust told AIN. These
deposits—which according to CFM
can affect any jet engine, in a phenomenon known throughout the aerospace
industry as “coking”—can create performance issues that require pilots to
shut down engines in flight. Coking “is
not unique to the Leap engine: it’s a
phenomenon as old as aircraft engines
themselves,” said Méheust.
However, one reason CFM is paying so
much attention at present to potential
coking in Leap engines is that fuel-nozzle coking played a role in a highly publicized incident in which Southwest
Airlines pilots flying a Boeing 737 Max 8
on March 26 from Orlando to Victorville
for storage had to shut down one of the

Supply line on track for Neos and Maxes
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SLIGHT ADJUSTMENT.
SAME DESTINATION.

The Engine Alliance GP7200’s biggest benefit just took a positive
turn: We’ve made our global service support network the core
of our business. Imagine – field service teams in 100+ cities
worldwide, refocused and recommitted to one goal:
Keeping the A380 flying. The future is bright.
More benefits at EngineAlliance.com.
Engine Alliance, LLC, a joint company of General Electric Co. and Pratt & Whitney

continued from page 22

Neo, Max supply
This is because all 737 Maxes are powered
by the Leap-1B, while customers for the
A320neo family can select either the Leap-1A
or the Pratt & Whitney PW1100G-JM
for their aircraft. CFM reckons that for
A320neo-family orders for which engine

choices have been announced to date, the
all Maxes, CFM is maintaining the rate and
Leap-1A has about a 59 percent market schedule of Leap-1B deliveries to Boeing that
share. A third version of the Leap engine, it had previously agreed with the airframer.
the Leap-1C, powers the Comac C919, but Doing so “has some virtues,” said Méheust.
the Chinese-built aircraft is still in certifica- “It allows CFM to build on the momentum we
tion flight-testing and so CFM is not deliver- gained last year on the historic ramp-up,” the
ing any production Leap-1Cs yet.
biggest and most rapid ever for a commercial
Although Boeing reduced its 737 Max jet engine-manufacturing program. “It also
monthly production rate from 52 aircraft to helps ensure the stability of our supply chain.
42 in the wake of the March 13 grounding of Boeing is completely in agreement with that.”

IL-76MD-90A, which made its maiden ﬂight in 2012, is
the latest and most advanced version of the IL-76 family
of military transport aircraft. The new IL-76MD-90A is
distinguished from its predecessors in modiﬁed wing
design, advanced avionics suite, PS-90A-76 turbofan
engines with a thrust of 16 tons each, reinforced landing
gear, upgraded fuel system and dozens of other
inn
innovations.
The IL-76MD-90A has become even more powerful,
reliable and fuel-efﬁcient. It carries more, ﬂies farther
and more accurately. And, it is always ready to perform
the most challenging missions anywhere in the world as
before.
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CFM56 Production Winds Down

In addition to assembling at least
1,800 Leap engines this year, CFM
will also construct and deliver 380
CFM56s, so total CFM new-engine production in 2019 will reach
nearly 2,200 engines. “That places
us at our historic levels of production,” said Méheust. However, by
the end of 2020, the year in which
CFM expects to reach its planned
full Leap production rate of 2,000plus engines, the joint venture will
have ended production of CFM56s
for civil-aviation use. (A low residual level of production of CFM567Bs will continue well into the
2020s for military operators that
have ordered the 737-800-based
P-8A Poseidon and the 737-700based 737 AEW&C Wedgetail.)
Many civil-use CFM56s built in
2020 will be delivered as spare
engines, but “we are really encouraging our [civil aviation] customers to look at their requirements
for the future because by the end
of next year we will not produce
spare [CFM56] engines anymore,”
said Méheust.
However, he added, “that is
not the end of the program, by
no means. We’re going to stop
assembling CFM56 engines, but
the aftermarket is huge. We expect
by 2025 there will be 22,000
CFM56s flying. Out of those, 70
percent will have had zero or one
shop visit, so by 2025 we see more
than 3,000 shop visits a year for
the CFM56. Production of parts
will still represent a huge amount
of effort. The aftermarket will go
on for decades and we’re planning to produce [CFM56] engines
[as parts] until the mid-2040s, if
necessary.”
Today, as CFM56 production
winds down, CFM has accumulated orders for just over 33,400
CFM56-family engines, with almost
the same number delivered. CFM
feels it can now say with confidence that the entire CFM56-family production run will total just
under 34,000 engines, and the
CFM56 will have been in production for more than 40 years by the
time the engine-assembly program
ends for good when deliveries of
military 737NG versions end.
No other commercial or military turbofan engine in history
has come close to that production
total. However, if another engine
ever stands a chance of doing so,
it is the Leap family. Just 11 years
after it launched the Leap program in 2008, CFM has accumulated orders and other purchase
commitments for 17,400 Leap
engines, about eight years’ worth
of production output at CFM’s
planned full assembly rate. C.K.

U.S. pavilion celebrates 50th anniversary
of Neil Armstrong’s ‘one small step’
by James Wynbrandt
On the eve of the 50th anniversary of the
first lunar landing, “Apollo 50: America’s
Invitation to Partnership” has landed at
the USA Partnership Pavilion at the 53rd
International Paris Air Show. The mission,
a week-long celebration of innovation
and human achievement, is led by Apollo
astronauts Colonel Walt Cunningham
USMC-Ret. (Apollo 7); Colonel Al Worden,
USAF-Ret. (Apollo 15); and Brigadier General Charlie Duke, USAF-Ret. (Apollo 16).
The event lineup includes a full schedule of presentations and panel discussions
featuring industry pioneers, thought leaders, and the astronauts themselves. The
commemorative mission also showcases
the legacy of Apollo’s achievement and
commitment to excellence, as seen in the
350 American companies exhibiting goods
and services at the Partnership Pavilion.
“The spirit of innovation and discovery
that culminated in six successful lunar
landings lives on in U.S. companies large
and small, working in collaboration with
global partners to surmount new challenges on Earth and in space,” said Cunningham, Worden, and Duke in a joint
statement. “That is the message we are
bringing to the Paris Air Show 2019 as
ambassadors for the present and future
of the global aerospace industry.”
The mission aims to serve as a tangible touchpoint for connecting past
achievements to the pursuit of new
ideas and advancements, and engage,
educate, and spur the global aerospace
community to invest in innovation. It’s
part of the U.S. National Aeronautics
and Space Administration’s (NASA)
year-long Apollo 50 initiative.
Apollo 11 landed on the moon on July
20, 1969, and commander Neil Armstrong became the first human to walk
upon its surface.
The Apollo 50 Launch Pad in the USA
Partnership Pavilion, a theater-style presentation forum, serves as the command
center for mission activities. U.S.-based
launch service provider United Launch Alliance (ULA) is hosting the Launch Pad and
serving as mission partner. ULA, founded
in 2006, has launched more than 130 consecutive successful space launch missions.
“The successes of the Apollo program
informed and inspired our vision to break
barriers, broaden horizons, and realize
possibilities not yet imagined by integrating courageous innovation, unparalleled
technology, and meaningful partnerships,”
said ULA president and CEO Tory Bruno.
Apollo 50 lifted off on the first day of
the show with the Pavilion’s own opening ceremony, with Jamie McCourt, U.S.
Ambassador of France, and NASA Administrator Jim Bridenstine among attending
dignitaries, with the Apollo astronauts
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presiding. Also on day one of the Paris
show, the Pavilion presented a French flag
flown on Apollo 15 to the Moon and back
to French President Emmanual Macron, a
tradition started at the 2015 air show with
an Apollo flag presentation to the newly
established UAE Space Agency.
Tuesday, June 18th marks Space Day at
Le Bourget, when the Apollo astronauts

Al Worden will lead “Apollo 50” lunar landing
anniversary celebrations at the Paris Air
Show, alongside fellow astronauts Charlie
Duke and Walt Cunningham.

host a panel discussion and networking
event, “Celebrating America’s Achievements in Space,” bringing together U.S.
and other government leaders and officials, and industry executives.
Throughout the week the Launch pad
will host briefings and presentations
focused on industry trade, innovation,
and future workforce challenges. Raytheon
and the Apollo astronauts are teaming on
“Meet the Stars Who Will Fly Us to Mars,”
a career-focused session with rising industry innovators including student members
of International Rocketry Challenge teams
from the U.S., UK, France, and Japan, the
session streamed live and captured for
future “on-demand” viewing.
Kallman Worldwide, organizer of the
USA Partnership Pavilion at the Paris
Air Show since 1995 in coordination with
U.S. agencies including the Departments
of Commerce, Defense, State, and Transportation, organized the Paris Air Show
Apollo mission.
“Our campaign recognizes [Apollo’s]
legacy as a reminder to future generations,” said Kallman Worldwide president
and CEO Tom Kallman. “Wherever our
interests and passions lead us, mankind is
driven by purpose to explore and discover.
Whether you’re pursuing discoveries on
Earth or elsewhere in the universe, ‘We’re
all on a mission.’”
The Pavilion’s partnership theme
was introduced at the Farnborough

International Airshow last year and represents the contemporary way business is
done, Kallman said at the time. “Success in
international trade comes from partnership
and teamwork.” He noted many exhibitors,
from small and medium-sized enterprises
to publicly traded multinationals “already
have significant business partnerships and
operations around the world.”
Despite the Pavilion’s large population and territory—it covers 4,000-sq-m
(43,000-sq-ft)—navigating the Visitor
Zone is simple, thanks to an ample supply
of kiosks with “go to” touchscreens and
“you are here” maps, and ambassadors to
help attendees find exactly what exhibitor
or what type of product or service they’re
looking for.
A story of innovation and achievement
of relevance to air show attendees can be
found at almost every display. Ohio’s Sifco
Industries arrives in Paris on the heels
of earning AS9100D accreditation at its
Maniago, Italy C-Blade facility, enabling
the plant to manufacture aerospace and
defense products. The century-old Kearfott Corporation of Florida announced a
recent final determination from the U.S.
Department of State allowing issuance of
export licenses for international sales of
its T24 SeaNav Inertial Navigation System
“much more quickly while incurring less
cost in connection with the application
and compliance process.”
Aerospace and defense industry supplier Cadence Aerospace’s center of
excellence for stringers and hinge beams
in Anaheim, California, recently upgraded
the lighting system for the entire facility
to reduce energy consumption, save on
energy costs, and provide high-quality
lighting as part of its commitment to
quality, safety, and the environment. n

Astronautics secures approval for electronic flight instrument
Astronautics (Hall 3, Stand A40) has received
FAA Technical Standard Order Authorization
(TSOA) for its AFI4700 RoadRunner drop-in
electronic flight instrument (EFI), available
for retrofit on helicopters and airplanes.

FAA Supplemental Type Certificate (STC)
approval is expected shortly and product
shipments will begin immediately thereafter.
RoadRunner is a primary flight display replacement for older EFIS or

The drop-in Astronautics RoadRunner replaces mechanical dials or older EFIS displays.
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electromechanical attitude director and
horizontal situation instruments, and it can
be linked with modern navigation equipment, thus enabling capabilities like localizer performance with vertical guidance
approaches. The EFI is readable in all lighting conditions and requires minimal installation time. It affords reduced operating and
maintenance costs and is upgradeable with
new software to meet customer-specific
mission requirements.
“RoadRunner offers operators an easy and
affordable upgrade to modern electronic flight
instruments on their aircraft with enhanced
safety features,” said Astronautics president
Chad Cundiff. “Receiving TSOA approval is a
big step in bringing RoadRunner to the rotary
and fixed-wing markets,” he said. Astronautics manufactures avionics for military and
commercial aircraft. Its product line includes
electronic primary flight and engine displays,
connected aircraft and cyber solutions, electronic flight bags, and certified servers for
airborne applications. 
M.H.
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THE BEST NEVER REST
The G650ERTM recently achieved the fastest longest-range business jet
flight in history—flying from Singapore to Tucson, Arizona, 44 minutes
quicker than the previous record. With an industry-leading 90 world
speed records and counting, you simply can’t go farther faster.

‘Loyal
wingman’ a
part of future
air combat
by Beth Stevenson
It is largely accepted that the future of air
combat will evolve significantly to include
new technologies and concepts of operation. But there is still work underway to
examine exactly what this future type of
combat will look like.
Unmanned system use of some sort is
a given, however, will it be the introduction of unmanned combat air vehicles
(UCAV) that will carry out the entire
operation that a fighter currently does,
or will UCAVs operate as an adjunct to
manned operations?
The newest concept in development is
a so-called “loyal wingman,” a low-cost
UAV that would be deployed alongside a
manned aircraft to either act as a complementary asset or as a decoy to protect
the crewed system from offensive air
defenses. By keeping costs down, these
systems could be acquired and deployed
en masse, providing a complementary
asset that is ultimately expendable if
required.
A surge of developments in this area
has been made in recent months, including the first flight of the XQ-58A Valkyrie
wingman that took place at Yuma Proving
Grounds in Arizona in March 2019.
The XQ-58A is a high-subsonic vehicle
powered by a single turbine engine with
a range of some 3,000 miles, launched
from a stand using rocket technology and
recovered by a parachute. The device was
originally designated the XQ-222 in the
earlier stages of development by industry
partner Kratos.
Two internal weapons bays allow for
a 500-pound weapons payload for two
GBU-39 small-diameter bombs, while
there is also scope for underwing hardpoints to be included.
This testing was carried out under
a partnership formed in 2016 between
aerial target system manufacturer Kratos Unmanned Aerial Systems and the

Australia’s Airpower Teaming System and Boeing are developing this ‘loyal wingman’ platform, capable of carrying electronic warfare sensors.
Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL).
The program falls under the government’s Low Cost Attritable Aircraft
Technology (LCAAT) research. Lasting
76 minutes, this test was part of the
U.S. Air Force’s vision for a low-cost,
runway-independent UCAV that could
be a complementary asset to aircraft
including the F-22 and F-35 fighters, or
used separately in swarms.
“XQ-58A is the first example of a class
of UAV that is defined by low procurement and operating costs while providing
game-changing combat capability,” Doug
Szczublewski, AFRL’s XQ-58A program
manager, said after the March 2019 flight.

Australian Efforts

Australia, meanwhile, has selected Boeing
as its industry partner for the development of a loyal wingman concept, and in
February 2019 the government revealed
that an initial concept was being worked
on. This is the company’s first UAV development to be designed and engineered in
the country.
Dubbed the Airpower Teaming System,
the government has pledged some A$10
million per year of investment into the
development, with an initial investment
ceiling set at A$40 million. Research and
development will lead to the establishment
of a concept demonstrator under the Loyal
Wingman-Advanced Development Program, with a first flight targeted for 2020.
This will ultimately be fed into the production of the Airpower Teaming System.
“The partnership will produce a
concept demonstrator of a low-cost
unmanned ‘loyal wingman’ aircraft,
capable of operating in concert with

Dassault’s FCAS entry, above, and the
XQ-58A Valkyrie, right, represent varying
approaches to the loyal wingman concept.
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air force’s fifth-generation air combat
capability,” Christopher Pyne, minister for the defense industry, said at the
time. “There is significant value investing in innovative, future-leaning initiatives like this, particularly in the early
conceptual stages where defense can
explore concepts and define the role
such capabilities can play in our national
security framework.”
Boeing said that the system will provide
fighter-like performance, be 38 feet long,
and will be able to fly some 2,000 nm while
carrying payloads including intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance and electronic warfare sensors. It will use artificial
intelligence to allow it to fly independently
or in support of the manned aircraft, while
ensuring that it maintains a safe distance
from other platforms.
During the Farnborough Air Show in
2018, the UK Ministry of Defence revealed
its Tempest concept, an effort to develop a
replacement for its in-service fighter fleets.
While the model rolled out by then-
defense minister Gavin Williamson was
seemingly centered on a manned replacement, the government and industry made
it clear that they were open to an array
of different concepts under Tempest,
including introducing unmanned capabilities in one form or another, as well as
manned-unmanned teaming.
Furthermore, in February 2019,
responding to a query on whether Tempest would be aircraft carrier-capable,
Earl Howe, the House of Lords’ minister of defense, clarified that any future
acquisition would have to be able to integrate with the Royal Navy’s two Queen
Elizabeth-class (QEC) aircraft carriers,

including any unmanned counterpart.
“The concept phase of the acquisition
program will consider QEC basing for any
unmanned force multipliers which may
form part of the future combat air system,” he said, suggesting that a wingman
for Tempest may be carrier-based.
Williamson also announced in February 2019 that the government was
investing in swarm UAV technologies,
which would involve network-enabled
and expendable drones being deployed
en masse to counter enemy air defenses,
allowing high-value and manned aircraft
such as the F-35 to pass by intact, effectively acting as a loyal wingman.
This effort is to be financed by the
Ministry of Defence’s £160 million Transformation Fund, an allocation from the
defense budget ringfenced in 2018 to support new technology development. The
swarm systems are expected to be ready
by the end of this year.
France and Germany are also including
this concept in their joint fighter development dubbed the Future Combat Air
System (FCAS), which is their Tempest
equivalent.
A two-year joint concept study contract
was awarded to Airbus Defence & Space
and Dassault in February 2019. This will
result in the companies developing a concept for a next-generation fighter that will
be teamed with new weapons capabilities
as well as UAVs that the two nations have
termed as “remote carriers.” These various elements will be cloud-linked, offering a system of systems approach.
“FCAS is one of the most ambitious European defense programs of the century,”
said Dirk Hoke, CEO of Airbus Defence &
Space, at the time of the contract award.
“With today’s contract signature, we are
finally setting this high-technology program fully in motion. Both companies are
committed to providing the best solutions
to our nations with regard to the new generation fighter as well as the systems of
systems accompanying it.”
This initial work is expected to develop
different concepts for FCAS, ahead of a
planned operation by 2040. The companies said that they will begin demonstrator programs, which they expect to launch
during this year’s Paris Air Show.
n
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DAVID McINTOSH

As the operator of Antonov’s mammoth An-124, Volga-Dnepr cornered the market for many oversize cargo missions. Among its customers is
Lockheed Martin, which contracted the giant freighter to carry a full-size mockup of its F-35 fighter to airshows.

Volga-Dnepr expands big-cargo business
by Reuben F. Johnson
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The three-year contract was originally let in 2005 and was part of the
alliance’s Strategic Airlift Interim Solution (SALIS) and contained options for
renewal through 2012. Under the terms
of the agreement, the contract could be
renewed through 2012 and required the
partnership to maintain two An-124s to
be based in Leipzig and to be ready to
launch at any moment. An additional four
An-124s were required to be on standby if
required at some point.

Helicopter Transport

The Crimea invasion caused the contract,
which had been due to run through the
end of 2014, to be terminated. Since that
time Volga-Dnepr has been engaged in
expanding its business in other areas, one
of which is transferring entire helicopters
over long distances.
One of the more high-profile and recent
such contracts was in March, when Volga-
Dnepr worked with helicopter shipping
firm Panalpina, a long-term partner, to
transfer several helicopters between Australia and Scotland. The contract, which
was carried out on behalf of Babcock,
required the cargo airline to ship two
AgustaWestland AW139s from the UK to a
customer location in Melbourne, Australia
and then transfer two Sikorsky S-92s from
Darwin, Australia to Aberdeen, Scotland.
“Over almost three decades, Volga-
Dnepr Airlines has accumulated vast
experience and knowledge from the
deliveries of more than 40 types of helicopters. Our team of professionals has
organized and performed the transportation of over 5,000 machines of various
manufacturers for humanitarian missions,
medical, fire-fighting, law enforcement,
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tourism, and other civil purposes, as well
as for aerospace exhibitions and airshows,
and they know the special transportation
requirements of each of them,” said Rinat
Akhmetov, commercial executive.
“In our fleet, we have not only Antonov
124 freighters which, for example, can carry
up to six AW139s on one flight, but also the
modernized IL-76TD-90VD ramp aircraft
for deliveries of smaller and lighter types
of helicopters. On this latest occasion, we
were delighted to be able to support Panalpina and Babcock in their mission and to
achieve all their objectives,” he continued.
The company has carried out an average of
40 helicopter transfers per year.

Humanitarian Endeavors

The company is also working on playing
a more active role in humanitarian airlift
operations and other disaster relief activities. On May 21, at Germany’s Leipzig/
Halle Airport, Volga-Dnepr Group and
the Akkon University of Human Sciences
sponsored an international conference on
humanitarian logistics, which took place
concurrently with the OECD’s International Transport Forum.
Götz Ahmelmann,who is the chief
executive of Mitteldeutsche Flughafen
and chairman of the board at Leipzig/
Halle and Dresden airports, said “We’re
happy to share our wealth of experience
in handling cargo flights for disaster and
aid missions so that we can continue to
develop processes with all those involved
in order to be able to act more quickly and
efficiently in an emergency.”
Some of the topics covered during the
conference included specific requirements that global disaster operations
place on the entire supply chain of

MARK WAGNER

Russian specialized cargo and charter airline Volga-Dnepr has been a permanent
fixture in the commercial air services
community since the dissolution of the
Soviet Union. The company was formed
in August 1990 in the waning days of the
USSR, originally as a cooperative venture
between the Aviastar aircraft production plant in Ulyanovsk, Russia, and the
Ukrainian firms directly involved with
production of the Antonov An-124 Ruslan
cargo heavy lifter. These were the Aviant
plant in Kiev and the Motor Sich production plant and co-located Ivchenko/Progress design bureau in Zaparozhye.
From the time of Volga-Dnepr’s first
successful commercial cargo flight in
October 1991, the company was known
as the operator of the An-124. There
were 12 of these aircraft in the fleet of
the Russian half of the partnership, and
the company was known as almost the
only option for those customers looking to move unique or outsized cargo
shipments. Among customers in years
past was Lockheed Martin, which occasionally used the An-124 to transport a
pre-production era full-scale flight line
mockup of the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter.
In the intervening years, Volga-Dnepr
separated from its Ukrainian partners for
various reasons that pre-dated the illegal annexation of Crimea in 2014. Until
the time of that action by Russia against
Ukraine—and the subsequent Moscow-backed separatist war in the Eastern
Donbas regions of Donetsk and Lugansk—
the company had a long-term contract
to supply special air cargo services for
NATO, in which it once again cooperated
with its Ukrainian competitor and former
partner, Antonov Airlines.

entities responsible for transporting and
delivering that aid. This includes the aid
organizations themselves, logistics companies, airports, and airlines. The conference attendees also exchanged ideas on
the logistics challenges involved in combating deadly epidemics such as those
caused by the Ebola virus.
Speakers briefed participants on the
capabilities of the Volga-Dnepr Group’s
An-124 and Ilyushin IL76-TD-90VD. Both
aircraft can carry large cargo loads to
locations that lack properly surfaced runways or that are not set up with special
equipment for loading and unloading.
The capabilities of these aircraft therefore
make them ideal for this role in disaster-
relief operations.
“We were able to demonstrate the
unique ramp-loading features of our
An-124-100 and IL-76TD-90VD fleet as
well as the access possibilities into our
wider group partners with Boeing 747 and
737 freighters,” said Stuart Smith, director for global humanitarian operations at
Volga-Dnepr Group. “The aircraft tours
at our Leipzig operational base were also
able to show the different loading and
preparation methods for medical and
disaster-response cargo. We are often
among the first responders to disaster
events, such as recently in Cyclone Idai
where we [carried] over 350 tonnes of
cargo across 10 urgent flights.”
n

With its ramp-loading capability and the
ability to operate from unimproved runways,
the An-124 can fulfill requirements that other
cargo carriers cannot match.
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PW800 ENGINE

POWERING THE NEXT
GENERATION OF BUSINESS AIRCRAFT
GAME-CHANGING TECHNOLOGY NOW IN SERVICE
Pratt & Whitney’s dynamic portfolio of engines isn’t just leading the way in business
aviation — it’s transforming the industry. The revolutionary PW800 engine exceeds standards
in performance, fuel efficiency and availability to deliver a flying experience unlike any other.
Today’s innovations moving you to tomorrow’s solutions — it’s how we do business.

ELEVATE YOUR FLYING EXPERIENCE AT PWC.CA/PW800

Winner of Aviation Week Network’s 2019 Laureate Award:
Business Aviation – Propulsion
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Lab view

Collins Aerospace’s Project 804
consists of research to develop this
demonstrator Dash 8 converted to
hybrid electric/turboprop propulsion.
The laboratory is shown, top right.

Collins Aerospace eyes revenue synergies
by Chris Kjelgaard
Collins Aerospace reckons it has many Ortberg said Collins Aerospace will be deep market knowledge, but the other did
opportunities to continue expanding its
able to leverage its purchasing power as not. Now, each Rockwell Collins or legacy
business both in the near future and lon- a $26 billion (annual sales) company to UTAS division can inform a sister Collins
ger term. Now a company with 70,000 reduce those costs.
Aerospace business of a potential sales
employees and annual revenues of $26
Second is the cost saving available from opportunity in a specific market, where
billion, Collins Aerospace was created in reducing the mutual UTAS-Rockwell Col- otherwise the sister division might not
November when UTC Aerospace Systems lins “footprint” of physical facilities. Col- know the opportunity existed.
merged with Rockwell Collins.
lins Aerospace at present has “multiple
For example, a legacy UTAS business
CEO Kelly Ortberg told AIN that, while similar facilities in proximity” in several might know in advance when a specific airover the next four years the company will areas because it was previously two sepa- craft is due for a maintenance-shop visit to
pursue a $500 million-plus “run rate” of rate companies. “We have more than 250 receive a modification or an upgrade. That
cost synergies, “the more exciting part” of facilities in our supply chain and we’re
forthcoming visit now presents a clear
Collins Aerospace’s continuing evolution finding ways to do that more efficiently,” opportunity for a legacy Rockwell Collins
will be to identify and achieve the revenue said Ortberg. “We have a series of proj- business to offer the customer an avionics
synergies arising from the merger of the ects over the next three years” to ratio- or cabin-interior upgrade, to be performed
two big aerospace-industry suppliers.
nalize the company’s physical footprint.
during the same visit—allowing the cus“We are already prosecuting those” revThe third category of cost savings
tomer to use aircraft downtime efficiently.
enue synergies, said Ortberg, identifying comes from “general overhead reduction,”
Near-term, each legacy company’s
three areas of opportunity Collins Aero- said Ortberg. Already, “we have reduced aftermarket agreements offer a third
space (Chalet 344) will have to increase its our overhead workforce by more than important opportunity for revenue synerrevenue base in the near term and at least 1,000 people,” by “elimination of the gies. Both Rockwell Collins and UTAS had
four areas which the company expects to Rockwell Collins corporate office. We are flight-hour agreements with many of their
offer major new-business opportunities well on track to creating the efficiency customers, covering specific product lines.
further into the future. Each of its six needed to make our business case.” The Now it is often easy for Collins Aerospace
major businesses—avionics, mission sys- workforce reduction was achieved, in part, to offer all those customers extended
tems, aerostructures, mechanical systems, by a voluntary-retirement program intro- flight-hour service agreements, coverpower and controls, and aircraft interi- duced this year.
ing both the legacy UTAS and the legacy
ors—is now “of $3- to $5 billion size [in
As part of this process, Ortberg is put- Rockwell Collins product lines. “Customannual revenues] and all are of significant ting in place a new management structure
ers love that because it makes their lives
scale in the market. Each is [number] one “to drive delegation down through the easier and it offers them broader service
or two in its market space.”
organization,” producing more respon- opportunities,” said Ortberg.
Highlighting that the business case sive and more informed commercial
Digital Connected Aircraft
for the UTAS-Rockwell Collins merger decision-making throughout the comwas predicated on achieving cost rather pany. “I keep telling our people that we’re Longer-term, in markets that don’t necesthan revenue synergies, Ortberg said big, but we have to move like we’re small— sarily yet exist, major business opportunities will lie for Collins Aerospace in creating
the merger preparatory work identified quickly and nimbly,” he said.
More challenging for Ortberg than cost “the digital connected aircraft,” according
three major cost-efficiency categories
the post-merger company could achieve. synergies are the substantial revenue
to Ortberg. Such an aircraft could integrate
“We have committed to $500 million of synergies he reckons can be gained. In
avionics produced by the former Rockwell
run-rate synergies in year four” following the near term, he said, one such oppor- Collins business with air data systems manthe merger, he said. “My goal will be to
tunity lies in “cross-channel selling”—the ufactured by the former UTAS Rosemont
improve that $500 million in year four” to merged company marketing legacy UTAS business, improving data analytics, progachieve even greater reductions.
products to Rockwell Collins legacy cus- nostics, and systems management.
The first category is to reduce Collins
tomers and legacy Rockwell Collins prodCollins Aerospace expects also to find
Aerospace’s supply-chain costs, both for ucts to UTAS legacy customers.
major long-term business opportunities
direct supply-chain spending—on thirdA second, related area of opportunity as aircraft design continues to evolve
party parts, which the company uses in
arises from the fact each of the two com- toward more-electric aircraft, which, like
its products—and on indirect items such panies had specific markets in which
the Boeing 787, will rely almost completely
as services, shipping costs, and air travel. either one had a strong presence and on electric power to operate their systems.
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Collins Aerospace is already the clear
leader in this developing market because it
provides the electrical power-generation
and distribution systems for the 787, along
with other electrical systems such as the
787’s environmental control system, and
the F-35 Lightning II, Ortberg said.
Now, the company will use its newly
established aircraft electrical-systems
R&D center, The Grid, as “a development
center for high-power distribution, higher
electrification, and managing higher voltages on those aircraft,” he said. “It’s a big
opportunity for us. It’s a ways out but
we’re driving development” of the technology and market.
Project 804 is Collins Aerospace’s
cooperative project with sister company
Pratt & Whitney to create a hybrid-power
demonstrator aircraft using a DeHavilland Dash 8 airframe. The hybrid system
will provide electric power to boost the
turboprop engines’ output when high
power levels are required.
“An engine with electrical boost capability… can be made much smaller and
more efficient, because you use the electrical power for takeoff and climb, when
you need additional thrust,” said Ortberg.
Collins Aerospace is showing a model of
the Project 804 aircraft this week at the
Paris Airshow and will eventually fly the
full-scale demonstrator.
The company also believes “autonomous, intelligent” aviation controls and
sensors will provide long-term business
opportunities in two major areas. One
will be in increasing the automation of
classical aviation functions and tasks, for
instance using new technologies to allow
commercial aircraft to fly safely with
fewer pilots, said Ortberg.
Opportunities might well also arise
for Collins Aerospace in the fast-growing drone market. “It’s not a new market,
but the unmanned platform still presents
new opportunities for us”—more probably in civil rather than military aviation.
“Big future opportunities” will exist in
developing the autonomous controls and
traffic-integration capabilities that will
allow unmanned aircraft to fly routinely
in civil airspace, he said.

Growth Opportunities

With civil aviation representing about 70
percent of its business today and military
aerospace about 30 percent, Ortberg said
both worlds offer substantial continuing
growth opportunities for his company. Collins Aerospace products are so ubiquitous
on all of the latest commercial aircraft and
their engines—particularly the high-selling
single-aisle jet airliner families—that the
continuing strength of commercial aviation creates natural OEM and aftermarket
business growth for the supplier.
Meanwhile, Collins Aerospace generally has a much higher content share on
newer business aircraft models than it
did 20 years ago, he said. Ortberg sees
his company today as being “in as good a
position as we’ve ever been in” during his
30 years in the aerospace industry.
n

Can the Typhoon still win
orders in the stealth era?
by Jon Lake
Typhoon marketing once relied on promises about the type’s potential, and about
capabilities that were “coming soon” or
just around the corner. But today, those
tasked with selling the Typhoon can point
to technologies and systems that are
already flying on the aircraft, to weapons
that are already in frontline service, and
to capabilities that have been combat
proven. Some believe that this has come
too late, with the aircraft now facing competition from “stealthy” fifth-generation
rivals, and not just from its non-stealthy
contemporaries.
Others point to the fact that many of
the world’s leading air forces have come
to realize that a synergistic mix of fourthand fifth-generation fighters may represent a better, more effective and more
cost-efficient means of delivering combat
performance than a force of fifth-generation fighters alone. Also, they say, some

late fourth-generation fighters offer compelling advantages in terms of performance, payload, and combat persistence.
For many years, it sometimes seemed
as though the four-nation Eurofighter
Typhoon was playing catch up with the
French Dassault Rafale. This is an impression that Dassault has always been keen to
reinforce at the Paris Air Show, not least
by emphasizing the “omni-role” capabilities of its aircraft and by contrasting those
with the weight placed on air-to-air capabilities on the rival Typhoon.
However, the fact that the Typhoon initially entered service as an air-to-air fighter
reflected the initial priorities of its original
core customers, and was never an inherent
limitation. In fact, the Typhoon displayed
at Paris this year is a versatile multi-role
and swing-role tactical fighter. The aircraft’s formidable air-to-ground capabilities have been proven in combat (and are

Raytheon and United Technologies merger
would create $166B aerospace behemoth
Raytheon and United Technologies Corp.
(UTC) announced on June 9 an all-stock
“merger of equals” that will create an industrial defense/aerospace giant. To be known
as Raytheon Technologies, the new entity
will bring together Raytheon’s portfolio with
those of UTC subsidiaries Pratt & Whitney
and Collins Aerospace (itself a 2018 acquisition and subsequent merger of Rockwell
Collins and UTC Aerospace Systems).
Upon completion of the Raytheon/UTC
merger, the company will become the
world’s second-largest defense/aerospace
company after Boeing, and the second
largest U.S. defense contractor behind
Lockheed Martin. Revenue will be divided
roughly equally between defense and commercial sectors.
Completion of the deal is due for the
first half of 2020, following the partition
of UTC into three separate companies.
UTC’s Otis elevator business and Carrier
subsidiary (environmental control and
building systems) are being spun off and
will not form part of Raytheon Technologies. With Raytheon currently headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts, and
UTC in Farmington, Connecticut, Raytheon Technologies is due to be located
within the greater Boston metro area.
UTC shareholders will own approximately
57 percent of the new company, with Raytheon shareholders taking 43 percent. The
combined company value is $166 billion and,
based on 2019 sales, the new company will

generate $74 billion in annual revenue. The
company’s first CEO will be Greg Hayes, UTC
chairman and CEO, with Raytheon’s CEO,
Thomas Kennedy, becoming executive chairman. Hayes is due to become chairman and
CEO after two years. The board will comprise
eight UTC directors and seven—including
the lead—from Raytheon.
Unlikely to meet any opposition from
antitrust regulators, the merger brings
together two mostly complementary businesses with little product crossover but significant potential for joint R&D programs. It
will be organized with four business units.
Raytheon is primarily a defense contractor specializing in radars and missiles
and will rationalize its current four business units into two (Intelligence, Space &
Airborne Systems, and Integrated Defense
& Missile Systems) ahead of the merger,
while the two UTC elements comprise
engine-maker Pratt & Whitney and Collins
Aerospace, the latter active in a wide variety of aerospace sectors, notably avionics,
ejection seats, and sensors.
Combined R&D expenditure is projected to be more than $8 billion in current
dollars, spread across seven centers of
excellence. Raytheon Technologies will be
well placed to rapidly advance technology
in many key fields, such as hypersonic and
directed-energy weapons, ISR systems,
next-generation connected airspace, artificial intelligence, advanced analytics, and
cyber protection.
D.D.

Development
of Eurofighter’s
Typhoon
began in the
1980s, well
before stealth
technologies
evolved.
being used in ongoing combat operations),
even while its class-leading air-to-air capabilities are being expanded and improved.
The RAF’s Typhoons gained an initial
austere air-to-ground capability more than
10 years ago, using 1,000-pound Paveway
II (PWII) Laser-Guided Bombs (LGBs)
and Enhanced Paveway II (EPWII) dualmode bombs and an Ultra-built Litening
3 Laser Designator Pod (LDP). Meanwhile,
Saudi Arabia paired the PWII and EPWII
with the Thales Damocles LDP to gain
an initial air-to-ground capability. The
RAF used its Typhoons during Operation
Ellamy over Libya in 2011, while Saudi
Arabia used its Typhoons against targets
in Yemen during Operations Decisive
Storm and Restoring Hope.
Typhoon air-to-ground capabilities
were expanded by the integration of the
500-pound Raytheon UK Paveway IV dualmode bomb and of MBDA’s Storm Shadow
long-range stealthy cruise missile and the
same company’s precision-guided Brimstone 2. Typhoons have now used both
Paveway IV and Brimstone 2 in combat as
part of Operation Shader, the UK’s participation in multi-national operations against
Daesh (the so-called Islamic State) in Iraq
and Syria. Brimstone 2 is claimed to be the
only air-launched low-fragmentation fireand-forget weapon in the allied inventory
that is effective against moving targets.
Integration of the Storm Shadow and
Brimstone formed part of the UK’s Centurion upgrade, together with the Meteor
BVR air-to-air missile, which is also now
in full frontline service, and which has
been carried during UK QRA scrambles
against intruding Russian military aircraft. German Eurofighters now use the
1,000-pound (450-kg) Raytheon GBU-48
(a dual-mode version of the Paveway II,
also known as the EGBU-16), and the Trojan Improved Penetrator, and may soon
be armed with Boeing’s GBU-54 Laser
JDAM, while Italy and Spain also use the
EGBU-16 with semi-active laser and GPSaided inertial guidance.
Both Eurofighter and NETMA, the
NATO management agency responsible
for the Eurofighter program, have worked
hard to ensure that future weapons integrations will be much quicker, allowing the
program to react in a more agile fashion
to the requirements of export customers.
Recently, a number of unguided free-fall
bombs from 500 pounds to 2,000 pounds
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(Mk 82, 83 and 84) have been cleared on
the aircraft to meet Kuwaiti requirements.
Kuwaiti aircraft will also use the Lockheed Martin Sniper laser-designator pod
rather than Litening or Damocles. Several
anti-ship missiles have been fit-checked
and wind-tunnel tested on the Typhoon,
including the AGM-84 Harpoon, the Saab
RBS15, and the MBDA Marte-ER. The latter are believed to form part of the weapons package being supplied with Qatar’s
new Typhoons.
However, the Typhoon story is about
much more than the integration of new
weapons. This week in Paris, the industry
team behind the aircraft is expected to
highlight the Typhoon’s open/reprogrammable mission data—long held to be one
of the aircraft’s major competitive advantages, but one that has been little talked
about until now.
Leonardo might also brief about
Typhoon’s Electronic Warfare capabilities, especially after the May announcement that BriteCloud has been tested and
released for the first time from an RAF
Typhoon. BriteCloud is an expendable
active radar missile decoy that is the size
of a soda-can and that can be fired from
standard chaff/flare dispensers. After an
initial firing in April, RAF Typhoons have
dispensed some 33 BriteCloud 55 rounds
from aircraft flown by No.41 Test and Evaluation Squadron against a range of threats.
Full service entry is expected later this year.
With Typhoon deliveries to Kuwait
and Qatar drawing ever closer, it will be
interesting to see what announcements
will be made about Typhoon’s Captor-E
AESA radar program.
While the four “core nations” have conspicuously failed to sign up to acquire an
AESA radar for their Typhoon fleets, aircraft for Kuwait and Qatar will incorporate E-Scan radar technology. Euroradar
has secured production contracts for 28
E-scan radars from Eurofighter/Leonardo Aircraft as the prime contractor for
Kuwait and from BAE Systems for the 24
E-Scan radars for Qatar.
The radar used by Kuwaiti and Qatari
Typhoons is known as Radar One Plus and
this standard also forms the basis of the
four-nation AESA radar development program, which will use the same hardware and
will have the same performance, although
additional documentation and performance data will be required by NETMA. n
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Mitsubishi sees room for
76-seat SpaceJet M100
development began more than a decade
ago most company executives expected
scope clauses at the major airlines to relax
enough to allow operation of the MRJ90
at their regional affiliates.
Market conditions and the appetite
by mainline airline executives to confront their pilot groups over the issues
have changed, however, and Mitsubishi’s customers have clearly indicated
they don’t plan to further push for concessions by the time contract-amendable dates usher in the start of the next
round of collective bargaining, soon
after the turn of the decade.
“What we’ve been working on is I think
fundamentally improved over what the
MRJ70 was,” said Bellamy. “The MRJ70
was a product in a market which was
different years before. And where we sit
today is a market where scope isn’t going
to change, not for the foreseeable future
or not for the predictable future anyway.”
Of course, the MRJ’s main competitors for U.S. sales—Embraer and Bombardier—face the same constraints. For
Embraer, that means its new 76-seat
E175-E2, whose mtow also exceeds the
86,000-pound limit, cannot fly with the
regional affiliates of the three major U.S.
airlines either. Bombardier, meanwhile,
signaled its intention to exit the airliner
business altogether following its confirmation early this month that it has
entered talks to sell the CRJ program to
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries.
While Mitsubishi’s interest in the CRJ
clearly centers on Bombardier’s support infrastructure, the Canadian company wants to sell the entire program,

DAVID McINTOSH

Mitsubishi Aircraft (Mitac) expects to
detail plans for significant changes to the
smaller of its two regional jets during this
Paris Air Show, rebranding the 76-seat
MRJ70 as the M100, as part of an effort
to better satisfy scope clause-restrained
airlines in the U.S.
Speaking last month after a ceremony
marking the opening of Mitac’s U.S. headquarters in Renton, Washington, Mitac
chief development officer Alex Bellamy
explained that the airplane formerly
known as the MRJ70—now the SpaceJet
M100—will need to carry 76 seats in a
three-class configuration while retaining
the MRJ70’s ability to meet the 86,000pound maximum takeoff weight limitations in the scope clauses written into the
pilot union labor contracts at the three
U.S. major airlines.
Bellamy, whose role with Mitac
recently shifted from MRJ program head
to chief development officer, would offer
no further details of the plan other than
to say the airplane would retain commonality with the former MRJ90, now
known as the SpaceJet M90. The company expects certification and entry into
service of that model by the middle of
next year and the official launch of the
SpaceJet M100 by year-end.
“[Seating configuration is] possibly
one change, but we have a refresh and
a restatement over all of the product
to bring it up to the latest technology,”
explained Bellamy, who added that the
MRJ70 revamp would involve “fundamentally” no change to the airframe.
Mitsubishi considers the U.S. by far the
biggest market for the SpaceJet, and when

Bienvenue á La Patrouille “Carnet de Vol”

This Mudry Avex Cap 222 was an early arrival at Paris Air Show 2019 and will be viewable on
the show grounds between appointments to fly in the public flying display.
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DAVID McINTOSH

by Gregory Polek

Mitsubishi Aircraft brought its shiny SpaceJet M90 to Paris as it unveiled plans for significant
changes to its smaller MRJ70 regional jet, to be called the SpaceJet M100.
including production, fully intact. So
Flight-test Progress
as Mitsubishi appears left with little Now having flown more than 2,600 hours,
choice but to assume control of the mainly from Mitsubishi’s flight test cenCRJ production line as a condition of ter in Moses Lake, Washington, the four
any deal, the Japanese company sees M90 prototypes will conduct roughly 80
the shrinking backlog of the Bombar- percent of all the flight testing for that
dier regional jet as another sign of the program. The first of another two flight
market’s lack of appetite for anything
test airplanes to join the program will fly
less than a new-generation airplane “very shortly” said Bellamy. Plans call for
powered by new engines.
those airplanes to conduct items such as
Embraer, whose original E175 has dom- environmental control system, hot and
inated 76-seat sales in the U.S. over the cold climate, high-intensity radiated field
past decade, would disagree given that (HIRF), and lightning testing.
Bellamy explained that all four of
airplane’s relatively healthy backlog and
incumbency advantages. Nevertheless, the airplanes at Moses Lake have either
Bellamy called the SpaceJet family “very undergone or remain in the process of
well positioned to be the only next-gener- undergoing upgrades to the latest design
ation regional aircraft in the marketplace.” configuration, allowing the company to
“We see that one of our competitors is
perform TIA testing on flight test aircraft
signaling that they wish to exit the market (FTA) 4, for example. Mitsubishi calls
space entirely and the other one is going FTA-4 the “mega-mod” for obvious reato be focused on other market sectors sons; it incorporates most of the configtoo,” said Bellamy. “So they’re not just uration changes and modification work
going to be in the regional sector as it’s necessitated by the fifth program delay in
traditionally defined. Some 90 percent of early 2017, when certification authorities
airports today have a regional jet in them. determined that the placement of certain
Sixty-three percent of airports in the U.S. components and wiring harnesses in the
only have a regional jet in them. Nearly
avionics bay did not properly account for
50 percent of aircraft flying today in the “extreme situations” such as water leakage
United States are regional jets. So this is
or an explosion in the area.
not a shrinking market. This is a very sizeAlthough Bellamy couldn’t recite a
able market.”
precise percentage of program “delivOutside the U.S., the baseline 92-seat erables” the SpaceJet team has exeM90 appears destined for airlines unen- cuted, he expressed satisfaction with
cumbered by scope clauses, such as its performance since the most recent
launch customer All Nippon Airways and program setback.
Japan Airlines. Following no fewer than
“I don’t have a number in my head,”
five major delays, that program in the said Bellamy. “What I do know is we talk
past year has gained momentum, and in
about every five minutes…You need to get
late March received a letter of authori- the deliverables up the curve and getting
zation (LOA) allowing a team from the deliverables up the curve is a function of
U.S. Federal Aviation Administration to suppliers doing what they need to do and
fly aboard the four flight test airplanes in
giving it to you to then pass on and it’s a
support of certification activities with the
function of doing flight testing, rig testJapan Civil Aviation Board (JCAB). That ing, and then writing a report and passing
approval followed some three months it on. We set our own internal goals for
after type inspection authorization from
the number of deliverables that we wish
the JCAB, marking the start of certifica- to deliver. I really am pleased with where
tion test flying.
we are actually exceeding that.”
n

AD adds
blade-crack
checks to
Trent 1000 TEN

Addressing Trent
1000 Durability

by Ian Goold
A new European Union Aviation Safety
Agency (EASA) Airworthiness Directive
(AD) covering Rolls-Royce Trent 1000
(T1000) engines expands previous maintenance requirements and, for the first
time, draws the T1000 TEN variant into
the powerplant’s continuing saga of compressor and turbine in-service issues. Taking effect on June 25, EASA AD 2019-0135
covers intermediate-pressure turbine The Rolls-Royce Trent 1000 TEN offers a 10:1 bypass ratio, the highest of any Trent engine. It
(IPT) blade replacement in more than
first flew on a Boeing 787 in 2016. Boeing also offers the General Electric GEnx on the 787.
30 variants among T1000-series engines
(except those modified in production or “a small number” need to have HPT examples in service among a 600-strong
since entering service).
blades replaced earlier than scheduled. overall T1000 fleet.
The AD mandates incorporation of a
In anticipation of limited life, Rolls
In April, the company reported working
Rolls-Royce “alert” non-modification engineers have developed an “enhanced” closely with regulators to set inspection
Service Bulletin that specifies applicable HPT blade and will “work closely with any plans for the T1000 TEN fleet in response
time limits for removal of each engine impacted customers to deliver an accel- to the “earlier-than-anticipated blade
from service (including any known to
erated program to implement [it] and to deterioration” revealed by the sampling.
be in workshops), replacement of IPT ensure that we can deliver on our T1000 This “accelerated inspection regime”—
blades, and IPT-blade cyclic limits (as TEN commitments. We regret any disrup- designed to permit RR to confirm the
applicable) after installation of refur- tion this causes to airline operations.”
T1000 TEN fleet health “over the next
bished blades as replacement parts. The
Last year, Rolls said that the T1000 few months”—was communicated to cusT1000 powers the Boeing 787, with the TEN was not showing any examples of tomers two months ago.
TEN variant equipping the 787-10, and the HPT- and IPT-blade and IP com“We sincerely regret the disruption this
was also offered for the 747-8.
pressor-rotor durability problems that accelerated inspection regime will cause
The development comes two months
have afflicted earlier variants, initially and we are doing everything we can to
after Rolls-Royce (Chalet 93) revealed Performance-improvement Package C support our customers,” says Rolls-Royce
it was introducing inspections and engines and, subsequently, Pack B units. civil aerospace president Chris Cholerenhanced parts to manage life limits Nevertheless, it was taking precautionary ton. “These inspections will allow us to
on T1000 TEN high-pressure turbine
action to design a new standard of HTP confirm T1000 TEN fleet [health] and
(HPT) blades.
blade that it then expected to be available
improve our understanding of the HPTSince the engine’s entry into service in 2019, and which would also be built blade deterioration seen in a small numin November 2017, the company has into Trent 7000 engines that power the ber of engines. This is a known issue, but
told operators that the blades would Airbus A330neo twin-aisle twinjet.
is occurring faster than we expected in
have a “limited” life cycle. Sampling
According to Rolls-Royce, enhanced some engines.”
from some Trent 1000-TENs with “a blades will start to be incorporated into
Rolls said the inspections will have no
higher frequency of flights at the upper the T1000 TEN fleet “in early 2020.” effect on its maintenance programs for
end of their operating range” has shown It noted that there are more than 180 Trent 1000 Pack B or Pack C engines. n

Sulfidation corrosion at root of engine’s woes, blade life limits
Following a series of Rolls-Royce Trent
1000 (T1000) durability issues, analysis
of intermediate-pressure turbine (IPT)
blade-shank cracking detected the cause
to be sulfidation corrosion that, if not corrected, could lead to blade-shank release,
possible engine in-flight shut-down (IFSD),
and consequent reduced aircraft control.
Using a corrosion-fatigue life (CFL) model,
the manufacturer identified engines with
high sulfidation exposure and an EASA AD
mandated removal of certain engines from
service for workshop repair.
To reduce the risk of dual IFSD, a new
cyclic-life limit was introduced for certain

powerplants, determining when such units
might no longer be installed “on wing” in combination with certain other engines, and EASA
issued three ADs in 2017 and 2018 covering
requirements to “de-pair” affected engines.
Subsequent analyses of customers’
operational data led Rolls-Royce to issue
an “alert” non-modification service bulletin aimed at minimizing the risk of IPT
blade release by identifying engines at
highest risk, and providing cyclic limits for
in-shop blade replacement.
A further AD, superseding previous ones,
required removal from service of certain
engines for workshop repair, introduced

IPT-blade cyclic limits (as applicable)
after installation of refurbished blades as
replacement parts, and retained previous
optional terminating action.
EASA said that to minimize the risk of
IPT blade loss, Trent 1000 and 1000 TEN
engines remain “subject to service management” unless they embody either of
two modifications, one of which introduces a new T1000 TEN IPTB part number
and additional blade coating.
The AD requires that, before exceeding the specified blade cyclic-life limits,
affected engines be removed from service
for replacement of affected blades. I.G.
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Durability issues with the RollsRoyce Trent 1000 (T1000) engine first
emerged in early 2016 and have been
the subject of a series of airworthiness
directives (ADs), while the most recent
(on June 11) invokes replacement of
limited-life turbine blades on the latest
T1000 TEN variant.
The manufacturer says that some
T1000 components began to wear
out sooner than expected, partly as
the result “of different engineering
demands: new and more-efficient
engine parts have presented new challenges, just part of innovating.” But “detrimental environmental conditions” over
particular airports also played a role,
says the manufacturer. “Fortunately, we
quickly identified the issues and began
creating and implementing solutions.”
» Intermediate-pressure turbine
Rolls-Royce has added a new base
metal and introduced a new coating
to protect intermediate-pressure
turbine blades against sulfidation, a
chemical reaction produced when
contaminants meet very hot air. “The
temperature inside the T1000 reaches
up to 2,300° Celsius,” says the manufacturer. “Over certain airports, new
environmental conditions (largely the
result of pollutants) are now more
likely to cause sulfidation than [previously], rendering turbine blades
more vulnerable to micro-cracks, thus
reducing the blades’ lifespan.”
» High-pressure turbine-blade
The engine company has redesigned
the high-pressure turbine (HPT) blade
and improved manufacturing procedures to cool them more effectively
and is now installing the new blade
in production engines. HPT blades
operate at 200° Celsius above their
melting-point temperature, according to Rolls-Royce. “To combat this,
we use ‘film-cooling’ [technology],
which sees cooler air blown through
tiny holes in the blade, each with its
own size, direction, and shape.”
» Intermediate-pressure compressor
Rolls-Royce has designed and is
now installing new T1000 intermediate-pressure compressor (IPC) blades
after initial examples cracked in service. The T1000 has fewer fan blades
than most previous models capable
of generating equivalent power,
says the company. “Under certain
conditions–such as speed, temperature, and altitude–rotation of these
[fan] blades can create a wake that
‘excites’ IPC blades further down the
line, a resonance akin to the vibrations of a tuning fork. This resonant
frequency can eventually lead to the
kind of cracking we observed on our
Rotor 1 and 2 compressor blades.” I.G.
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Textron completes testing
of Shadow Block III UAV
by Beth Stevenson
Textron has confirmed that it has completed test flights of the Block III upgrade
configuration for its Shadow UAV, which
when introduced will add more capability
and reliability to the U.S. Army’s in-service
fleet. Conducted at White Sands Missile
Range in New Mexico, the five-week test
campaign completed last has proven the
viability of the upgrade, which includes a
new engine, enhanced video payload, more
durability in the design for use in adverse
weather conditions, and advanced communications relay capability.
A so-called engineering change proposal for the Block III configuration is
now being coordinated with the army,
ahead of an expected rollout to the in-service Shadow fleet in 2020. “We, in partnership with the U.S. Army, are working
on a proposal to outline the hardware
and software,” David Phillips, senior v-p
and general manager for Textron Systems

(Static A2), told AIN.
Via the upgrade, Shadow will be able to
operate in two inches of rain per hour—a
fourfold increase from its previous capability—which “really opens up the envelope in which it can operate,” Phillips said.
It will carry the L3 Wescam MX-10
electro-optical/infrared payload, which
Phillips said is “one of the most notable
upgrades.” This offers enhanced image
collection capability for the UAV, while
a Joint Tactical Radio System will enable
communications relay.
The Shadow has been criticized for its
noise signature, which is targeted by the
new engine configuration that will reduce
the sound made by the powerplant. “This
is good given the number of covert missions that the UAV has to fly,” Phillips
noted, adding that it is also more reliable
and produces more horsepower.
Furthermore, the army is assessing

Textron’s Aerosonde HQ is a possible replacement for the company’s Shadow UAV. Its hybrid
quadrotor technology makes it runway-independent and capable of vertical takeoff and landing.
systems that have been downselected
as possible replacements for Shadow,
for which Textron’s new Aerosonde HQ
design is one of the options. Under the
Future Tactical Unmanned Aircraft System program, Textron and Martin UAV
are competing—the latter with its V-Bat
system—and both have been awarded
contracts to operationally test their
respective systems with brigade combat
teams over a one- to two-year period.

The U.S. Army is looking for the UAV
to play a more expeditionary role than
the current Shadow does, so it has to be
runway independent. The HQ version of
Aerosonde has a vertical takeoff and landing applique kit to enable this.
System numbers to be acquired under
the contracts are yet to be determined,
Phillips noted, but the company expects
to begin delivering the upgrade early
next year.
n

Thales’s new Ground Master
radar can counter UAV threat

Leonardo’s AW169M nearing certification
Leonardo (Chalet 244, Static B6) expects
to receive certification for its AW169M
military helicopter in the coming months,
ahead of planned deliveries to launch
customer the Guardia di Finanza. The
Italian law enforcement agency is set to
receive 22 examples of the light intermediate rotorcraft under a €280 million
contract signed in 2018 and, according
to the company, they will complement
the agency’s eventual 14-strong fleet of
AW139s, covering both land and maritime operations.
Derived from a civil version of the
Pratt & Whitney Canada PW210Apowered helicopter that has seen success in Italy, Norway, Chile, Japan, U.S.,
UK, South Korea, New Zealand, and
Switzerland, the military variant will
include the company’s airborne tactical
observation and surveillance system
with an advanced operator console,
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the Gabbiano radar, long-range electrooptical surveillance system, M428 IFF
transponder, and VHF/UHF radio systems cockpit panels.
It will also have an internal weapon carrying capability for two pintle-mounted
7.62-mm machine guns, with the company claiming that the large cabin doors
and stability of the aircraft facilitate sniping missions. The helicopter will also be
fitted with an external weapons payload
capacity that enables 7.62-mm/12.7-mm
machine guns, guided and unguided
rockets, and air-to-ground missiles.
The company said the AW169M has
been developed to the “latest and most
stringent” civil certification standards for
dual-use, off-the-shelf rotorcraft that will
facilitate military and government users
being able to support civil operations,
including disaster relief, medical evacuation, firefighting, and transport.
B.S.
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Thales has developed the new MultiMission All-in-One (MM/A) version of its
dual-axis, multi-beam Ground Master 200
air surveillance radar system that includes an
increased detection range and the ability to
identify both small and fast-moving targets.
According to Thales, the new variant
can be used to counter UAVs, and provides a 40 percent longer detection range
in comparison to previous versions, while
it also doubles the precision of detection
of a light combat aircraft out to 100 km.
Additionally, it is able to differentiate
between a bird and a UAV at distances of
more than 30km, the company said.
The MM/A is ready for series production and first examples will be available
by the end of 2020. It is also available as
a retrofit for in-service systems, in which
case the antenna just has to be swapped
out, Alex Cresswell, Thales executive v-p
of land defense and air systems, told AIN.
This type of capability can be deployed as
part of a broader air defense capability, and
Thales has identified that there are a number of ongoing future requirements from
NATO that are driving the development of
new technologies for this. Thus, the company has also developed the Ground Fire
variant of its vessel-based Sea Fire system,
a fire-control radar that is able to detect
and track targets including ballistic missiles with continuous 360-degree coverage
in azimuth, and some 90-degree coverage in
elevation, out to a range of 400 km.

NATO is updating its integrated
pan-European air defense network, and as
this is happening the alliance is exploring
its future requirements and updating the
roadmap, and is in particular looking to
speed up the observe, orient, decide and
act (OODA) loop.
Through a joint venture with Raytheon,
Thales (Chalet 265) delivers the Air Command and Control System contract for
NATO, and Cresswell noted that the developments the company is making could lend
themselves to the ongoing updates that the
alliance is making to this network.
B.S.

NEWS note
Air France will replace 210 million
single-use plastic cabin-service items
with sustainable alternatives as part
of a comprehensive policy to reduce
its environmental footprint and offer
passengers a responsible travel experience. In all, the airline has committed
to eliminate 1,300 tons of plastic by yearend, replacing them with paper cups,
wooden stirring sticks and bio-based
cutlery items.
Air France says its per-passenger CO2
emissions already are 20 percent lower
than they were in 2011, thanks to the renewal of its fleet and other operational
measures.
T

P&W’s GTF deliveries double
by Chris Kjelgaard
Having delivered nearly twice as many it incorporated these into new production
PW1000G-family geared turbofan (GTF) engines and into the 55 returned engines.
engines to customers in 2018 as it did in
“These same modifications are incorpo2017, Pratt & Whitney reports that it more rated on in-service engines when they go
than doubled its GTF shipments in the
through the MRO shop for maintenance,”
first quarter of this year compared with said Eddy. “The [in-service PW1100G-JM]
deliveries in the comparable 2018 period. fleet is more than 90 percent upgraded
Shane Eddy, P&W’s senior v-p of oper- and has shown dramatic improvements,
ations, told AIN that while the engine mitigating unplanned removals and
manufacturer does not share specific pro- increasing dispatch reliability on par with
duction figures for its GTF family, “suffice or better than industry standards.”
to say we are on track with our airframer
The PW1500G, which powers all versions
commitments [for 2019] and anticipate of the Airbus A220, “is also in the process of
no interference to that.”
incorporating upgrades to the No. 3 [bearEddy said P&W’s increased first-quar- ing] oil seal and combustor,” Eddy added.
ter GTF deliveries included new engines “They are inducted into the MRO network
assigned to the spare-engine pool P&W once an oil seal wears beyond limits or if the
established in late 2017 to provide engines
combustor needs to be repaired, or for some
to operators suffering unplanned engine other on-wing finding.” However, “there has
removals. P&W took back 55 in-service not been any requirement for PW1900G
PW1100G-JM engines powering A320neos
engines [powering Embraer E-Jet-E2s] to
in 2017 and early 2018 because of metal be returned for remedial remanufacture,” he
contamination in the engine oil arising from said. “The PW1900G engine has performed
rubbing in the number-three bearing knife- very well in service, with nearly a 100 peredge oil seal and hot spots in the combustion cent dispatch reliability rate.”
linings, which reduced the linings’ operaNoting that P&W now holds orders “for
tional lives. However, by early 2018 P&W nearly 10,000 GTF engines…across all five
had developed fixes for both problems and GTF platforms,” Eddy said, “we have solid

Workers inspect components of a geared turbofan engine at P&W’s Florida-based engine center.
plans in place to continue ramping production to meet our customer demand.”
To that end, “we invested $97 million in
our Lansing, Michigan facility to automate our aluminum fan-blade production,
which previously had been a pacing part.
This automation eliminates process variation, and we’ve reduced production lead
times by 40 percent and improved yield
by 20 percent. These improvements have
allowed us to increase our production
output four-fold, and we are supporting

our engine-delivery requirements.” Program partner IHI in Japan has “ramped
up production as well and produce fan
blades and fan-blade details in Japan.”
Elsewhere, “we continue to work on
our parts-production capacity,” including
investing in an additional metal press at
P&W’s facility in Columbus, Georgia, to
expand the company’s forgings capacity,
said Eddy. “We also work closely with the
supply chain to ensure they are ramping
as well.”
n
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Airbus showcases possible
urban air mobility options
by Cathy Buyck
Eduardo Dominguez-Puerta, head of Airbus Urban Mobility, is pretty straightforward: “We believe that there is a market
out there that is untapped.” By 2030, 60
percent of the world’s population—some
five billion people—will live in current
and future megacities. This significant
population growth is expected to create a real need for innovative mobility
options as ground infrastructure becomes
increasingly congested.
It takes more than two hours from São
Paulo Guarulhos Airport to the city center
by taxi and “it is not a super experience”
versus 10 to 15 minutes by helicopter,
Dominguez-Puerta noted. He admitted
that a helicopter transfer is for the rich
and VIPs now, but stressed, “Airbus
wants to democratize vertical transport
and wants to offer cities a new lever to
help people move. We believe providing
people with a safe, sustainable and convenient solution that leverages the airspace
above cities is a solution.”
Airbus is not disclosing all the urban
air mobility (UAM) concepts it is working on, chief technology officer Grazia
Vittadini confirmed, but three UAM technologies and configurations are in the
public domain. The OEM is showcasing
its Vahana, a single-passenger or cargo, allelectric, fully-autonomous, vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) demonstrator,
this week at the Paris Airshow (Static C4).
The Vahana uses eight 45-kW electric
motors and a tandem tilt-wing configuration that converts between rotor-borne
vertical and wing-borne forward flight.
This configuration enables Vahana to
achieve both vertical takeoff and landing,
as well as cross-city flight range, on battery power alone.
Its range spans 50 kilometers and
cruise speed is 100 knots, enabling trip
times that are two to four times faster
than cars. The vehicle is fully self-piloted,
which is enabled by its onboard detectand-avoid systems that can identify both
air- and ground-borne hazards. Wingspan

is 6.25 meters, height is 2.82 meters, and
weight is 726 kg.
The first Vahana has flown over 50
full-scale test flights to date, including a
transition from vertical to forward flight,
totaling over five flight hours. Airbus last
month released images of the second
complete full-scale vehicle, Alpha Two,
the first Vahana demonstrator with a finished interior.
Meanwhile, the company’s CityAirbus
is a larger eVTOL concept with multicopter configuration that features four
ducted high-lift propulsion units. Its four
pairs of contra-rotating propellers, each
2.8 meters in diameter, are powered by
eight by eight 100-kW electric motors—
designed by Siemens—at around 950 rpm
to ensure a low acoustic footprint.
Its cruise speed will be approximately
120 km per hour on fixed routes, with
up to 15 minutes of autonomy. Takeoff
weight is 2.2 tons. It has a capacity of four
passengers, which Airbus believes is ideal
for aerial urban ridesharing.
A CityAirbus sub-scale model has flown
more than 100 test flights. First test flight
of the prototype vehicle was originally
planned for the end of 2018, but that date
slipped and a first “hop” took place May 1,
Dominguez-Puerta said.
Airbus’ collaborative joint research
project with Audi and Italdesign has
resulted in the Pop.Up Next groundand-air concept vehicle that explores
multi-modality in urban settings. The flying car consists of two modular components: a ground vehicle module shaped as
a passenger capsule and an electric-propelled air vehicle module. When flying,
the weight of both modules is expected
to be two tons.
“We know that the Vahana and CityAirbus
are not the final vehicles we want to bring
to the market. They are technical demonstrators; we want to maximize our learning,”
Dominguez-Puerta noted. He downplayed
criticism that some competitors were more
advanced and released a model they will

Flying-V concept secures KLM backing
KLM has committed financial support
to build a scale model and a full-size
section of the interior of the Flying-V, a
new long-haul aircraft design that its
engineers claim will be an estimated 15
percent more aerodynamically efficient
compared to the Airbus A350-900. The
V-shaped design, developed by the
Netherlands’ leading university for aerodynamics, Delft University of Technology (TU Delft), integrates the passenger
cabin, the cargo hold, and the fuel tanks
in the wings. It is based on two patents,
of which one is held by Airbus.
The V-shaped airframe is expected to
deliver a 20 percent fuel savings and an
estimated 7 percent lower empty weight,
according to Henri Werij, dean of the faculty of aerospace engineering at TU Delft.
In its baseline configuration, the Flying-V
900, would seat about 314 passengers in a
standard two-class configuration and carry
36 LD3 containers (160m3). The aircraft is
not as long as the A350 but does have
the same wingspan, which will enable the
Flying-V to use existing infrastructure at
airports, such as gates and runways.
In its present design, the Flying-V
is propelled by existing fuel-efficient

bring in production, pointing out that at
Airbus, saying, “The appetite for business is
less than the appetite for safety.”
On top of its aeronautical and safety
DNA, Airbus’s solid financial footing provides it with another advantage compared
to the dozens of start-ups that are designing future aerial vehicles, he asserted. “You
can raise capital for a design and to build a

Airbus’s self-piloted
Vahana technology
demonstrator
mounts eight
45-kW motors to
its two wings. The
wings rotate to the
horizontal position
for cruise flight at
up to 190 kph/100
knots.
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turbofan engines using a blend of conventional kerosene and biofuel though
Werij said the design can easily be
adapted to make use of innovations in
the propulsion system—by using electrically-boosted turbofans for example.
KLM president and CEO Pieter Elbers
said the cooperative relationship with TU
Delft ties in well with the airline’s strategy and “serves as an important milestone for us on the road to scaling-up
sustainable aviation.” He recognized
the Flying-V will not enter commercial
service any time soon, though the longterm project builds on shorter-term
initiatives to reduce KLM’s carbon footprint. (The company recently committed
to buying large amounts of sustainable
aviation jet fuel from a new plant to be
built in the Netherlands.)
A flying scale model and a full-size
section of the interior of the Flying-V
will be officially presented at KLM
Experience Days at Amsterdam Airport
Schiphol in October on the occasion of
KLM’s 100th anniversary.
KLM Air France Engineering & Maintenance is exhibiting at the show in Hall 2b
(Stand C137).
C.B.

prototype. However, as soon as you enter
into the sizing and costing of certification
and industrialisation, a lot of those investors will not follow,” he said, predicting
the field to eventually narrow to five or six
configurations or manufacturers.
Making urban air mobility a safe reality is bigger than any one company and
his job, Dominguez-Puerta insisted, was
to stop dreaming of flying-taxis and start
understanding what steps are needed to
create the UAM ecosystem in a responsible
manner. “We need to be pragmatic but persistent. The most important is not to be the
first with our platforms. I think it is wiser
[from a financial perspective] and more
important to be very present in the architecture of the urban air mobility ecosystem.”
Airbus’ approach, he emphasized,
includes building and bringing together
all the critical components and players—
technology, business models, regulators
and certification, politicians, city integration, infrastructure development, and
airspace management—to make urban air
transport a reality.
n
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Airport drone incidents
spur development of C-UAS
by Gerrard Cowan
Recent incidents have shone a spotlight
on the need for counter-unmanned aerial
systems (C-UAS) in the airport market,
with manufacturers set to showcase their
systems here at the Paris Air Show.
In December, UAS sightings at Gatwick
Airport led to the cancellation of hundreds
of flights just ahead of the Christmas holidays. This was followed weeks later by similar disruption at Heathrow Airport and at
Newark Airport in New Jersey.
Such incidents show that “this certainly isn’t a manufactured crisis,” with
similar problems to be expected in the
future, said Michael Hofle, high energy
laser (HEL) product line lead at Raytheon
(Chalet 296, Static B8). The U.S. defense
company has a military C-UAS business,
notably through its “Laser Dune Buggy,”
which is being displayed at the show.
Raytheon will also be showing the HEL
product line, aimed at C-UAS solutions
for military users. The company has seen
a surge of interest from airport customers since the Gatwick incident, said Hofle,
though he was unable to provide further
details about potential deals.
“There’s certainly going to be a lot of
interest [at Paris] because drones are so

ubiquitous now; they’re insanely cheap
and adaptable,” he said. “Clearly, the
community recognizes the hazards and
the threats that drones represent. This is
a market that’s here to stay.”
Raytheon sees the airport sector as a
major target for its Windshear C-UAS, said
Hofle. Windshear is a command, control,
and communications system that uses
multiple sensors and deploys both kinetic
and non-kinetic effects. It tracks UAVs with
radio frequencies (RF), radar, and other
sensors, the company said, and has been
tested with several detectors, such as the
Skyler low-power radar and the RF-based
Mesmer (developed by Raytheon and
Department 13), as well as the Black Sage
UASX. Mesmer and Black Sage UASX can
be used to defeat drones as well as track
them. The former manipulates RF to control drones, while Black Sage UASX mixes
sensors, cameras, software, and effectors.

Non-kinetic C-UAS

The Windshear system is on display at
Le Bourget, and Hofle said he expects to
see strong interest from companies in
the system’s use as a non-kinetic effector
that can safely overtake a UAS using RF

jammers or cyber means, hijacking the
drone, then safely landing it.
Hensoldt is displaying its Xpeller family of C-UAS products at the airshow
(Static A9). Xpeller Guard is most relevant
in the airport domain, designed to protect
fixed sites. The system combines sensors
and effectors to protect infrastructure
against small UAVs, according to the company, aiming to detect the potential threat,
identify it as a threat with the lowest possible false alarm rate, and act on it by raising
the alarm or engaging with a countermeasure. It deploys sensors including radar as
well as countermeasures such as jammers.
Hensoldt has seen a sharp rise in interest among airport customers, according to
a company spokesman, along with police
departments and military clients. The
previous disruption at airports has raised
awareness of the threat and potential
solutions. Airport operations are particularly complex, involving a huge number of
people and functions and covering a wide
area that cannot be monitored properly
using existing devices.
“Airports are particularly vulnerable
because the consequences of intrusion
could be disastrous,” the spokesman said.
There are many recorded incidents
involving UAV sightings at airports every
year, with the number growing exponentially, said a spokesman for Thales (Chalet
265, Static B1). While the vast majority do
not cause the kind of protracted and costly
disruptions seen at Gatwick or Heathrow, “It is becoming obvious to airport

Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) has
revealed details of a new tactical derivative of its medium-altitude, long-endurance
(MALE) family of unmanned aerial vehicles,
the T-Heron, and is unveiling the UAV here
at the Paris Air Show.
A smaller version of the established
Heron TP and Heron-1 systems, the new
UAV will have similar capabilities to the
larger variants but scaled down so as to be
used by ground units in more expeditionary
and tactical roles.
IAI (Chalet 208) told AIN that T-Heron fills
an identified gap in the company’s portfolio,
namely a higher end tactical system that is
smaller than the Heron-TP and Heron-1, but
more capable than IAI’s family of BirdEye
small and tactical systems.
“The idea is to take the multi-mission
capability and know-how of the Heron family
and add it to a smaller platform,” explained
Dan Bichman, head of UAV marketing. “We
identified over the past few years a gap, and
some customers are very interested in this.”
Some 30 percent smaller than the previous model, it has an endurance of 24 hours,
a range of 250 km line-of-sight or 500 km
using satellite communications (satcom), a
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IAI introduces
T-Heron tactical UAV

T-Heron will join IAI’s family of MALE UAVs, providing a scaled-down version of the larger
variants that have seen operational success with various militaries worldwide.
maximum altitude of 24,000 feet, and can
reach speeds of 120 knots.
A maximum takeoff weight of 600 kg
and payload capacity of 180 kg, allow for
the UAV to carry up to four sensors at once,
which can include radar, electro-optical/
infrared, and satcom as options, but the
company declined to comment on whether
warming the UAV is in the development plan.
It will use the same automatic takeoff and
landing capability of the larger systems, but
will additionally be able to deploy from unprepared runways, so will not have to rely on
being operated from airfields and can instead
be forward deployed as required. The UAV is
a land-deployed system, but the radar being
offered has a maritime mode, so it can operate in support of a variety of different mission
sets, such as coastal surveillance, IAI said.
The engine meanwhile is the Rotax 912,
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a smaller derivative of the 914 variant used
in the Heron 1.
Furthermore, the T-Heron can be operated
from the company’s unified control station
that the other models can also be controlled
from, a system that can be based in a container or integrated into a vessel if required.
IAI has been working on the UAV for a
number of years, and test flights of a prototype are currently underway, ahead of customer demonstrations that are expected to
happen in a “matter of months.”
The company is in discussions with a mix
of current operators of other Heron UAVs as
well as potential new customers for the family, IAI said, with negotiations underway at the
moment. Serial production will begin once a
customer commits to an acquisition, and delivery could take place a year or so after that, the
company representative said
B.S.

The Gamekeeper 3D holographic radar is part
of the Thales Hologarde C-UAS.
operators that the threats posed by UAVs
are now a real and immediate issue.”
Thales conducts a range of C-UAS work,
including ForceShield, an air defense system
designed to intercept air threats from small
UAVs to combat aircraft. On the airport side,
its major focus is its work on Hologarde, a
C-UAS developed in collaboration with
Direction des Services de la Navigation
Aérienne (France’s air traffic control body)
and Groupe Aéroports de Paris (ADP). This
system deploys the 3D holographic radar
developed by the Thales-owned Aveillant,
which provides 3D identification and tracking of UAVs up to 7 km, RF detection to monitor communications, as well as long-range
infrared cameras for identification, managed by a customizable command center co-
developed by Groupe ADP and Innov’ATM.
Hologarde can also provide a drone-neutralization capability, jamming communication
between the system and the pilot or taking
control of the UAV.
Hologarde is currently being tested at
Paris’s Charles de Gaulle airport. The first
operational deployment was due to take
place by mid-June, with Thales expecting
the system to be qualified for operations
next year. It will demonstrate the system’s
capabilities and concept of operations at
the Paris Air Show, the spokesperson said.
The company is working on system integration with appropriate capabilities (in
detection, for example), as well as target
classification. When Hologarde is fully operational it will provide air safety and air security with a low level of false alerts, he said,
“which is a must if you wish to deploy this
capacity across a large area at a major airport
that manages dense and permanent traffic.”
The companies expect to see a range of
technological developments in the coming years. Hensoldt, for example, pointed
to a trend toward sensor fusion and the
use of artificial intelligence to speed classification, along with the increasing use
of smart jamming and “direct force” as a
countermeasure. For example, Hensoldt
proposes using a “hunter drone” to catch
intruders, the spokesman said.
Thales expects to see an increasing
impact from digital technology, such as
big data and artificial intelligence. Thales
is working on a number of areas that
could impact C-UAS in the coming years,
the spokesman said, such as swarms of
drones acting in coordination, as well as
fully integrated commercial UAS traffic in
the airspace, which will have natural consequences for C-UAS provision.
n
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Chronic flight deck woes
still hamper C919 progress

AIRBUS

When China announced plans to develop “Everyone wants to act as a soloist and get
a second airliner to boost the country’s
all the glory, but you can’t have a bunch of
economic competitiveness, it was widely soloists and build an airplane.”
believed that these efforts would crack the
Concerns about avionics integration
long-standing duopoly that Airbus and Boe- were initially raised when China began
ing have maintained in the narrowbody com- developing its first indigenously develmercial jet market. More than a decade later, oped regional jetliner, the ARJ21. Today,
the C919 program continues to be hampered engineers continue to make incremental
by weak oversight and manufacturing delays, improvements to the flight deck’s design. A
sparking concerns about its ability to gain new layout on the regional jet now features
certification in Western markets.
a better-organized grouping of switches,
According to a source working closely buttons, instruments, and displays to simwith Comac (Chalet 196) who spoke with plify workload and increase situational
AIN on condition of anonymity, one of awareness. Designers expect the new layout,
the impediments constraining progress
successfully tested on the ARJ21’s flight simis the integration of avionics components
ulator, to significantly reduce the amount of
and its subsystems in the flight deck. This
pilot training required on the type.
challenge reflects a larger concern about
Unlike the ARJ-21, which uses
the company’s ability to achieve effective commercial-off-the-shelf products, the
coordination across component teams.
C919 is working with a complete avion“The C919 is still fixing its design prob- ics system design with key components
lems, so it’s not flying a lot. They haven’t sourced from western suppliers. Aviage Sysreally come to grips with some of the issues
tems, a 50-50 joint venture between GE Avibecause everybody is working in a vacuum. ation and Aviation Industry Corporation of
They can’t integrate the plane because no China (AVIC), supplies an integrated modone is talking to each other,” he told AIN. ular avionics system, whilemHoneywell

Airbus bumps up A220 mtow by 2.3 tonnes
While holding back—for now—on developing a stretch version of the A220, Airbus has
decided to increase the maximum takeoff
weight (mtow) of the type by an additional
2.3 tonnes (5,000 pounds). The new mtow
will increase the respective maximum range
capabilities to 3,350 nm for the A220-300
and 3,400 nm for the smaller A220-100,
some 450 nm more than currently advertised.
“This new mtow will allow operators to
reach markets which today cannot be served
by other small single-aisle aircraft types,”
Airbus chief commercial officer Christian
Scherer said at the company’s Innovation
Days press briefings in Toulouse. He told
AIN a “lot of demand” exists for the A220
with the higher mtow, pointing out that the
company considers and treats the aircraft—
formerly called the Bombardier C Series—as
a genuine Airbus product. “In true Airbus
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tradition we improve our products constantly,” he said. The added range could
support routes between Western Europe
and the Middle East or from Southeast Asia
to Australia, according to Airbus.
Airbus achieved the performance
increase by taking credit of existing structural and systems margins as well as existing fuel volume capacity. The current basic
mtow stands at 60.8 tonnes for the A220100 and 67.6 tonnes for the A220-300. With
the new mtow increase, the respective aircraft’s mtow will total 63.1 tonnes for the
A220-100 and 69.9 tonnes for the A220300. Airbus will offer the higher-mtow A220
from the second half of 2020.
Scherer said that improving the capability
of the fly-by-wire A220 would not prompt
Airbus to end production of the A319. “We
will continue to satisfy the customer with
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COMAC

by Jennifer Meszaros

The C919 has not flown as much as expected due to continuing design refinements.
Aerospace supplies the aircraft’s fly-by-wire
system with HonFei flight controls as well
as the braking system under a joint venture
with Boyun Aviation Systems. Collins Aerospace, under joint ventures established
with China Electronics Technology Avionics Company and AVIC, supplies the C919’s
communication, navigation, and integrated
surveillance systems.
For foreign suppliers, the cost of doing
business in China means entering into
a joint venture with local firms to participate in tenders for major aerospace
components and systems. Indeed, since
the government’s launch of its industry-
building “Made in China 2025” policy program, joint ventures with foreign firms

both products,” he said. Transport Canada in
January certified the model for 180-minute
extended operations (ETOPS), theoretically
allowing airlines to deploy the A220 on some
transatlantic routes. But, said Scherer, “before
we see many A220s flying transatlantic we
will see many more A321s flying transatlantic.”
Airbus holds orders for 536 A220s from 21
customers and estimates a market of 7,000
aircraft in the 100- to 150-seat category over
the next 20 years. Sixty-eight A220s now
fly with five operators—Swiss International,
AirBaltic, Korean Air, Delta Air Lines, and Air
Tanzania. It delivered 11 examples in the first
four months of the year.
Scherer did not want to comment on a
question about Airbus’s possible interest in
acquiring the Belfast, Northern Ireland-facilities that Bombardier put up for sale last
month, explaining the decision lies with
other executives at Airbus. However, he
indicated, “wings are important.” Collaboration with Bombardier, which still retains a
31-percent stake in the A220 program, on
developing the aircraft continues, he said.
The conversations do not include the future
of the Bombardier’s CRJ program, the only
commercial aviation program the Canadian
manufacturer still controls.
The signing of the long-awaited bilateral
civil aviation safety agreement between the
EU and China should facilitate the certification
of the A220 by the Chinese authorities and
the introduction of the model in the Chinese
market, Scherer asserted
C.B.

can serve as effective vehicles for knowledge transfer and R&D capabilities.
However, simply throwing more money
at the C919 will not make it globally competitive. While foreign firms have contributed major components to the program,
Chinese teams on the factory floor are
tasked with system-wide integration. Not
only does this require highly coordinated
teams—a concept that Comac allegedly
struggles with—it also requires a fair
degree of technical know-how to bring its
ambitious C919 project in line with FAA
and EASA requirements.
“If they are going to sell this aircraft
outside of China, they will need FAA and
EASA approval, and both are difficult to
get; the teams don’t get this…both the FAA
and EASA said they are going to help but
they’re also shaking their heads. There are
so many problems with integration, they
don’t know where to start,” said the source.
Meanwhile, the ARJ-21 is also facing its
own set of issues as it moves towards market competitiveness. While production has
remained relatively unchanged, with one
aircraft rolling off the line once every four to
six weeks, the new jets are destined for Chinese operators. If there is going to be a place
for the ARJ-21 on the international stage,
the aircraft needs to be “Western-ready.”
At least one year is required to make the jet
marketable to operators outside of China.
“You need to have the systems in English
ready to go. Operating manuals need to be
in English and up to international standards;
mechanics, pilots, and other personnel supporting the aircraft delivery and operations
also need to be taught in English,” he told
AIN. It is imperative to have a global support system that inspires confidence.”
The challenge of producing English language manuals has also spilled over into
the development of the C919, where manuals are supposed to be written in English
first; however, according to the source,
this plan is not widely implemented. Concerns about a lack of an aviation safety
management system (SMS) were also
recently raised after the tail of an ARJ-21
struck the factory’s hangar door.
Despite the internal challenges, both
aircraft are a testament to China’s ambitions to advance its value in aerospace
manufacturing. It may be a steep climb,
but commitment to the long game is
unwavering.
n
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Middle River ramps up MRO
by Kerry Lynch
The newly acquired and branded Middle
River Aerostructures Systems (MRAS) is
investing millions into new technologies,
rapidly growing its employment base, and
preparing for an expansion of its MRO work
under parent Singapore Technologies Engineering (ST Engineering). On April 18, ST
Engineering completed its acquisition of
the nacelle systems specialist—then called
Middle River Aircraft Systems—from General Electric in a deal valued at $440 million.
MRAS (Chalet 60, Hall 5 D210) joins
ST Engineering’s Aerospace sector that
spans MRO, passenger-to-freighter
(P2F) conversion, training services, and
aviation asset management, among other
businesses. The acquisition adds about
900 employees to ST Engineering, now
with nearly 3,000 workers.

At a town hall meeting, ST Engineering’s Serh
Ghee Lim discusses the future of MRAS with
company employees.
“The acquisition of Middle River is really
strategic for ST Engineering in that it is not
growing a current capability, it is adding a
capability onto the aerospace sector that
[is] in the original equipment businesses,”
said Frank Dougherty, general manager
and senior v-p of MRAS. As a GE Center
of Excellence, MRAS also has developed
expertise in composites, he added. And
importantly, said Sehr Ghee Lim, president of aerospace for ST Engineering, it
provides another anchor in the U.S.
Lim called MRAS a strong fit for bringing
value to shareholders, noting its manufacturing capabilities, technology expertise,
and ability to share nacelle MRO business
with ST Engineering’s facility in Northern Europe. MRAS has been building up
its MRO, including a contract to service

We’ve gone
through a
transformation over
the last 10 years with
winning new
programs, developing
new products, and
[investing] a lot of
capital infusion in the
business”

— Frank Dougherty,
general manager and senior v-p of MRAS
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engine fan cases for the GEnx-1B engine
on the Boeing 787.
The acquisition comes at a pivotal time
for MRAS, Dougherty said, as it is in the
midst of ramping up several major programs, including nacelle systems for the
Airbus A320neo, Bombardier Global 7500,
and Comac ARJ21, among others. These
join ongoing programs such as nacelles for
Embraer E -Jets and thrust reversers on
Boeing 767s, Airbus 330s, Lockheed Martin
C5s, and Kawasaki C-2s.
“We’ve gone through a transformation
over the last 10 years with winning new
programs, developing new products, and
[investing] a lot of capital infusion in the
business,” he said.
The company has expanded its employment by about 50 percent in the past 18
months with the addition of 300 workers.
That hiring is continuing rapidly, and while
not detailing employment goals, Terry
Vernes, director of process engineering and
composite manufacturing, said, “We can’t
hire fast enough.”
Just two and one-half years into the
A320neo program, the company has
already delivered nearly 900 nacelles.
That program is reaching a rate of about
60 a month thanks to the incorporation
of new carbon-fiber placement machines
and other robotics. MRAS in recent years
has invested $100 million in machines and
robotics for composite layup, bonding,
machining, drilling, trimming, and testing.
That is part of the hundreds of millions
being invested into the 90-year-old company, which occupies about 700,000 sq
ft of space leased from Lockheed Martin.
Vernes said he has seen MRAS make more
investments and advancements in technology in the past five years than it had
in decades.
MRAS last fall put into operation a
robotic machine used for automated
carbon-fiber placement for the outer panel
of the Airbus A320neo nacelle. Now ramped
up to the 60-per-month rate, that machine
has reduced cycle time by 60 percent and
is producing a 30 percent saving in labor
costs. The carbon-fiber work previously
was done by hand, requiring five shifts.
That same work can now be accomplished
in about a shift and one-half.
Another automated tool being put in
place this summer will be used for the
containment wrap for the GE9X engine
nacelle on the Boeing 777X. Currently, the
composite blending for the wrap is being
done by hand. With 500 pounds of material being placed, Vernes estimated the
work takes three weeks but will be reduced
to one week with the new technologies.
These are among a number of new tools
that the company is bringing online.
From CAD design to use of lasers to
ensure precision in manufacturing. “Efficiencies have grown dramatically with digital manufacturing,” Vernes said.
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Norsk Titanium technicians monitor the Rapid Plasma Deposition (RPD) process in the
company’s MERKE machine. RPD is an advanced form of additive manufacturing.

Norsk Titanium supplies AM Dreamliner parts
A year after being added to Boeing’s Qualified Producers List, additive manufacturing
(AM, aka 3D printing) pioneer Norsk Titanium
(Hall 3 D30) arrives at the Paris Air Show as an
official parts producer for the U.S. airframer’s
787, having delivered last December its first
3D printed commercial aircraft part to Tier 1
subcontractor Spirt Aerosystems.
The part—a back-up fitting for an access
door on the forward fuselage—is the industry’s first FAA-approved, 3D-printed structural titanium part, according to Norsk.
Delivery of the fitting represents a major
step in the Norwegian company’s and Spirit’s mutual aspirations for AM parts in the
aerospace market.
“Integrating additive manufacturing capability into our production system to build
end-use titanium parts expands Spirit’s fabrication capabilities and puts us at the forefront of advanced manufacturing,” said Spirit
senior v-p of global fabrication Kevin Matthies. “With our Norsk collaboration, Spirit is
bringing the power and benefits of additive
manufacturing in support of our customers.”
At Le Bourget, Norsk is presenting a
display of its proprietary plasma arc Rapid
Plasma Deposition (RPD) technology—an
advanced form of 3D printing—which builds
up parts to a near-net shape, reducing waste,
energy use, and product cost over conventional production methods. Moreover, it can
produce parts on an industrial scale.
RPD uses titanium wire with plasma
torches to print titanium structural components, and can produce large structural
components weighing more than 100
pounds. It’s also 50 to 100 times faster than
powder-based AM systems and uses 25 to
50 percent less titanium than incumbent

MRAS further is increasing its autoclave
capabilities, with nine in house, two of
which have come online in recent years.
Another is expected to be added in the summer of next year.
As far as its programs, the sale to ST Engineering enables the company to branch
beyond GE into other manufacturer possibilities. But at the same time, executives say
that the relationship with its former parent
company has remained strong. Dougherty
said that MRAS is even in talks over future
potential programs. The GE Passport work,

forging processes, according to Norsk.
A modular manufacturing capability, the
process can be integrated into any production line that manufactures titanium alloy
parts, allowing for lean manufacturing infrastructure and efficiency improvements.
The 787 parts are produced at Norsk’s
U.S. Plattsburgh Development and Qualification Center (PDQC) in New York state.
Dedicated last October, qualified production of 3D printed structural titanium for the
Dreamliner commenced in May, making
PDQC the world’s first industrial-scale metal
additive manufacturing plant.
PDQC has nine of Norsk’s RPD titanium
printing machines, created in partnership
between Norsk and the state of New York,
representing the advancement of technology that originated at the company’s Engineering and Technology Center in Norway,
which continues to operate qualified and
approved RPD machines. Each machine at
PDQC is estimated to have an annual fabricating capacity of more than 20 tonnes.
Nearly half of the airframe of a modern
airliner is composed of carbon-fiber reinforced plastic and other composites, which
goes hand in hand with an increased use of
titanium in place of aluminum where structural loading indicates metal is a preferred
material system. Titanium can withstand
comparable loads better than aluminum,
has minimal fatigue concerns, and is highly
resistant to corrosion. In the Boeing 787,
titanium use has been expanded to roughly
14 percent of the total airframe.
Spirit, which manufactures the 787’s
composite forward fuselage, performs final
machining, finishing, inspection, and installation of the AM parts.
J.W.

which MRAS notes is the first “truly integrated propulsion system” for business
aviation, involves a Nexcelle joint venture.
MRAS has the lead industrial role in that
50/50 partnership with Safran Nacelles.
MRAS traditionally has focused on larger
nacelles, particularly in the widebody arena,
including programs such as the Airbus A330
and Boeing 747-8. Dougherty, however, said
there is future opportunity in the business
aviation arena. He believes, however, that
the bulk of new manufacturing growth will
come in the single-aisle airliner niche. n

DJI installing ADS-B in consumer drones
by Mark Huber
The world’s largest maker of
recreational drones will install
ADS-B In receivers in all of its
models weighing more than 0.55
pounds by 2020. China-owned DJI
said it will install AirSense ADS-B
technology in all of those models. AirSense can detect manned
aircraft well beyond visual line
of sight and display the potential
traffic conflict on the drone pilot’s
control display. The system has
been available on some of DJI’s
professional models.
“DJI leads the drone industry in developing safety technology and education, and we
continue that tradition today by
setting higher expectations for
ourselves, our competitors and
regulators,” said Brendan Schulman, DJI vice president for policy and legal affairs. “DJI was the
first company to offer geofencing, automatic altitude limits,
return-to-home technology,
and other safety features to the
world’s growing community of
personal and professional drone
pilots. We believe our efforts
have helped drones attain their
enviable safety record, and we
expect our new agenda will further improve safety even as more
drones take to the skies.”
Installing AirSense in recreational drones is part of DJI’s
new 10-point “Elevating Safety”
plan that includes developing
a new automatic warning for
drone pilots flying extended
distances, establishing an internal safety standards group, and
encouraging the implementation of safety policies including;
incident reporting standards;
mandatory geofencing, remote
identification, and drone pilot
knowledge tests; clear designation of restricted areas;
increased enforcement against
unsafe operators; and empowering local authorities to respond
against drone threats.
DJI’s Schulman said most
drone safety data is misleading
and sensationalized. “When the
public, media, and regulators
focus on outrageous incidents
that did not occur, it draws attention away from risks that are less
sensational but more prevalent,”
he said. “There has never been
a confirmed collision between

a drone and an airplane, but drones have
struck low-flying helicopters at least
twice. This led us to focus on AirSense as
the next opportunity to make drones safer
and to embrace the challenge of adding

ADS-B receivers to consumer drone models that are already in development.”
DJI’s ADS-B decision drew praise from a
variety of aviation organizations including
NBAA, AOPA, and the American Association

of Airport Executives (AAAE). “AAAE is
pleased with DJI’s decision to equip nearly
all of its drones with ADS-B In capabilities,”
said Justin Barkowski, the organization’s
staff vice president, regulatory affairs. “Providing users with better situational awareness of nearby air traffic will only increase
safety in the national airspace, particularly
around airports where these measures are
needed most.”
n
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The Patriot missile system has intercepted ballistic missiles in combat, but the success rate has been disputed in the absence of official
unclassified statistics.

Countering ballistic missile systems
a ‘stunningly ambitious and complex’ task
by Chris Pocock
Short- and medium-range ballistic missiles
and rockets continue to proliferate. New
cruise and supersonic missiles are being
developed, and hypersonic missiles may be
only a few years away. Stealth aircraft can
now be found on three continents. There’s
no doubt that medium- and long-range air
defense systems are more important than
ever, and plenty of them are being touted
at the Paris Air Show. But how effective can
they be, and at what cost?
There are plenty of assertions made
for ground-based air defense systems.
Most of these systems are mobile and
dual-purpose, designed to intercept aircraft and cruise missiles at all altitudes,
as well as tactical ballistic missiles. Some
are point-defense systems, some claim

area coverage. Either are often part of an
integrated system that can be alerted by
early warning radars.
Early warning radars can detect aircraft
and cruise missiles with radar cross sections (RCS) as low as one-meter square at
a range of 300 miles. But if U.S. Air Force
claims for the RCS of the B-2 bomber can
be believed, that range reduces to 30 miles.
However, the development of wideband
ground radars does mean that penetrating
aircraft must have “broadband stealth.”
Ballistic missiles travel faster than stealth
aircraft and on more varied trajectories. As
one American nonproliferation expert has
said, defending against them “is a stunningly ambitious and complex undertaking,
unforgiving of the smallest problems.”

Above, The Raytheon TPY-2 radar detects
ballistic missiles for the U.S. Terminal HighAltitude Air Defense System (THAAD) and the
NATO European Phased Adaptive Approach
(EPAA). Right, Thales has sold Ground Master
radars to many countries, including this GM
400 version to Finland.
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The U.S. Ground-Based Midcourse
Defense (GMD) against ballistic missiles
has absorbed more than $100 billion on
interceptor missiles deployed in Alaska.
But there have always been questions
about its likely success rate, particularly
against decoy-dispensing ballistic missiles.
Despite this, the Pentagon is upgrading
and expanding GMD, driven by the threat
from North Korea. It says that a “next generation kinetic kill vehicle” will improve
effectiveness against decoys and countermeasures. Boeing is the prime contractor.
The U.S. has seven batteries of the Lockheed Martin Terminal High-Altitude Air
Defense System (THAAD), including one
deployed on Guam and another in Korea.
The hit-to-kill missiles are guided by

Raytheon AN/TPY-2 radars. Each battery is reported to cost $800 million. But
according to a former Pentagon advisor,
THAAD cannot defend against short- or
intermediate-range ballistic missiles
(IRBMs) launched on a low trajectory so
that they do not enter space.
In a forward-basing mode, the TPY-2
radar also forms a key part in phase 2
of NATO’s European Phased Adaptive
Approach (EPAA) that has been prompted
by perceived ballistic missile threats from
the East. The interceptors are Raytheon
SM-3 missiles more usually found on U.S.
Navy warships as part of the Aegis system.
One site in Romania is operational, with
another one in Poland under construction.
Raytheon says that forward-basing provides detection of missiles in the launch
phase, and that “all of Europe will be protected” once the Polish site is ready. (The
initial phase one of the EPAA integrates
10 land- and ship-based radar types operated by seven countries with five types of
missile, also operated by seven countries).
Critics say the SM-3 is “too small to
reach IRBMs,” but Raytheon insists that
it has exo-atmospheric capability, and
the latest Block IIA version has a larger
rocket motor. Raytheon also makes the
SM-6, which additionally offers anti-aircraft and anti-cruise missile capability for
warships. Raytheon describes the SM-6 as
a successor to the SM-2, but the company
reopened the SM-2 production line last
year after it was ordered by four countries.
Raytheon’s latest ground radar is the
TPY-6, which, it says, can “see” three
times farther. This is largely thanks to
the much greater power made possible by
gallium nitride (GaN) technology, which
has replaced the silicon carbide and gallium arsenide used in the first generation
of AESA radars. The TPY-6 will be fitted
to new Arleigh Burke destroyers, but
because it is also modular, the U.S. Navy
is considering replacing earlier radars on
many of its warships.
Meanwhile, Raytheon is developing the
Three Dimensional Expeditionary LongRange Radar (3DELRR) for the U.S. Air
Force, to replace aging TPS-75 systems.

Skepticism About Performance Claims

Part of the skepticism about missile
defense systems is driven by exaggerated
or misleading interception claims that
were made for the Patriot system during
the Gulf Wars. The controversy continues
today, over supposed intercepts by Saudi
Arabia of Scud-type missiles launched by
the Houthi rebels from Yemen.
But the Raytheon Patriot is the most
widely deployed Western system, sold to
16 countries over a near 40-year existence.
The current Patriot Advanced Capability 3
(PAC-3) offering can include a new radar
employing GaN technology as well as a
choice of missiles. These are Raytheon’s
own Guided Enhanced Missile (GEM-T)
from the PAC-2 system, and Lockheed
Martin’s more recent PAC-3 MSE (Missile
Segment Enhancement) hit-to-kill round.
Existing customers may need to upgrade

to PAC-3: announcing a 2015 sale of PAC-3
to Saudi Arabia, the Pentagon said that
earlier Patriot missiles are “becoming
obsolete and difficult to sustain due to age
and limited availability of repair parts.”
Europe’s equivalent to the Patriot system is awkwardly known by its French
acronym SAMP/T (Sol-Air Moyenne
Portée/Terrestre). It is produced by
Eurosam, a joint venture between MBDA
France and Italy, and Thales. It combines
Thales radars with MBDA Aster 30 missiles, although the system can be adapted
to work with a variety of long-range
radars. Poland and Sweden both evaluated SAMP/T but chose Patriot instead.
However, solely as a radar provider,
Thales has had great export success with
its Ground Master series. The transatlantic joint venture ThalesRaytheonSystems
provides NATO’s networked air defense
command and control system. Europe’s
other major radar house is Hensoldt, offering the new TRML-4D sensor and shorter-range systems, plus a passive radar that
can theoretically detect stealth aircraft.
The vertically launched Aster missile
was first deployed on French, Italian, and
British warships. On the latter, it is paired
with Artisan or Sampson radars made by
BAE Systems. The Aster has been sold to
six other navies. MBDA claims that the
latest Aster 30 Block 1 NT (New Technology) version can defend a wide area
against ballistic missiles.
Israel has been a pioneer in ballistic missile defense systems, albeit with U.S. money
and assistance. The Arrow was co-developed by Boeing and Israel Aerospace
Industries (IAI) and is in the same class
as the Patriot PAC-3. The Arrow 3 version
has exo-atmospheric capability. To defend
against short-range ballistic missiles, longrange rockets, and cruise missiles, Rafael
co-developed David’s Sling with Raytheon.
The first Israeli missile system to be
developed without U.S. assistance is
the Barak-8, a co-operation with India
that started in 2009. Known there as
the Medium-Range Surface-to-Air Missile (MRSAM) system, it is fitted to three
destroyers. IAI is the prime contractor,
but Rafael is also involved in Israel’s
largest-ever defense export contract,
worth $1.6 billion. The network-centric
architecture allows targets to be updated
during the missile’s flight from multiple
sources. In the latest test, the system’s
Cooperative Engagement operating mode
involving multiple platforms and several
simultaneous targets was demonstrated.

The Raytheon SM-3 is part of the Aegis air and missile defense system that equips US Navy warships.
Not here in Paris due to sanctions, but
China has been making great antibound to be a topic of discussion, is the stealth claims for three new long-range
Russian Almaz-Antey design house. It has
air defense radars. They don’t seem
produced a series of SAMs, starting with credible. But a Rand study in 2016 said
the S-300 which entered service in 1979 that China’s air defense capabilities
and was much upgraded before production “are already significant and improving.”
ended in 2011. It was sold to 17 countries. It calculated that China’s air defense
Then came the S-400 in 2007, a multi-mis- and anti-access (A2AD) capability was
sile system first exported to China in 2015. already better than Russia’s.
There was interest from India and Saudi
One obvious but little-publicized
Arabia, and the controversial sale to Tur- counter to air defense systems is cyber.
key. Now the S-500 is being developed, This can mean “traditional” offensive
with new radars and missiles. It is in the electronic warfare against a missile batsame class as THAAD but superior, accord- tery, as well as the spoofing of radars by,
ing to its designer. These SAMs have long for instance, inserting false targets. But a
range, high speed, maneuverability to very cyber attack on an air defense network,
high altitude, and resistance to stand-off for example, its communications, could
jamming. However, they do still have sep- be far more effective.
arate surveillance and engagement radars,
What about directed energy? The Penrequiring a hand-off that some single-sen- tagon spent more than $5 billion between
sor Western systems don’t need.
1996 and 2012 on the Airborne Laser (ABL)
From the same design house comes
program, to no avail. The world’s first
the Buk M3, the latest in a series of medi- multi-megawatt chemical laser, designed
um-range SAM systems. One of these shot to shoot down intercontinental ballistic
down Malaysian Airlines MH17 flight over missiles in the ascent boost phase, was
Ukraine. It offers passive tracking by laser mounted on a Boeing 747. Lockheed
or optics, as well as radar. It has been sold Martin and Northrop Grumman were
to 16 countries.
subcontractors to Boeing, which was the

Aerostats Show Mixed History

IAI’s radar subsidiary Elta developed Green
Pine for the Arrow and radars for aerostats
operated by India and Singapore. Extending the radar horizon with lighter-than-air
platforms is theoretically attractive, but
has a mixed history. Lockheed Martin
provided systems to Kuwait and the UAE
and for U.S. southern border surveillance.
But Raytheon’s Joint Land Attack Cruise
Missile Defense Elevated Netted Sensor
System (JLENS) was a failure.

Different ballistic missiles require various interception schemes, per this NATO graphic.
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system integrator. However, technical lessons were learned from ABL, especially in
beam propagation and control.
The Pentagon switched focus. It is
funding development of smaller, solid-state lasers that could be carried by
high altitude unmanned platforms—if
enough electric power can be provided.
It has also been exploring infrared or
laser missiles carried by medium-altitude MQ-9 Reaper drones, patrolling
close enough to threat countries to make
interceptions in the boost phase, after
tip-off from the Space-Based Infrared
Satellite (SBIRS) system.
The U.S. has also funded development
of Electro Magnetic Rail Guns (EMRGs)
that could protect ships against cruise
and ballistic missiles. But the project has
foundered for various reasons. France
and Germany have also funded research,
and a large EMRG has been seen on a Chinese warship.
At the tactical level, Boeing demonstrated 10 years ago that a trailer-mounted
solid-state laser could shoot down UAVs.
Since then, terrorists have added explosives to small, commercially available
drones, and used them. Palestinian militants have also used $500 short-range
rockets, against which Israel has deployed
Iron Dome. This can also shoot down
low-flying aircraft, but just how effective
it would be against a massed launch of
Qassam rockets is unknown. Intercepting
such threats by lasers would provide a far
better cost-benefit ratio.
The 2015 Patriot sale to Saudi Arabia was
valued at no less than $5.6 billion, to include
600 missiles. Even if one allocates twothirds of this value to account for the ancillary equipment and services, that makes
the cost of each missile $2.75 million. No
wonder that the Rand study estimated that
even a basic short-range ballistic missile
costs nine times less than the three Patriot
rounds needed to defeat it.
n
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The absence of Russia’s United Aircraft Corporation MC-21 at the Paris Air Show is attributed
to political issues. Old policies of cooperation with Western suppliers have evaporated.

MC-21 ready, but won’t
appear at Le Bourget
by Vladimir Karnozov
By not bringing its latest product to Le
Bourget, Russia’s Irkut (Hall 2a B197) has
indeed missed a golden opportunity, but
with a purpose. The MC-21 next-generation narrowbody jet will instead make its
show debut two months later at MAKS in
Moscow. Technically, everything appears
ready. Two heavily instrumented operable prototypes (first flown in 2017 and
2018) sat at the Ramenskoye Airport near
Moscow while the third, outfitted with a
passenger cabin, landed there on May 14
after receiving a paint job.
Apparently, the decision to omit Paris
has centered on political considerations.
Geopolitics dictates that United Aircraft
Corporation (UAC)—of which Irkut is a
member—put the interests of the Russian
public, customers, and rulers first. That

policy hadn’t taken hold at the start of the
program, when the Russians welcomed
aboard a dozen European and U.S. suppliers with their engines, systems, instruments, and construction materials. UAC
unveiled a full-scale mockup of the passenger cabin at the 2010 Farnborough Air
Show, months ahead of its presentation
to local interests.
At the start, developers considered the
MC-21 as a second major cooperative program between Russia and the West in the
sphere of civil aviation following the Sukhoi Superjet 100. Today, Russia’s import
substitution effort calls for both types to
become completely indigenous products.
The Kremlin instituted the policy in 2014,
shortly after the U.S. and EU began placing economic sanctions on Moscow.

Current plans call for type certification of the Pratt & Whitney PW1400G-
powered MC-21, replete with vital
Western components, to local standards
next year and to EASA standards in
2021. With Washington pressing ahead
with more economic sanctions on Moscow, however, it is becoming increasingly unclear whether that early version
will ever enter service with commercial
operators. The White House has openly
pledged not to issue export licenses
for “turbojet engines” into Russia under
newly filed requests. If the U.S. carries
through with that promise, UAC and
Irkut could no longer buy engines from
Pratt & Whitney.
Speaking in Moscow on the eve of the
Paris Air Show, Irkut head of sales Cyril
Budayev said shipments of indigenously
powered MC-21s will commence in
2022. Earlier this year the manufacturer
received two Perm Motors PD-14 engines
to install on the MC-21’s fourth operable
prototype, scheduled to start certification
trials next year. Plans call for the effort
to take two years. “The engine itself has
already obtained certification,” said Budayev. “It has been showing quite good
results. Let’s see how it would perform
on our aircraft. We do believe in our partners in Perm.”
Despite the chill in relations between
East and West, Moscow still wants European certification for the MC-21, including PD-14-powered versions. “For several
years now EASA specialists have been
working with Irkut,” said Budayev. “Earlier
in 2019, EASA pilots performed their first
flights on the MC-21. They appreciated our
sidestick with innovative feedback that
ensures completely predictable and safe
flight in all modes.” Following completion
of flight testing on the P&W-powered prototypes, the work will proceed with indigenous propulsion, he added.

Of course, Russian industry needs
European certification to sell its products worldwide. UAC estimates the global
market for narrowbodies at approximately 30,000 over the next 20 years, of
which Russia accounts for only 900. So far,
Irkut holds firm orders for 175 MC-21s and
commitments for another 150.
Budayev said that, initially, Irkut will
place deliverable airframes with local
operators and provide them with proper
aftersales support to ensure new airplanes
fly rather than sit grounded. “We intend to
spend several years to make the machine
run smoothly on the routes of the national
flag carrier and some other local airlines,”
he said. “There is a comprehensive plan
for initial level of utilization and its steady
increase as time goes on.”
Target figures for utilization call for
flight hour totals no worse than the 4,000
to 4,500 Airbus and Boeing jetliners typically achieve annually given the high level
of competition any narrowbody faces
globally.
Russian engineers claim that, technically, the MC-21 is a more advanced airplane than the Boeing 737 Max or Airbus
A320neo and compares favorably to the
most recent widebodies from the duopoly.
Because of that, preliminary specifications show the MC-21’s operating economics beats the competition by 5 to 7
percent per seat.
“There is no doubt such a plane is very
much in demand,” said Budayev. “Our
cabin solutions are, to our minds, what
most airline customers want.” However,
he also acknowledged a trend toward
higher capacities in the narrowbody
sector. “It is expected that the demand
will peak at two hundred seats in the
future,” he said. “Today, we focus on
the MC-21-300 (163 seats in two-class
layout) with a possibility for a higher
capacity in the future.”
n

Airbus claims confidence in its mid-market coverage
Airbus appears confident it has nothing to
fear from Boeing’s plans to develop a new
midsize airplane (NMA), insisting it already
offers the most flexible and economical
solution on the market. “We have a very successful re-engined A320/A321, a narrowbody
with amazing economics and a widebody
range, and the A330 program is now re-
engined as well,” said Airbus chief commercial officer Christian Scherer during pre-Paris
Air Show briefings in Toulouse. “So we have
a left-hook, right-hook approach to the NMA.”
The maturity of both programs gives
Airbus the pricing flexibility to address the
competitive segment of the market the
NMA would occupy, he emphasized. In
contrast, developing a clean-sheet airliner
costs billions of dollars, he said, while questioning what value—in terms of new technology that reduces an airline’s fuel, labor,
and capital investment costs—Boeing’s
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prospective NMA would bring to the market. 270 seats and a range of 5,000 nm, would
Scherer’s comments reflect statements enter service in the middle of the next
made by Airbus’s new CEO, Guillaume Faury, decade. Pundits widely expected the U.S.
during a first-quarter earnings presentation OEM to announce authority to offer the
with analysts on April 30. “We are moving
NMA for sale during the Paris Air Show next
month, but the 737 Max crisis could delay
forward with what we think is appropriate
for the A320/A321 product, trying to antic- the timeline.
ipate and answer the customers’ expectaAirbus executives declined to comment
tions and the market needs,” he said. “We on the Max debacle, and Scherer forcefully
have as well the A330neo, with the -8 in rejected as “bottom-line insulting” suggesits certification phase and -9 on the market. tions that Airbus has lobbied EASA to make
We think that on the Airbus side we have
the recertification of the model more difficult.
the right product to address the middle of It is up to the regulators to introduce the right
the market. I do not see changes on that.” checks and balances, he said, while concedAirbus plans to release details of further ver- ing he believes a disequilibrium exists in the
sions of the A321LR later this year, possibly current mandate of the FAA—supporting the
at the Paris Air Show. Scherer, meanwhile, industry and safeguarding safety. The EASA
remained quiet about the enhancements.
mandate focuses solely on safety oversight.
Boeing started talking about a potential “I am not suggesting here that there is somereplacement for its 757 in 2012. The new thing wrong with the FAA,” he added, howmodel, a midsize airliner carrying 220 to ever. “We are working very well with them.”
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Airbus chief
commercial
officer
Christian
Scherer
While recognizing that the trade tensions
between the U.S. and China could potentially affect Airbus, the European airframer
remained optimistic about the overall longterm outlook of the market and its own internal
target to deliver 880 to 890 aircraft this year.
Scherer described the global aircraft market
as “quite positive” as the trend of deregulation and airline competitiveness increases,
and less cyclical as in the past. “Globally,
we’re still in a very healthy situation,” he said,
with many regions showing strong economic
growth and thus growth in air travel.
C.B.

GE9X’s Phase-2 flight tests
augur well for Boeing 777X

expects to achieve type certification of list made it into the trades and technical
the massive powerplant—the largest jet objectives,” he said.
engine ever built—in 2019. Although the
flight-test program was completed, sevPreparation for Service Entry
eral of the eight development engines To help ensure the GE9X will prove highly
GE built are still involved in certification reliable from the moment it enters service, in
by Chris Kjelgaard
ground-testing.
the early stages of the GE9X design process
“From a certification standpoint, we’re GE “got together with our customers and
Begun on December 10 and completed would fly the engine on the testbed as if it between 85 and 90 percent through test- learned the big issues in customers’ fleets”
on May 7, the second and final phase of was on the 777X, to get comfortable flying ing,” Ingling said in late May. “We have of GE90s, GEnxs, and other engine types,
GE Aviation’s GE9X certification flight- the engine and understand it [by] putting closed some major testing,” including tests
said Ingling. This customer input gave GE a
testing involved three times as many it through their [own Boeing] test card.”
of the engine’s ability to withstand fan- list of more than 300 unwanted issues cusflight hours as did the first, which was
The GE9X was fitted with the produc- blade separation; all ingestion tests (birds, tomers had with their existing engine fleets.
conducted in the spring of 2018.
tion nacelle Boeing designed for the GE9X water, hailstones, and rainstorms); all icing “These made it onto our program list that
Ted Ingling, GE Aviation’s GE9X pro- on the 777X. The Boeing pilot-participa- tests; testing for the aeromechanical prop- we made sure the GE9X addressed,” he said.
gram manager, told AIN that the second
tion flights “culminated with a Boeing erties of every module of the engine; and Now, “we’re in the middle of validating the
certification flight-testing phase involved pilot demo-testing” the GE9X in the full
all testing of emissions levels, except the final third of the changes we made [to the
“north of 300 hours of flight time” in an compliance-engine configuration in which emissions test actually required for type GE9X design] to eliminate those customer
unspecified number of flights. The first the GE9X will be flight-tested on the 777-9, certification. “We feel good about setting concerns. This is not part of certification—
phase, which began on March 13, 2018 and said Ingling. “They wanted to fly the soft- up the engine” for final type-certification it’s part of [ensuring] reliability, durability,
ended less than two months later, accu- ware and the engine [configuration] that tests, he said. Additionally, “our certifica- and maintenance-free operation. It’s part of
mulated 105 flight hours in 18 flights.
is going to be on the first aircraft.”
tion reports are in the same kind of bench- the evolution of our process in the design
One reason the second phase of GE9X
phase to tackle [reliability] differently and
flight-testing lasted much longer than the
more completely than in the past.”
first and involved so many more flight
One GE9X performance measure of
hours is that “we repeated some work,”
which GE is fully confident is the engine’s
said Ingling. “We continued to map out
ability to provide its maximum rated thrust.
the entire environment [of operation]
Ingling revealed that, during ground runs
and we tried to back info for opportunion very cold days in which the fan was run
ties that might present themselves later.
up to rotation speeds well within its design
We put in some additional parts for that
envelope and with all temperatures and
kind of work…for possible future opporpressures “margined” within production-
tunities on this program, for improveengine performance parameters, the high
ments to the product as we go forward.
air density led to the development engine
We like to re-baseline [each engine perproducing thrust levels far beyond the
formance measurement] when we do
GE9X’s 105,000-pound design-rated maxhardware changes.”
imum thrust level. Those tests showed
During the testing, GE Aviation (Chalet
that the GE9X “is not airflow-limited,” he
144) ensured that “we did the normal softsaid. “The flow at the inlet and through the
ware, performance, and thrust-managenacelle is sufficient and the fan can pump
ment assessments—all of the statutory
it” through the engine at the rate required
campaigns,” said Ingling. “Everything we
to achieve rated maximum takeoff thrust.
were shooting to understand about the
The GE9X cold-day tests even proengine and the [test] process was comduced thrust levels well beyond the
pleted. We’re excited about the perfor115,000-pound maximum thrust rating of
mance we’re seeing on these engines; they
the GE90-115B, today the most powerful
perform to expectations on the ground
jet engine in the world, Ingling revealed.
and we have demonstrated [the design
While he won’t confirm the actual thrust
performance] at altitude as well.”
levels the engine achieved until GE valiAccording to Ingling, “The culmination
dates the results, it appears possible that
of the whole campaign” was to fine-tune
on some of those cold-day runs the GE9X
in phase two the fuel-burn performance GE Aviation is displaying one of eight actual GE9X development engines, the so-called First
achieved a thrust level beyond even the
the GE9X demonstrated in phase one, Engine To Test, outside its chalet at Le Bourget this week.
127,900-pound maximum the GE90-115B
which will be a major contributor to
achieved during cold-day testing. Today
the 20 percent fuel-efficiency improveOverall, the number of flight hours the mark—we’ve got a lot of approved reports
that level remains the highest thrust level
ment Boeing has designed the 777X to GE9X certification flight-test program
done and a lot [of others] submitted.”
ever officially produced by a jet engine,
offer over the 777-300ER. “We feel good involved was “perhaps a little on the high
While “there is still a lot of testing to
but “for sure there will be a new record
about the engine’s contribution to that side, [but] we don’t think it was typically do,” including non-certification endur- in the books soon,” Ingling told AIN.
goal. We [still] have to fly the engine on out of the ordinary” for a type-certifica- ance testing of two engines, which will
By late May, GE had supplied the first
the 777X, but we feel comfortable” with
tion program for a completely new pow- be performed in the latter half of this
two sets of compliance engines to Boethe performance it is achieving, he said. erplant incorporating “a handful of new year, Ingling said GE Aviation is “very ing for 777-9 flight-testing and they had
So comfortable is GE Aviation with the technologies” that have never before much” satisfied with the reliability and been installed on the first two flight-test
way the GE9X is performing that it has
featured in a commercial jet engine, said durability the GE9X has demonstrated
aircraft. The third set was undergoing valbrought one of the eight development Ingling. In particular, “We’ve done some throughout all ground and flight-testing idation testing at GE’s Peebles test facility
examples—the First Engine To Test—to
fantastic things with scaling up our PMC to date. The 777X will “play into the same
in Ohio. The fourth set was also at Peethe Paris Air Show to show the engine [polymer matrix composite] technology operations as the 777-300ER” and so GE bles, while the first of two spare complipublicly for the first time.
from the fan blades to the fan case, guide wants the GE9X to be highly reliable and ance engines for Boeing was completed
Ingling revealed that, during the latter vanes, and platforms,” to make the GE9X dependable in service right from the out- and assembly of the second was understages of the second flight-test phase, sev- fan module enormously strong but very set. “We want to come down the learning way. All five sets of compliance engines
eral Boeing test pilots flew GE’s 747-400 low-weight, he said.
curve to get to that [high in-service reli- are of common configuration and certiflying testbed, which had the certification
While GE Aviation began the second
ability] faster” than GE did with previous fication-configured. Additionally, “We’re
flight-test GE9X mounted on the num- phase of GE9X flight testing a little later engine families. “We laid that out in the starting to put together the first producber-two engine position. “When the soft- than it had envisioned upon complet- early days [of GE9X design] and added tion engines in terms of kitting and accuware was completed, the Boeing pilots ing the first phase, Ingling said GE still some thoughts to that process, and that mulation of hardware,” said Ingling. n
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version of the dormant An-70 program.
“From the Turkish side there was great
interest,” Donets told UNIAN. “But at
this stage, interest is diminished, perhaps
due to the lobbying interests of large aviation concerns.”

Interest in Regional Models

DAVID McINTOSH

The An-132 cargo
turboprop, an
updated version
of the An-32,
has flown demo
flights at Aero
India 2019 and
could find new
life as part of the
“Make in India”
program.

Ukraine aerospace industry
seeks non-Russia partners
by Reuben F. Johnson
Antonov (Chalet 315) has long been the
most visible and well-known of the many
Ukrainian aerospace and defense firms.
The company made history at Le Bourget 30 years ago when it flew the massive
six-engine An-225 Mriya cargo heavy lifter
with the then-Soviet space shuttle Buran
mounted on the upper fuselage.
Since the fall of the USSR, the company
has been the aerospace industrial giant of
independent Ukraine, but several of its
programs that were originally developed
in the last days of the Soviet period have
failed to develop into series-production
lines that would keep the aircraft maker
as busy as it was during the Soviet period.
One of the more prominent examples is
the An-70 turboprop military transport
that was designed to replace the many
aging An-12 models in service at the time.
The An-70 and other programs of the
immediate post-Soviet period relied on
cooperation with Russian industry that
largely failed to materialize. Only two
An-70 prototypes were built and the
program never received the orders from
Russia’s military that would have been
required for the aircraft to be economically viable.

Partners Sought

In the intervening years, the company’s
production rate has been close to anemic.
In the past decade, the company has produced only 22 aircraft—or two per year.
What has sustained it for many years is
the air cargo division of Antonov that
operates the An-225, a number of An-124
Ruslan heavy-lifters, and a fleet of other

aircraft that perform charter flights for
specialized payloads.
What had showed great promise for
Antonov was an agreement to build up to
300 An-132 cargo turboprop aircraft for
the Royal Saudi Air Force. The aircraft, an
updated version of the An-32, was to be built
under a joint venture contract signed three
years ago between Antonov and Taqnia
Aeronautics in Saudi Arabia. Aircraft would
have been built on production lines in both
countries and would have used Western
engines and avionics. The cost per unit was
estimated to be $30 million.
However, in the last week of April the
president of Antonov, Aleksandr Donets,
told the Ukrainian national news agency,
UNIAN, “For reasons not related to
Antonov state enterprise, in Saudi Arabia
there was a change of the program partner, and the process was halted. There
have been changes in the project partners
in Saudi Arabia. Antonov did not freeze
the An-132 project.”
Ukraine and Russia have had tense
relations for more than five years, since
the invasion and occupation of Crimea
by Moscow in March 2014. The Crimean
annexation was followed by a civil war
started by pro-Russian separatists in
the eastern Ukraine Donbas regions of
Donetsk and Lugansk and included active
support of Russian military units.
The head of Antonov had also stated that
the project is not being shelved and that the
company is instead looking for a new customer. “We are looking for both a customer
and a partner,” he said in late April.
That new partner may turn out to be

India, Donets also told UNIAN. Three
months ago, an An-132D made a demonstration flight in Bangalore at Aero India
2019, the national airshow. The head of
Antonov said, “The plane made a good
impression, largely because it was created on the basis of the An-32, which is
[already] well-proven in the operation
of the Indian Air Force.” Mostly supplied to New Delhi during the Soviet
period, India’s air force operates 104
of the older-generation An-32 cargo
airplanes, which were produced in the
1980s. Some additional units were delivered later in the 1990s in the aftermath
of the USSR’s collapse.
Antonov has signed a commitment to
participate in the “Make in India” program, which signals the company’s willingness to set up a production line in
India should New Delhi decide to acquire
the aircraft. As with the Indian fighter
tender that is still in process, this program will be decided only after the May
general election’s outcome has resulted in
the formation of a new government and
procurement plan.
The Ukrainian aircraft company
points out that since 2016, Antonov sales
and production deals that were being
negotiated with Azerbaijan and Turkey
have both collapsed in their final stages.
Ukraine aerospace industry analysts
have suggested that the failure of both of
these initiatives may have been at least
partially related to the fact that these are
both nations that spend no small effort
to maintain good relations with Moscow.
In 2016, an Azeri company was interested in purchasing 10 An-178 military
transport jets but the order did not
materialize because the Azerbaijan firm
could not secure financing for Antonov
to acquire suitable replacements for
Russian-made components. The second project was a venture to build an
An-188 military transport, a jet-powered
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Other than these projects, the Ukrainian
operators SkyUp and FANair have
expressed interest in Antonov’s regional
commuter jet models the An-148 and
An-158. The fear that the Ukrainian firm
has is that Boeing, Airbus, Bombardier,
and Embraer are easily capable of outcompeting with Antonov on financing.
“As far as I know, An-148s are being
built in Voronezh at the VASO enterprise,”
Donets said, in reference to Voronezh Aircraft Production Association, a Russian
manufacturer that has produced these
100-seat passenger jets under license
from Antonov, which presents another
competitor for Antonov’s Ukraine-based
production lines.
The Antonov chief says that for now,
the company’s strategic plan will be for
production of about 20 midsize military
cargo aircraft per year. He explained that
due to the scale of production assets
required it is not economical to build
massive, Soviet-era cargo jets like the
An-225 and An-124.
Another issue is the financing of the
start-up of production lines, so Antonov
has been seeking the approval of the
Rada, the Ukrainian parliament, for a $50
million project to complete programs of
import substitution, which would permit
the company to build analogs of the parts
that used to come from Russian components, or source them from Western suppliers. Some of Antonov’s aircraft designs
were originally built with up to 60 percent
parts content from Russia, so the program
will require some major effort to complete.
In another try to sever any remaining
ties of dependency on Russian components, the Ukrainian firm is working with
Boeing’s spare parts and support affiliate, Aviall. The company is building a
warehouse in the Ukrainian capital Kiev
that will be stocked with Western components that are to be used in Antonov
aircraft. Under the Antonov-Boeing contract, Aviall will provide support for all
new buyers of Antonov planes. In a separate program, Antonov plans to open a
service center this year in the United Arab
Emirates to maintain Antonov aircraft flying in the Middle East and Africa.
The warehouse will be “located on
Ukrainian territory in [the city of ] Gostomel,” Donets said. “This warehouse
will deal with products, materials, metals,
non-metals—with all the components
that we are not able to get from our former partner, the Russian Federation.”
Gostomel has been used by Antonov for
many years as its base of operations for its
cargo services and has additionally been
pressed into service to provide logistical
support for Ukrainian military units fighting in the Donbas.
n
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U.S., allies
take notice
of China’s
advances in
defense
by Reuben F. Johnson
Chinese military aerospace enterprises
are starting to make real advances—to
the degree that the U.S. and its allies are
now beginning to worry what the balance
of power in Asia might look like within
two decades.
The past few years have been notable
for several developments. Combined,
they demonstrate that the People’s Liberation Army Navy and Air Force (PLAN
and PLAAF, respectively) are now operating with a set of weapons platforms that
are a significant step above what Beijing’s
military has been able to field in the past.
In January 2011, a large, stealthy-
looking platform, the J-20, made its first
public flight from the aerodrome at Plant
No. 132 in Chengdu, Sichuan province.
The aircraft is the largest platform of
its kind and appears to take some of its
design inspiration from another over-size
fighter concept from the previous century,
the Mikoyan MFI Project 1.42.
This jet has caused no small amount
of concern as to the damage the PLAAF
could cause in the Pacific if it proves to
be a long-range, low-observable platform
capable of striking at targets far from PRC
airspace. The aircraft has since flown in
2016 and 2018 at the PRC’s national aerospace expo—Air Show China in Zhuhai,
Guangdong province.
Two years before, at Air Show China
2014, the PRC’s other stealth-like fighter,
the Shenyang FC-31, flew during the flight
display but gave a disappointing and
underpowered performance. According to
numerous reports since then, the aircraft
has been redesigned to include a new wing
planform. There have also been multiple
references to the aircraft being developed
in a carrier-capable variant that would
replace the Shenyang J-15, the aircraft
being flown from the CV16 Liaoning carrier that the PRC acquired from Ukraine.
Chinese design teams have also continued to improve on the reverse-engineered
designs of the Russian-made Sukhoi Su-27
and Su-30MKK/MK2 models that they
acquired some 20 years or more ago. One
design seen recently in a video released
(and then quickly taken down by censors)
by the China Flight Test Establishment
(CFTE) is the Shenyang J-11D.
Photographed while still in factory
primer, the aircraft appeared to have a
new radome configuration indicative of
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Shenyang J-31
an active electronically scanning array
(AESA) radar, a new complement of wing
root antennas for electronic warfare and
radar warning functions, and increased
use of composite materials.
Alongside these aircraft developments,
the PLAN has made progress with the
design and construction of new aircraft
carriers. A second carrier in sea trials
is a slightly larger copy of the Liaoning
and uses the same ski-ramp forward-bow
design for takeoff and, like the CV-16, it
also has no catapult. A third carrier is
supposed to be a traditional, catapult-
equipped flattop design and has even
been nicknamed the “Chinese answer to
the USS Kittyhawk.”

This ship is supposed to have not just
any catapult, but a modern electromagnetic
(EMALS) catapult, according to Chinese
news reports, though experts in the U.S.
are skeptical. “The technology that the U.S.
Navy developed for the EMALS is not as
simple as one might think,” said a U.S. naval
contractor who specializes in carrier design.
“Remember that the U.S. Navy design
comes after decades of experience with
steam catapults—how they have to be
designed, what the pitfalls are, how the
aircraft that is launched from them has to
be designed,” he continued. “The Chinese
have none of this body of past history and
expertise to draw on—so how will they
design an EMALS?”

EC aims to lower aviation carbon footprint
A European Union-level tax on kerosene,
keeping aviation in the bloc’s emissions
trading scheme (EU ETS) beside ICAO’s
carbon offsetting and reduction scheme
for international aviation (CORSIA), and
promoting the use of high-speed trains
are key policy tools that Brussels could
consider to reduce the aviation industry’s
environmental footprint and bring it in line
with the EU’s Clean Planet for All strategy,
European Commissioner for transport and
mobility Violeta Bulc told AIN on the sidelines of the June 1 to 3 IATA annual general meeting in Seoul. The commission has
made no decision on the levy on conventional jet fuel uploaded at the continent’s
airports, she stressed. A decision will rest
with the next European Commission.
A new study into the negative externalities of transport per country reinforces
the need for urgent action for the aviation
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industry, she added. This new research
reveals that the environmental costs for
aviation—such as climate change, air pollution, and noise—amount to €33 billion
annually for the 33 EU airports covered by
the study.
Commissioner Bulc vowed the EU
remains fully committed to CORSIA
because of the global effects of CO2
emissions. However, “there are enough
elements to support keeping the EU ETS
in place when CORSIA comes on stream,”
she noted. CORSIA and the EU ETS “can
coexist” and need to pursue the same
goals: reduce the carbon footprint. The
commission is working on analyzing the
situation and plans to decide next year
whether to scrap or maintain the EU ETS
for intra-EU flights. “It could, of course,
mean that the EU ETS remains in place,”
she concluded.
C.B.

Not having a catapult-equipped carrier
has its own problems where the PLAN
are concerned. The drawbacks with the
J-15, the PRC’s illegal—and even heavier—
copy of the Russian Sukhoi Su-33, are
becoming a real headache. The airframe is
too heavy for the PLAN ski-ramp carriers.
No catapult means a much slower takeoff
speed, which translates into the aircraft
sometimes limited to as few as four missiles if it is carrying a full fuel load.
Not only is the PLAN in need of a new
carrier aircraft, but the PRC is lacking reliable jet engine designs, which is why they
still purchase numerous models of aero
engines from Russia and Ukraine. In fact,
the J-20 has been flying with both Russian
and older Chinese-design engines since
2011. The Xi’an WS-15 that was supposed
to be the primary powerplant for this
aircraft has suffered setbacks in development, including one test engine exploding
on a stand during a high-power run-up.
In recent months, there has also been
an uptick in Chinese enterprise looking to source defense technology from
Ukraine and other former Soviet republics. Ukraine’s government has even been
trying to block the nation’s massive aero-
engine enterprise, Motor Sich, from selling all of its know-how to the PRC.
As has been publicized recently, the PRC
has also been found complicit in the theft
of U.S. defense technology. In a 28 May
interview on Fox Business Network, U.S.
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo stated, “I
can’t say a whole lot, other than it’s the case
that we worry about it every day. The threat
of theft not only of commercial intellectual
property but of military technology is real,
and we’re doing our best to prevent that
from happening…You can look at some of
these [PRC weapon] systems and you see
similarities that suggest that they may well
have not created these from scratch.” n
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potential prospect of selling hundreds
more examples of its long-serving and
high-selling F110 engine.
Yet another juicy engine-sales possibility for GE Aviation—though it is in
competition for the contract with Pratt &
Whitney—is the U.S. Air Force’s forthcoming requirement for 650 20,000-poundthrust engines to replace the vintage Pratt
& Whitney TF-33 low-bypass turbofans
that power the U.S. Air Force’s remaining
GE XA100 AETP adaptive-cycle fan engine
fleet of Boeing B-52H strategic bombers, a
fleet today numbering just under 80 aircraft. The U.S. Air Force plans to upgrade
76 of the eight-engine bombers in the
2020s and keep them in service until
about 2050, by which time every B-52
remaining in service would be nearing 90
years old.
Air Force Laboratory had originally asked
The U.S. Department of Defense’s
GE to build three XA100s for testing but Fiscal Year 2019 budget provided a total
the contract requirements remain flexi- of $65 million for Boeing and the two
ble, according to Mathis. As AETP Phase 1 engine-makers to study integration of
continues, GE also is working in parallel their respective engine offerings with the
on Phase 2, which will continue beyond B-52’s wing, then to produce an initial
2021 to mature technologies for three-air- response to the Air Force’s B-52 re-enginstream engines that could potentially ing request for proposals (RFP) by this
power future U.S. air-superiority aircraft. summer and a final response to the RFP
by the end of the year. GE Aviation is preT408 a Model Program
paring two offers, involving two widely
Beyond ITEP and AETP, GE’s military- different engine choices.
engines business has a great deal more
One is the CF34-10, the engine that
design and development work going on. powers the Bombardier CRJ900 and
One important program is the effort to CRJ1000 and the Embraer 190 and 195.
make the GE T408-powered Sikorsky As an engine designed for commercial
CH-53K heavy-lift helicopter fully oper- service, the CF34-10 is highly reliable in
ational with the U.S. Marine Corps. The operation and—each engine being operMarine Corps has highlighted the T408
ated for 3,000 flight-hours or more per
as a model program, the engine having year—has accumulated many millions
met all of the Corps’ requirements for of hours and cycles of flight time. GE’s
schedule, cost, and engine performance, other B-52 re-engining offering is the new
according to Mathis. “We’ve flown over Passport, an engine designed to power
7,000 hours of testing without any engine- large business jets. As such, the Passport
cause removals,” he said. GE continues
is not designed to accumulate as many
to develop the T408, using technological flight-hours as the CF34-10, but it incorand design input derived from the ITEP porates more advanced technologies
and sole-source Future Affordable Tur- than does its stablemate and it is both
bine Engine R&D contract awards it has highly fuel-efficient and designed for easy
won from the U.S. Army.
maintenance.
Another important engineering design
In terms of durability, reliability, and
effort is the integration of GE’s proven maintainability, either GE offering for
F404 fighter engine into the Boeing T-X, the B-52 contract should be suitable if
which the U.S. Air Force has selected to chosen, because GE’s understanding
replace the elderly North American T-38 is that the U.S. Air Force expects each
Talon as its advanced jet trainer. The re-engined aircraft to fly only about 250
U.S. Air Force has awarded the Boeing- hours annually. “Our estimate is that if
Saab partnership, which developed the you were to put either the Passport or
F404-powered T-X, a production con- the CF34-10 on the B-52, we wouldn’t
tract for 351 aircraft. GE has consider- expect [any engine to have to undergo]
able hopes that large numbers of T-Xs
any scheduled overhauls between the
may also be sold to other U.S. military 2020s and retirement of the aircraft in
branches and to air forces internationally the 2050s,” said Mathis.
as an advanced jet trainer or a light-attack
Other less publicized military-engine
aircraft, or both.
development opportunities exist for GE
Also of considerable current design Aviation. These include the work of its
and development interest to GE is a K5 unit in “the classified black world we
potential engine-production contract for can’t talk about,” said Mathis. “There
the 144 GE F110-powered Boeing F-15EX are a lot of great opportunities, and
air-superiority fighters the U.S. Air Force our teams back there are doing us well.”
is considering buying by 2024. In its fis- Also low-profile, but a sizable continuing
cal year 2020 budget the U.S. Air Force source of R&D and sales for GE, “is the
requested $1.1 billion for an initial batch competitiveness of our F110 and F414
of eight F-15EXs, surprising many observ- [engines] on F-15s, F-16s, and F-18s interers but enthralling GE Aviation with the nationally,” he said.
n

GE shifting more engineers to defense
by Chris Kjelgaard
GE Aviation is transferring more than
1,000 engineers from civil engine programs to defense R&D work as its military
business ramps up design and development efforts on at least six major engine
programs in progress or in prospect.
Tony Mathis, president and CEO of
GE Aviation’s military business, told
AIN, “With the [U.S.] defense budget
growing at four percent a year or so, it
is creating a number of great opportunities” for GE. As GE’s major development
efforts on its civil-aviation GE9X and
Passport engines end, “the engineers
are transitioning because we’re starting
[in GE’s military-engines business] to go
through what commercial went through
a few years ago,” he said. That was intensive design and development of a number of engine programs simultaneously
as various major new business opportunities crystallized.
Leading the way in GE’s military-
`engines R&D efforts are its work on the
U.S. Army’s Improved Turbine Engine
Program (ITEP) 3,000-shp helicopter
engine requirement and on the U.S. Air
Force Research Laboratory’s two-phase
Adaptive Engine Transition Program
(AETP). AETP, for which GE and Pratt
& Whitney have both been awarded twophase contracts totaling nearly $1 billion
to each company, calls for the development of three-airstream turbofan engine
designs potentially to replace the Pratt &
Whitney F135 powerplant in the F-35 and
subsequently to power possible future
sixth-generation U.S. Air Force air superiority aircraft.
Following a two-participant competition in which GE and the Advanced
Turbine Engine Company (ATEC) joint
venture between Pratt & Whitney and
Honeywell were awarded ITEP preliminary design contracts in 2016, the U.S.
Army awarded GE a sole-source ITEP
engineering, manufacturing, and development contract in February for its
single-spool T901 engine design. The
award of the $517 million EMD contract
signaled that the U.S. Army planned to
select GE for a subsequent sole-source
production contract for ITEP engines
to replace the approximately 6,000 GE
T700s now installed in the Army’s fleets
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of UH-60 Black Hawk and AH-64 Apache
helicopters.
Additionally, Capability Set One under
the U.S. Army’s Future Vertical Lift
requirement calls for development of a
Future Attack and Reconnaissance Aircraft (FARA), which the Army expects also
to be powered by the ITEP engine. As a
result, Mathis estimated that the ITEP
program will be worth some $20 billion
over its life, including aftermarket support.
However, ATEC formally protested
the award of the ITEP EMD contract to
GE, immediately sending the U.S. Army’s
ITEP decision to the U.S. Government
Accountability Office (GAO) for a 100-day
review. GE Aviation was ordered to stop
work on T901 development, and ITEP
R&D remained dormant until May 30,
when the GAO notified GE and ATEC that
it had denied ATEC’s protest. At the end
of May, GE was awaiting word to resume
ITEP R&D work. “We’re ready to execute
on this contract,” said Mathis.
But even had the GAO not decided in
GE Aviation’s favor regarding the ITEP
EMD contract, the company still would
have found military-engine R&D work
for all of the 1,000-plus engineers it is
transferring from its civil-engines business, according to Mathis. “We actually
have more demand for engineers than
we have engineers,” he said, noting that
GE is also using self-employed engineers
as contractors to meet its military R&D
requirements. “So we weren’t anticipating any big layoffs” of engineers had
the GAO ruled in ATEC’s favor. As the
transfer of engineers proceeds, “we will
manage where they go depending on how
successful we are on individual programs,”
said Mathis.

Ongoing Design Efforts

One program that continues to require
engineering resources is the continuing
technology maturation of GE’s XA100
engine under Phase 1 of its AETP contract, the XA100 having passed the U.S.
Air Force Laboratory’s detailed design
review in late 2018. AETP Phase 1, development of the potential F135 replacement
engine, ends in 2021. GE is now assembling an unspecified number of XA100s
for various testing requirements. The U.S.
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USAF

A U.S. Air Force
“Air Superiority
2030” study has
defined the areas
of research and
development
leading to the
next generation
of fighter
aircraft called
“Penetrating
Counter Air.”

Sixth-gen fighters will face
a long, complex R&D period

Bridge to the Future

by Jon Lake
Plans for a new sixth-generation U.S.
Air Force (USAF) “Penetrating Counter
Air” fighter aircraft concept are advancing, and Boeing, Lockheed Martin, and
Northrop Grumman have all unveiled
sixth-generation fighter concepts or
artist’s impressions. It will, however, be
many years before any resulting aircraft
makes a Paris air show debut.
Current efforts stem from a 2016 USAF
“Air Superiority 2030” study, which concluded that the Air Force would need
to acquire a “Next Generation Tactical
Aircraft” for air superiority and air dominance. The new aircraft would replace
the Boeing F-15 Eagle and the Lockheed
Martin F-22 Raptor, complementing the
USAF’s F-35As.
The Penetrating Counter Air (PCA)
aircraft represents one element (the
air domain platform component) in the
USAF’s Next Generation Air Dominance
(NGAD) analysis of alternatives. This is
expected to encompass a future family
of air superiority capabilities that will
together allow the USAF to control the
air and space domains. They will allow
the USAF to operate in the anti-access/
area-denial (A2AD) environment, holding targets at risk even in highly contested airspace.
This family of systems and capabilities
will include communications and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
(ISR), and command and control systems, and a host of existing and future
platforms and weapons, and include
various means of delivering non-kinetic
effects such as electronic attack and
cyber-warfare.
But the family is still expected to
include a new, high-end PCA platform: a
manned fighter providing air dominance,
air supremacy, air interdiction, and precision strike.

capabilities and technology will inevitably
move on in the time that it takes to develop
and field a fighter produced via a traditional large-scale program, necessitating
an early upgrade or an urgent replacement.

Such a fighter would be expected to
incorporate a high degree of stealth and
sensor fusion and to be armed with very
long-range missiles and perhaps Directed
Energy Weapons (DEWs). Artificial intelligence might allow the aircraft to be a
single-seater and it could even incorporate a provision for optional manning. It
could also operate in conjunction with
swarming drones.
All of this could result in a long and
complex development program and high
costs at a time when U.S. defense budgets
will be stretched by a range of competing
priorities. It could also result in relatively
rapid obsolescence, because adversary

But an alternative approach has been outlined, not least by General Mike Holmes,
the commander of Air Combat Command,
who recently looked back at the “Century
Series” of fighters of the late 1950s as a
model of rapid turnover projects. which
were rapidly developed and fielded, but
which were expected to serve for a short
time (seven to 10 years) before being
withdrawn from frontline service.
A modern counterpart to this strategy
would allow an air advantage to be maintained, a process that cannot be static. The
U.S. would keep multiple development
programs active, shifting investment into
the most promising and fielding upgrades
to in-production fighters rapidly and

EASA issues new proposal on cyber risks
The European Union Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA) issued a notice of proposed amendment (NPA) that introduces provisions for
the management of information security
risks related to aeronautical information systems used in civil aviation. These
cybersecurity provisions would apply to
authorities and organizations in all aviation
domains: design, production, management
of continuing airworthiness, maintenance,
training and training devices, air operations,
aeromedical, aircrew, air traffic control, air
navigation services, and airports.
This NPA and similar others are in
response to EASA’s concern that cyberattacks are no longer just random events.
“Therefore, not enough focus may have
been put in properly addressing cybersecurity because existing flaws can be
exploited by individuals with a malicious
intent,” EASA said. “Such a risk is constantly increasing in the civil aviation

environment as the current aeronautical
information systems are becoming more
and more interconnected.”
These information security risks have
the potential to generate events that can
have direct consequences on the safety
of flight. “Therefore, the interactions
between information security and safety
management systems (SMS) may be relevant for addressing information security
risks,” EASA added. Comments on the NPA
are due September 27.
This NPA is the second in a series to help
protect the industry from cybersecurity
attacks. The first NPA, published earlier
this year, dealt exclusively with mitigating
cyberattacks on aircraft and their systems
through proposed changes to airframe,
engine, and accessory certification rules.
It also proposed to replace special conditions to meet these threats with dedicated
requirements.
G.G.
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frequently, and producing new platforms
when they offered a significant advantage.
These new aircraft could be less
expensive to procure and sustain than
today’s fighters because they would not
be expected last 30 years or 20,000 flying hours and would be produced in relatively small numbers, with overlapping
programs producing several new types in
each “generation.”
Confusingly, the NGAD acronym used
by the USAF is also being used to describe a
separate U.S. Navy analysis of alternatives.
This covers the search for a replacement
for the Boeing F/A-18E/F Super Hornet
and E/A-18G Growler, with service entry
in the 2030s. The basic requirement is to
better protect the Navy’s aircraft carriers,
which are becoming more vulnerable to
advanced long-range anti-ship cruise missiles and ballistic missile systems.
The two NGADs are not related or
connected and there are no plans to
merge the efforts or to pursue a joint
fighter program, since the two services’ requirements are very different,
although some senior officers have
suggested that there could be some
procurement of common systems and
subsystems to be integrated with both
new next-generation fighter aircraft.
The Navy has fought suggestions that it
should simply procure a navalized version of the USAF’s PCA. The Navy does
not want to pay for capabilities that it will
not use, and it may pursue some commonality with the F-35C, which may result
in a “cheaper” F/A-XX (what the Navy has
provisionally dubbed its new fighter).
While the USAF continues to place
great emphasis on low observability (or
stealth) to penetrate enemy airspace,
the Navy’s deputy director of air warfare,
Angie Knappenberger, has said that the
Navy will not need its F/A-XX to penetrate
enemy airspace and instead plans to use
standoff missiles for deep-penetration
missions or it will hand such missions
over to the Air Force.
Instead, the Navy is expected to focus
on increased range, because range is
perceived to be a significant limitation
for the current carrier air wing. It may
also focus on speed. Stealth will play
some part but is viewed as being just
one element in a wider survivability
equation. The Navy is also working on
ultra-lightweight armor and counter-
directed energy technologies.
The Navy may not acquire a new
manned fighter at all, but could instead
network shipboard systems and multiple manned and/or unmanned aircraft. It
could decide to procure additional Super
Hornets, Growlers, and F-35Cs, perhaps
in upgraded form, rather than developing
an exotic new platform with transformational capabilities.
n
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Airbus taps hi-tech to gain zero emissions
by Cathy Buyck
Airbus chief technology officer Grazia
Vittadini was quick on her feet when
asked about campaigns like #IStayOnThe
Ground; “flygskam” [“flight shame” in
Swedish; the feeling of being ashamed to
board an aircraft]; and 16-year-old Swedish climate activist Greta Thunberg’s
high-profile train journey through Europe
to raise awareness of climate change. How
are they affecting Airbus? At the OEM’s
pre-Paris Air Show briefings May 22 in
Toulouse, Vittadini quipped that “Greta”
is an acronym for “Green Technology
Aircraft.” Her dream? To see Thunberg—
who refuses to fly—“stepping on a zero-
emissions Airbus.”
The Toulouse-based aircraft manufacturer is feeling the pressure of the climate
debate, conceded Jean-Brice Dumont,
Airbus executive vice president of engineering. “This is not a trend of the year.
This is a mega-irreversible global trend.”
He described the situation as scissor-like,
with continuing growth in global demand
for air travel on one hand and “the environmental pressure pushing us down on
the other hand. This is the constraint we
have to face for the future aircraft” that
Airbus will develop and build, according
to Dumont. This “new aircraft” will probably not be for tomorrow, he said, but its
requirements are well-defined: easy to
manufacture, more automated (even
autonomous), more connected, and more
sustainable in all dimensions—from the
design of the materials to the carbon emissions and its environmental footprint. On
top of this, it must be safe. “Safety is the
mother of all goals,” he stressed.
According to Vittadini, Airbus has a
“strong commitment” to environmental
sustainability. The company has subscribed to the Air Transport Action Group
(ATAG) goal of achieving carbon-neutral growth for the aviation industry
as a whole from 2020 onwards and the
Flightpath 2050 ambitions—set out by
the Advisory Council for Aeronautics
Research in Europe (ACARE)—to pare
down NOx emissions by 90 percent and
CO2 emissions per passenger kilometer
by 75 percent and reduce perceived noise
from flying aircraft 65 percent. “No single technology will enable us to achieve
these ambitious targets,” she said. “The
concurrent and coherent development of
technologies such as electrical and hybrid
propulsion, autonomy, connectivity, artificial intelligence, and advanced materials
will enable the exponential growth in a
sustainable way.”

Algae Instead of Carbon Fibers

Airbus is researching the use of advanced
materials such as algae and synthetic
spider silk to produce extremely strong,
lightweight, and flexible fibers. These
fibers are developed in a laboratory using
their own properties and do not need
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additional fossil fuels during the manufacturing process. Algae, for instance, is
used to capture CO2 from the atmosphere
and is then used to extract fibers to turn
these into a structural material, possibly
to replace carbon-fiber. Likewise, Airbus’s
patented 3D SurFin process uses a plasma
electrolytic polishing process to improve
the fatigue properties of 3D-printed parts
in a fully sustainable way.
Additive manufacturing (AM) for complex parts makes sense from a business-
economic perspective, but to apply AM for
highly stressed and cyclically loaded components, the as-built surface roughness

needs to be reduced, explained Vittadini.
“The typical and traditional surface finishing treatments use chromates or other
types of hazardous materials. We want to
steer clear from these.”
The group will finish this summer
flight-testing its Breakthrough Laminar Aircraft Demonstrator in Europe
(BLADE) project. The demonstrator aircraft, an A340-300 modified with two
slightly different natural-laminar-flow
outer wings, started its flight-test campaign two years ago. Conducted under
the EU’s Clean Sky joint-undertaking
environmental research program, BLADE

The E-Fan X, a modified BAE Avro RJ100, is one of the five demonstrators Airbus is currently
working on with the intent to accelerate and mature breakthrough technologies.

Jet-fuel tax could ’backfire,’ says Airbus CEO
The climate change debate and calls to cut aviation emissions by 11 percent, or
speed up the pace to decarbonize the 16.4 million metric tons of CO2 a year, and
industry have become more prominent result in “no net impact on jobs or the
in recent months, in Europe in particular. economy as a whole while raising almost
Several candidates to become the next €27 billion in revenues every year.”
European Commission president have
Guillaume Faury, Airbus’s new CEO who
included introducing a levy on jet fuel
took over from Tom Enders in April, believes
in their election manifestos. An official
the EU-Level kerosene tax is not a good idea.
petition has called on the EC to propose Such a levy could distort the level playing field
a tax on aviation fuel to the bloc’s mem- and may even “backfire” as air transport is a
ber states. “The aviation sector enjoys global, connected business, he warned at the
tax advantages despite being one of the company’s pre-Le Bourget briefings. “There
fastest-growing sources of greenhouse
is the danger that airlines will tank up more
gas emissions,” it claims.
fuel at an airport in a country with no keroBrussels-based NGO Transport & Envi- sene tax and as a result there will be more
ronment last month called “indefensible” CO2.” The OEM’s objection to a kerosene tax
Europe’s “unique and deplorable status in Europe “does not mean that we do not
as a kerosene tax haven.” The European support the decarbonatization or aviation, we
aviation sector remains heavily under- do. We do think there are better ways [than
taxed compared with other regions, it said, taxing jet fuel] to achieve this,” Faury said.
based on findings in a leaked draft report— The best way ahead to move towards reducnot a legislative proposal—financed by the
ing aviation’s carbon footprint, he asserted,
European Commission. “Local and foreign includes implementing CORSIA, improving
airlines in Europe have never paid a single air traffic management, introducing a new
cent of excise duty on the fuel they take on generation of engines, and increasing the
at EU airports,” said the group. Transport
use of biofuels. The planes and the engines
& Environment said the study shows that are not the limiting factor in the slow uptake
imposing an excise duty of €0.33/litre on of sustainable jet fuel, according to Faury.
all fuel uplifted at European airports would “We really need [government] help.”
C.B.
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aims to achieve a 10 percent reduction in
drag and up to 5 percent in CO2 emissions.
“We are pretty confident, based on what
we are seeing, about the industrialization
potential of this solution,” she said.

Breakthrough Technologies

While pointing out that “every little bit
helps,” she noted that Airbus continues
to explore more breakthrough technologies and configurations as part of its quest
to move toward zero-emissions aviation.
Ongoing projects include AlbatrossOne,
which seeks to emulate the sea bird’s wing
design, which enables it to travel hundreds of kilometers through gliding and
dynamic soaring—without putting stress
on its wing muscles. For efficient gliding
flight, the Albatross locks its shoulder,
until it needs to flap its wings for propulsion, rapid maneuvers, responding to
turbulence, etc.
A small-scale flying demonstrator
model was developed by Airbus UK
teams, and AlbatrossOne’s initial test
flights focused on the stability of the
aircraft with the hinged wingtips locked
and unlocked. This kind of initiative is
important, Dumont noted, “because it
shows us how nature can inspire us.”
Other new technology and configurations Airbus is exploring include the Nautilius Boundary Layer Ingestion concept
and electric and hybrid-electric propulsion. The latest step in Airbus’s electrification journey is the E-Fan X, a modified
BAE Systems Avro RJ100 powered by
a hybrid parallel solution because pure
electric systems will not be able to meet
the payload and range performance of
typical short-haul aircraft “any time soon,”
according to Vittadini. “Assuming we have
batteries 30 times more energy-dense
than the currently certified standard, and
we are nowhere near that, the A320 could
fly with half the payload and one-fifth or
one-sixth of its current range. The physics
just don’t work,” she said. “Hybrid propulsion is certainly worth exploring.”
Under the project, first announced in
2017, one of the regional jet’s four turbofans will be replaced by a 2-megawatt
(mW) Siemens electric motor (adapted
by Rolls-Royce), which will have an integrated 2-mW generator powered by a
2-mW battery pack and a 3,000-volt AC
electrical distribution system. “We are
going for something that has never been
attempted and achieved before,” Vittadini
boasted. The timeline of the first flight of
the E-Fan X demonstrator, however, has
slipped by a year, to 2021, and Siemens
last month pulled out of the project.
Airbus has inked a memorandum of
understanding with SAS Scandinavian
Airlines to jointly research the operational
and infrastructure challenges linked to the
large-scale operation of hybrid and all-
electric aircraft in commercial traffic. The
program is set to run from June to the end
of 2020 and will cover five work packages
focusing on the impact of ground infrastructure and electrical charging on range,
resources, time, and availability. 
n

Viking starting to cement a
growing presence as an OEM
by Ian Goold
Turbo Beaver, and Otter utility aircraft;
Caribou and Buffalo transports; Twin
Otter light transport; and 50-seat Dash
7 regional airliner.
It also has acquired the Bombardier
(formerly Canadair) amphibious-aircraft family, comprising CL-215, CL-215T,
CL-415, and CL-415MP type certificates,
product support, and after-market services for the 170-strong fleet.
At the Paris Air Show 2019, Viking Air
is highlighting its “commitment to producing, maintaining, and supporting
exceptional Canadian aircraft,” and might
reveal more plans for a prospective CL-415
variant, dubbed CL-515. In late May, the
company told AIN it could not “share any
additional information as we will be making formal announcements at Paris.”

DAVID MCINTOSH

The Twin Otter is here at Le Bourget in
special-missions guise as the Guardian 400
(see sidebar below), almost 53 years after
the type’s initial entry into service. It’s
been 12 years since current owner Viking
Air (Chalet 238/Static B4) put the former
de Havilland Canada (DHC) utility design
back into production. Viking Air also plans
to display another former DHC design, the
Dash 8 Q400 regional twin-turboprop—
possibly a European customer’s example.
The planned Dash 8 appearance
is the Q400’s first presentation at a
major show since the program’s acquisition (from Bombardier) by Viking Air
parent Longview Aviation. The Alberta-based company now owns the original type certificates for all former DHC
designs: Chipmunk trainer; Beaver,

Similarly, Longview Aviation has said
that it cannot discuss specific Dash 8
plans, including possible re-introduction
of earlier variants, until the acquisition
has been finalized, which is expected in
the second half of this year.
The Twin Otter Guardian 400 has been
developed for intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance (ISR) operations. Viking Air
claims that low acquisition cost and flexible
“architecture” will allow operators to mix
and match sensors and interior layouts to
meet specific mission profiles.
Its appearance here heralds a planned
world tour set to begin in September
and scheduled to include briefings and
demonstration flights throughout Asia/
Pacific; Europe; Middle East; north, central, and south-eastern Africa, North
America, and southern Asia.

Upgraded Water Bomber

As Longview mulls its Dash 8 plans
alongside this latest Twin Otter initiative
to sell more, it also has been considering a re-launch of the CL-415 turboprop
amphibian in enhanced form as the
multi-mission CL-515.
The upgraded machine would draw
on experience gained by Longview
Aviation Asset Management in converting piston-engined CL-215s to
P&WC PW123AF-engined turboprop
CL-415EAF enhanced aerial firefighters,
for which Viking supplied turbine-conversion kits. If Longview proceeds, the
CL-515 would feature Collins Pro Line
Fusion integrated digital avionics and
situational-awareness technology and
be capable of performing medical-evacuation (medevac), surveillance, and
other duties.

The company envisions a first flight
in 2024 and production of 40 or 50 over
about 10 years. Compared with current
variants, the heavier CL-515 is expected
to have a larger, 7,000-liter (1,850 U.S.
gallons) water capacity, 1,000 liters more
than the CL-415, and to offer 10-15 percent
better fuel efficiency.
Multi-mission CL-515s could sport
advanced sensors for search and rescue and
maritime-surveillance operations, while
an aerial-application spray boom and a
medevac-access also have been considered.
In mid-2018, Longview announced an
order for up to five CL-415EAFs from
Montana-based fire-fighting operator
Bridger Aerospace, for which deliveries
are expected to begin next year.
In cooperation with Viking Air, Longview
Aviation Capital has contracted Cascade
Aerospace, which previously converted nine
used CL-215s to turbine power, to support
Viking’s CL-215T-based CL-415EAF conversion program, initially at Cascade’s Abbotsford facility in British Columbia.
CL-415EAF conversion includes winglets and finlets; upgraded power-assisted
flight controls; new power-distribution system and complete rewiring; and
incorporation of 75 CL-215T service bulletins. When Longview Aviation Services
launched the CL-415EAF last year, it disclosed a request for Canadian government
funding to support the CL-515.
The Dash 8-Q400 deal includes Series
100, 200, and 300 variants and rights to
the DHC name and trademark. “The Dash
8 is the perfect complement to our existing portfolio, including the Twin Otter
and CL-215 and -415 water-bombers,”
according to Longview Aviation Capital
chief executive David Curtis
n

Since current type certificate holder Viking Air put the former-deHavilland Twin Otter back
into production, it has taken on many roles. Coming soon will be a special missions variant.

Twin Otter gains special missions status
Viking has spent six months modifying a production airframe into the Guardian
400 technical demonstrator, which features a host of equipment, including:
• Left-hand, self-contained aerial-reconnaissance (SCAR) pod with Hensoldt Argos electro-optical infra-red imaging turret;
• Right-hand SCAR pod with Leonardo Osprey radar and Sentient Vidar camera systems;
• Multi-spectral high-definition (HD) television camera;
• Mega-pixel HD thermal imager;
• Laser range-finder;
• Multi-mode auto-tracker; and
• Remote-image bus video feed for cockpit or crew-workstation display.
The Guardian 400 demonstrator also sports an Airborne Technologies tactical workstation with:
• HD touchscreen monitors;
• Data/voice/video recorder;
• Mission-management unit;
• Mission radio communications;
• Intuitive hand controller for camera aiming;
• CarteNav mission-system software;
• Kestrel moving-target indication aiming software; and
• Ikhana ergonomic mission seat.
Increased takeoff weight and extended-range fuel capacity permit flights of more than
10 hours. Also included are conformal “bubble” windows, wing-mounted hard points,
stretcher racks, and aft lavatory. I.G.

KLM secures large uptake of
sustainable aviation fuel
Laying claim as the first airline in the
world to invest in biofuel on a large
scale, KLM has signed a 10-year agreement for the development and purchase
of 75,000 tonnes of sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) a year. This large biofuel
uptake marks a concrete step toward
fulfilling the Dutch carrier’s sustainability ambitions and will reduce its CO2
emissions by 200,000 tonnes a year,
which KLM president and CEO Pieter
Elbers noted equates to the emissions
released by 1,000 KLM flights between
Amsterdam and Rio de Janeiro.
KLM serves as one of the partners in a
collaborative project—called DSL-01—that
will develop Europe’s first dedicated plant
for the production of SAF. Schedules call
for the facility, to be based in Delfzijl in
the northeast of the Netherlands, to open
in 2022 and produce 100,000 tonnes of
SAF a year, as well as 15,000 tonnes of
bioLPG as a byproduct. Other partners
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in the project include Amsterdam Airport
Schiphol, SkyNRG, an SAF provider based
in the Netherlands, and SHV Energy, a
global LPG distribution company. The
latter will purchase the bioLPG produced;
SkyNRG will build the new facility.
The feedstocks used for production in
DSL-01 will be waste and residue streams,
such as used cooking oil, coming predominantly from regional industries. The
facility will run on sustainable hydrogen
produced using water and wind energy.
SAF delivers a CO2 reduction of at least
85 percent compared with fossil fuel and
contributes to a significant decrease in
ultra-fine particles and sulfur emissions.
The partners call the project an “important step” for the industry to accommodate
the need for carbon emissions reduction on
the one hand and the increasing demand for
sustainable aviation fuel on the other. DSL01 represents an investment of €260 million
($290 million).
C.B.
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Jet Airways shutdown puts
Indian aviation back on track
The demise of 26-year-old Jet Airways, with
its fleet of 120 aircraft, has turned loss into
opportunity for the Indian aviation industry as it goes through a metamorphosis
of sorts. It has reinvented and innovated
itself smoothly through the crisis by stepping into Jet’s shoes and absorbing a large
part of its leased aircraft, pilots and crew,
and slots at congested airports.
This airline’s demise is different from
one in the recent past. When Kingfisher
Airlines shut down seven years ago, lessors suffered financial losses and aircraft
were not deregistered in a hurry. This time
around the Indian market and regulatory
procedures have matured. In particular,
the Cape Town Convention, of which India
is a signatory, is being followed. “Overall, it
is a much-improved story this time around,
and the fact that more than 80 aircraft got
de-registered within 45 days, itself, is a testament to the current process. This gives
much more confidence to the lessors in
doing business in India,” Ranga Karumbunathan, managing director, marketing,
Avolon Aerospace Dubai, told AIN.,

Overall, it is a
much-improved
story this time around,
and the fact that more
than 80 aircraft got
de-registered within
45 days, itself, is a
testament to the
current process. This
gives much more
confidence to the
lessors in doing
business in India. ”
— Ranga Karumbunathan, managing director,
marketing, Avolon Aerospace Dubai

The Cape Town Convention helps
reduce risks related to asset-based financing and leasing transactions in civil aviation. The Convention ensures efficient
financing of high-value mobile equipment
such as airframes, helicopters, and engines
and facilitates lessors’ ability to repossess
aircraft when airlines default on payments.
“This [process] is much improved this
time around compared to the Kingfisher
days,” said Karumbunathan. Issues that
need to be addressed include which organizations not paid by defaulting airlines
or who can or cannot make claims against
lessors, he explained. “For instance, MROs
like GMR Aerotech issued claims for Jet’s
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unpaid bills to lessors, which is totally frivolous and should not be allowed to slow
the deregulation process.” Most lessors
agree that the regulator, Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA), was very
efficient in sticking to the five-day deadline
for deregulation. However, many lessors
have said on condition of anonymity that
customs clearance has been and continues
to be a drawn-out process when lessors
wished to move the aircraft out of India.

Competitors Move In

Domestic carriers such as budget SpiceJet have been quick to gain from the Jet
Airways closure. The carrier announced a
22 percent increase in net profit for the
quarter ending in March compared to the
same period last year. With 19 of its Boeing
Max 8s grounded as a result of the global
mandate, the airline has already inducted
22 of Jet Airways’ 737-800s/900s, and it
plans to add eight more. Once the clearance is given to fly the Max, the 800/900
models will be replaced by the Max.
Of some 480 airport slots given to
airlines, SpiceJet got 130, mostly in congested Mumbai, allowing it to expand its
routes faster than ever. SpiceJet has added
106 new flights since April as a result. The
guidelines mandate that only airlines that
add new aircraft have access to vacated
slots. With SpiceJet having added 25 aircraft in April and May alone, it expanded
its fleet to 100 by the end of May. It now
operates 584 average daily flights.
Not wanting to lose business during the
peak season of April/May in repainting and
reconfiguration, SpiceJet adopted a hybrid
livery and also made use of Jet Airways’
already configured business class by selling
the front seats at a higher fare but less than
half the price of full-service airline Vistara,
a Tata-Singapore Airlines joint venture.
The airplanes are on short-term leases of
one and a half years on an average, and
most have Jet Airways captains and crew.
Not only are the crewmembers believed to
have taken salary cuts but they also come
with the exceptional training of Jet Airways.
While many look at the branding of SpiceJet creating some confusion in passengers’
minds, revenues have taken the limelight.
“We will review our plan whether to continue with business class SpiceBiz, from
August,” said CFO Kiran Koteshwar.
Meanwhile, budget airline IndiGo
“absorbed 285 Jet pilots for expansion”
and has confirmed it will focus on its classic low-cost budget model, according to
COO Wolfgang Prock Schauer. “The way
we plan expansion is efficient. There is
no sudden introduction of business class
that brings in extra costs.”
Full-service airline Vistara is planning to take approximately 10 to 15 of Jet
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NEELAM MATHEWS

by Neelam Mathews

A Jet Airways-configured Boeing 737-800NG now donning the SpiceJet logo prepares to taxi
at Delhi International Airport.
Airways’ 737s on short-term lease. This
has helped Vistara get more slots, and
it was awarded 110. Already, Vistara has
increased its daily frequency to five from
Delhi to Bangalore.
The Jet Airways misfortune has helped
revenue performance. “We have a Jet Airways bump that is pronounced in March
and April and largely dissipates by June.
And finally we have new capacity in highyield markets,” said IndiGo CEO Ronojoy
Dutta. On the fast expansion of Indian
aviation, Dutta said, “There are those that
say slower growth is good and fast is bad.
For us that is not true.”
While IndiGo increased its capacity in
the past quarter by 29 percent year over

year and got access to 130 airport slots,
Dutta said, “Our biggest choke point was
Mumbai. Suddenly it opened up and made
a big impact to our market.” He added
that reduced capacity in the Middle East
market, except in a few international markets “where we overlapped with Jet,” will
continue producing returns.
Jet Airways served more than 350 international routes, and it is likely the majority of these could go to Air India, which
has the largest number of widebodies,
with a few going to Vistara. The airline
has purchased six Boeing 787-9s, scheduled to be delivered between 2020 and
2021, to be used for long-haul international operations.
n

Thailand’s latest rating meets ICAO goal
The International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) has awarded Thailand an effective
implementation (EI) score of 65.07 percent in its latest safety audit, effectively
ranking the country above ICAO’s target
of 60 percent, Thai regulators said in late
May. The audit comes as Thailand seeks to
accelerate efforts to address a variety of
oversight and other shortcomings in a bid
to restore its Category 1 safety rating with
the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA). Regaining Category 1 status would
allow Thai-registered airlines to launch new
routes to the U.S. and participate in codeshare agreements with U.S.-based carriers.
According to the Civil Aviation Authority of Thailand (CAAT), an ICAO contingent
carried out a Coordinated Validation Mission of the country’s civil aviation standards between May 13 and 22. Thailand’s
EI score was a result of an aggregate of
individual scores in eight key areas: legislation, organization, personnel licensing, aircraft operations, airworthiness,
accident and incident investigations, air
navigation services, and aerodrome and
ground aids. The audit revealed that
Thailand’s EI score had nearly doubled in
about four years.
The latest audit paves the way for
Thailand to pursue reinstatement of its

Category 1 status with the FAA. In 2015,
the FAA downgraded the country’s safety
rating to Category 2 after failure to comply
with international standards. While ICAO
lifted the red flag against Thailand in 2017,
allowing Thai carriers to expand their
international networks, the FAA downgrade has remained in place.
Although Thai officials expressed optimism that the country can regain Category 1
status, an FAA contingent identified 26 safety
issues in February during an International
Aviation Safety Assessment technical review.
The Thai authorities did not elaborate on the
findings but said they have already begun
addressing many of the shortcomings.
Even if Thailand successfully regains
Category 1 status, the highly competitive
U.S.-Southeast Asia market presents its
own set of challenges for Thai carriers,
given the distance, cost, and weak demand
for direct air travel between the two countries. If Thai carriers do initiate service
beyond codeshare agreements, they will
need to compete against carriers such
Philippine Airlines, which offers nonstop
flights to five destinations, and Singapore
Airlines, which flies nonstop to four U.S.
destinations. Garuda Indonesia and Vietnam Airlines have also signaled interest in
launching flights to the U.S.
J.M.
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UAC creates
Connected
Aircraft
Enterprise
by Vladimir Karnozov
Russia’s United Aircraft Corporation
(UAC) is developing the Connected
Aircraft Enterprise (CAE), an IT-based
instrument to facilitate a move from a
jetliner as an end-product to what it said
is “service on manufacturer-guaranteed
on-call delivery of a suitable aircraft to
airline customers.” The respective concept has been under development and
refinement for two years, according to
Valery Okulov. Former Aeroflot chief
(1997-2009) and then deputy transport
minister (till 2017), he now serves a chancellor to the UAC president.
In Okulov’s view, the indigenous aircraft manufacturing industry has a bad
reputation among airlines for deplorable
aftersales support resulting in low utilization of locally made passenger jets. UAC
can overcome this by offering the market
“a completely new product” with most
risks pertaining to aircraft—notably the
MC-21 narrowbody and reworked Superjet regional jet—carried by the OEM.
“This way is the one that shall lead [UAC]
to a prominent place on the global market,” he said. Neither Airbus nor Boeing
is interested in practical efforts on the
materialization of such a radical concept
because that duopoly has a seven- to
nine-year backlog on the major types it
produces, Okulov explained.
Under this concept, the manufacturer
would act as “as a service provider that
undertakes all obligations on aircraft
availability and flight safety, including
speedy provision of a replacement airplane” when necessary. “This is what shall
truly become the Total Technical Support
as we understand it today,” Okulov said.
While this adds to the burden of issues
the aircraft manufacturing industry has
been carrying, he added, “we do not have
much choice in the conditions of tough
competition” with foreign OEMs.
Practical implementation of this concept requires the manufacturer to team
with interested MRO organizations and
other service providers. These may include
financial institutions and leasing companies
as well as purposely formed aircraft operators as providers of jetliners on wet (or dry)
lease terms to airlines acting as end-users.
While network fleet management has been
successfully practiced for several years,
including in Russia (for instance, Aeroflot
managing commercial activities and fleets
of Rossiya and Pobeda airlines in the group
it leads), it needs further development to
involve the aircraft OEM.
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As part of this broader effort, UAC
(Chalet 353) is developing CAE as a common IT platform that would unite the
OEM, its vendors and suppliers, as well
as financial institutions, lessors, and airlines. The platform employs advanced
computer technologies as blockchain,
predictive analytics, and others. After the
software package is tested and cleared
as being mature for commercial application, UAC will distribute it free of charge
to airline partners, “since above 80 percent of those do not have the financial
resources to buy it anyway,” said SCAC
general manager Kamil Gayutdinov, who
was a former Boeing employee. To make
matters worse, many air carriers supply
vital data in different formats and at different time intervals. “In most cases,” he
said, “they use Microsoft Excel as the only
applied computer program to support
their daily activities.”
CAE is meant to be a comprehensive software package that collects and
processes big data volumes voluntarily
provided by the aforementioned organizations involved in aircraft operations, so as to give a complete and clear

SCAC general
manager Kamil
Gayutdinov
picture of airplanes in operation as both
technical and financial assets. Although
similar IT efforts have been in the market for a while, few have delivered what
was expected of them, and UAC intends
that CAE prove different, through much
more active involvement of the OEM
and its industrial partners. Among
other things, the OEM and its partners
can add and verify vital information on
authenticity and history of parts, their
reliability in operation, and predictions
for the need of spares.
The CAE software receives data from
airplanes (parametric and systems data, ,
failures) and airlines (technical and flight
departments, ground services) to perform

Rolls-Royce Singapore Trent factory
powers Asia-Pacific growth

real-time monitoring of the technical
and financial condition of aviation assets.
Through access to information on operational (technical) reserves remaining and
status of rental payments under leasing
contracts, CAE can enable the lessor or
other aircraft owner to monitor the technical conditions of an asset and the status
of rental payments, which is vital to ensure
ROI and remarketing capability.
CAE is also viewed as an instrument
to calculate direct operational expenses,
depending on aircraft type, the number
of years in operation, and maintenance
procedures. The tool allows for the calculation of residual costs, facilitates
audits, and helps achieve cost reduction through fewer personal meetings
between aircraft owners and operators,
according to Gayutdinov. Overall, CAE
provides “a quality analysis of operational costs on an asset and advises an
optimal service strategy.”
If successful, the Total Technical Support and CAE could give a boost to UAC’s
reputation among airlines and a rise in
income and profits from placement of
MC-21 and SSJ100 airliners.
n

collaboration with local research partners
A*STAR (Agency for Science, Technology,
and Research), Nanyang Technological
University, and the National University of
The Rolls-Royce (Chalet 93) test-and- developing the powerplant Rolls-Royce Singapore.
assembly facility in Singapore has grown by
fused its experience on the Trent 700 to
“Through these collaborations, we run
leaps and bounds from a modest start-up in the architecture of the Trent 1000 and the
research facilities that focus on remanuthe 1950s to a regional center for civil aero- engine technology of the Trent XWB.
facturing and new manufacturing methspace, defense, power business, research
Singapore is one of five Rolls-Royce ods and other research labs that focus on
technology activities, and several corporate global hubs. The other four are in India, areas such as electrical power and control
functions. Today the facility is the only one China, the Middle East, and the United systems, manufacturing and repair, techoutside the United Kingdom to produce tita- Kingdom. The Singapore hub covers nologies and computational engineering,
nium fan blades for its Trent engines.
Southeast Asia, the Pacific, and Turkey. automation, and digital technologies,” the
Located at Seletar, the test-and-assem- Rolls-Royce has invested $511 million in spokeswoman said.
bly site produces the Trent 900 (Airbus the Seletar campus.
Rolls-Royce has 29 university technolA380), Trent 1000 (Boeing 787), and Trent
At full capacity the Seletar Assembly ogy centers around the world and last
7000 (Airbus A330neo) before they are and Test Unit (SATU) can produce up to year the company invested $1.09 billion in
sent to the airframers for installation on 250 engines of the Trent series per year, a
research and development. The company
customer aircraft.
company spokeswoman told AIN.
employs more than 17,000 engineers.
The Trent 7000 engine was specifiRolls-Royce invests in research and
According to the spokeswoman,
cally created for the A330neo jetliner. In
technology in Singapore through its Rolls-Royce is seeing higher growth in
Asia-Pacific compared to other regions,
highlighting widebody models such as the
Airbus A350 and A330neo. The number of
operators based in Asia-Pacific has risen
to 24. On the outlook, Rolls-Royce sees
growth and momentum in the Asia-Pacific
region accelerating.
This growth is not just new products
delivered to customers, but also the
supply chain. She said the growth of the
supply chain and the maintenance, repair,
and overhaul network in Singapore is a
big benefit not only to airlines but also to
the other countries where Rolls-Royce is
establishing supply chains.
“There is great growth we are seeing
with new sales and deliveries,” she said,
“and that all helps with the economics and
The Rolls-Royce test-and-assembly facility in Singapore is the only one outside the
the development of the supply chain in
the region.”
W.D.
United Kingdom to produce titanium fan blades for its Trent engines.
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Lessors see signs of optimism for 2019
by Gerrard Cowan
The grounding of the Boeing 737 Max
and U.S.-China trade tensions are
dominating this year’s Paris Air Show,
according to lessors, though they see
reasons for optimism, with about half
the global fleet likely to be leased in the
coming years.
Discussions at the show are likely
revolving around when and how Boeing
will resolve the Max issues, a lack of new
orders for narrowbody aircraft, and the
effect on aviation of an escalating U.S.China trade war, if the two sides have not
resolved their issues by then, said Firoz
Tarapore, CEO of Dubai Aerospace Enterprise (DAE) Capital.
Still, the leasing industry continues to
grow, Tarapore said, “with most observers

expecting that roughly 50 percent of the
global fleet will be leased in the not-toodistant future.” This is already the case for
a number of narrowbody types, he said,
where lessors account for more than half
the market.
“With airline deregulation spreading
globally, many newer start-up carriers
find it efficient to begin operations with a
leased fleet, given the lower initial capital
outlay and the ability to adjust fleet needs
to traffic demand,” Tarapore added. He
said the Airbus A320 and Boeing 737 families remain the most in-demand assets,
though DAE Capital has seen increased
interest in the ATR 72 “now that there is
a reasonable number of leasing options
for the type.”

There have been a number of highlights
for DAE Capital over the past year or so,
Tarapore said, pointing to the delivery
of the first six Boeing 787-9s to Gulf Air.
Last year was also the first full calendar
year of operations since the company’s
acquisition of AWAS, he added. The company “has stayed away from speculative
commitments to new technology narrowbody aircraft as the risk-return profile
continues to be in imbalance,” he argued,
though he expects to transition to new
technology aircraft “when the risk-return
trade-off has improved.”
In 2018 DAE Capital posted solid financial numbers, Tarapore added, and reduced
leverage in line with its commitments to
creditors and rating agencies. It received

The Boeing
757-200
remained one
of the mainline
jet types
most favored
for freighter
conversion last
year.

Freighter conversion market totaled nearly $1B in 2018: IBA
More than 80 mainline jet passenger aircraft
underwent conversion to freighters last year
and the total value of the 2018 conversion
market approached $1 billion including all
associated costs, according to UK aviation
technical consultancy IBA Group.
Companies converted 87 passenger
jets in 2018, compared with 75 in 2017 and
70 in 2016, according to IBA Group. Three
widely used Boeing airliners accounted
for almost all 2018 freighter conversions,
including twenty-five 737-400s, twenty-
three 757-200s, and twenty-seven 767300ERs, reported Jonathan McDonald,
the firm’s head analyst for commercial and aging aircraft. Airbus airliners
accounted for most of the rest, including
the first two A330-200s (from Egyptair’s
fleet and for its own use, to replace A300600Fs) and the first three A330-300s to
undergo freighter conversion.
Direct conversion costs for the 87 aircraft
totaled $641.5 million, materials costs representing about 70 percent of that, said IBA
Group CEO Phil Seymour. The direct cost of
converting a Boeing 767-300ER amounts
to some $14 million, compared with $15

million for an A330-200 and $16 million for
an A330-300. However, IBA estimated that,
in addition to direct conversion costs, the
costs of additional routine and non-routine
maintenance needed on the aircraft (plus
other P&L-account items such as lost operational time and revenue) meant total customer spending on turning the aircraft into
operational freighters “could edge on to
nearly $1 billion,” said McDonald.
Extra spending on routine and non-
routine maintenance is common in
passenger-to-freighter (P2F) aircraft conversions, said Seymour. “The best time
to do a conversion is to combine it with a
heavy ‘C’ or ‘D’ check,” he said. Additionally, when stripping out aircraft passenger
and cabin fittings during conversion, problems such as airframe corrosion often need
immediate attention.
IBA Group estimates that the P2F market for Boeing and Airbus narrowbodies
will grow from 611 aircraft in active service today to 879 in 2024. While the number of in-service Boeing 737-300Fs will
decline a little and 737-400F numbers will
increase only very slightly, numbers of

A320PFs, A321PFs, 737-700Fs, and 757200PFs will grow significantly, it added.
The 737-800F will demonstrate the most
significant growth, as numbers in service
increase from 14 today to 131 in 2024,
estimated IBA.
The mid-capacity widebody P2F market
will also grow, with the numbers of freighter-
converted A330-200P2Fs, A330-300P2Fs,
and 767-300ERFs growing the most, said the
consultancy. Already dominating the mid-capacity widebody P2F market segment, the
767-300ERF will remain the dominant type
in 2024. IBA estimated that the number of
those models in service will grow from 251
today to 310 five years from now.
While the numbers of original-build
747-8Fs and 777Fs will continue to grow
through 2024, any growth in the large
widebody P2F segment will depend on
whether Boeing or others launch conversion programs for the passenger 777200ER and 777-300ER, said McDonald. He
estimated any 777-200ERP2F conversion
would first enter service in “2022-ish”, and
any 777-300ERP2F program at an unspecified later date.
C.K.
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an investment grade rating from Kroll
Bond Rating Agency and upgrades from
Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s, he said.
Brian Harvey, chief marketing officer at
SMBC Aviation Capital, echoed Tarapore,
saying the show would be dominated by
discussion of the Max grounding and
U.S.-China trade relations. He said this
environment would “form a key part of
discussions as we look to the future” of
the leasing sector.
SMBC has made a range of deals since
the beginning of 2018, Harvey said. It
announced the acquisition of 65 new
Airbus aircraft in January and recently
placed 44 aircraft from its order book. It
also committed to a further 24 aircraft
under sale and leaseback (SLB) agreements. Harvey highlighted a deal with
Aegean Airlines, where SMBC provided
SLBs on two aircraft, placed six from its
order book, and agreed an extension on
four aircraft already on lease. SMBC saw
a number of other deals of note, he said,
including with JetSmart, Gulfair, Icelandair, and GoAir.
The company also reached a number of
significant financial milestones recently,
Harvey said, receiving a rating upgrade
from Standard & Poor’s to A-, matching
the same grade it has from Fitch. This has
boosted the lessor’s ability to raise debt at
attractive prices, he said, with the company raising an additional $500 million in
April to fund growth plans.
Like DAE, SMBC’s strategy has been
to focus on the A320 and 737 family, he
added. The company will predominantly
concentrate on new technology narrowbody aircraft, where it sees the most
interest from customers, he said. There
has been strong demand for the A321, he
said. The major growth markets overall
are “still undoubtedly the emerging markets in Asia and Latin America.”
Tarapore expects strong demand for
leased aircraft in the coming years thanks
to continued deregulation and the flexibility that leasing offers them. He expects
lessor-owned aircraft to make up at least
half the global fleet and to stay at that
level at least, “while growing with the
overall airline fleet”.
The cost of fuel and general environmental awareness will drive demand for
the most fuel-efficient, new technology
aircraft, Harvey said. SMBC is studying
new and emerging technologies developing from the IT and financial technology
sectors, such as Blockchain and artificial
intelligence, “to find ways to advance and
improve our offering to our customers,”
he added. “Innovation will form a key part
of our strategy as we seek to differentiate
ourselves in a crowded market.”
Still, many lessors will be working
through issues related to the Max for
some time to come, said aviation analyst
Brian Foley.
“With airlines already taking delivery
of 737 Max aircraft and putting them into
service, the subsequent grounding has the
potential to lead to turmoil for both lessors and lessees.”
n
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As Western powers look to buttress Poland’s defenses to counter a growing Russian threat, one proposal includes replacing Mil Mi-24 Hinds
with U.S.-built AH-64Es (shown here). Another proposal would send 32 F-35A fighters to Poland to replace 49 Soviet-era models.

NATO plans to buttress Poland’s defenses
include a range of possible scenarios
by Reuben F. Johnson
As a front-line NATO nation, Poland has
been regarded as a linchpin for the alliance against an increasingly belligerent
and resurgent Russia. Most of the scenarios for a future conflict in Europe project a Russian incursion into Poland and/
or the Baltics, prompting the Ministry of
National Defence (MND) to engage in a
broad-ranging program of modernization
for its armed forces.
In 2017 Poland committed to go beyond
the NATO minimum of 2 percent of GDP
on defense outlays and instituted a program whereby the country’s spending
should reach 2.5 percent. By 2032, total
defense spending should reach 80 billion
zloty (PLN), roughly $21 billion. The former Soviet bloc nation is also lobbying for
the U.S. military to establish permanent
bases on Polish territory to enhance the
readiness of its armed forces to be able to
engage in joint operations.
Washington has thus far not committed to a U.S. presence in Poland, a facility
that Warsaw has proposed naming “Fort
Trump.” What has been proposed for now
is the U.S. upgrading existing Polish bases
and even adding to the size of those sites
by building new facilities.
“It doesn’t matter if it’s one base, or
many bases…sometimes it’s even better
from the perspective of deterrence and
logistics for there to be many [localities],”
said one senior Polish official.
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Poland’s two major priorities in this
modernization effort are to procure systems that are effective, current- or next-
generation replacements for what is in
many cases Russian-designed hardware
that has been in inventory for many years.
At the same time, these need to be weapons platforms that are interoperable with
those of neighboring nations and other
alliance members.
The second issue weighed heavily in the
decision to procure the Raytheon PAC-3
Patriot Air and Missile Defence (AMD)
system over the Lockheed Martin (LM)
MBDA Deutschland and Italia consortium MEADS complex and has also been
a strong argument for the procurement
of the Boeing AH-64E Apache helicopter
over other options.
The Leonardo AW249, one of the other
attack helicopters being offered to Poland,
is not far beyond “on-paper only” status.
Poland’s national defense industrial consortium, PGZ, has pledged to cooperate in
developing this aircraft, but projections
as to when it might actually be available
and in production are too far in the future
to be factored into current planning.

Request for F-35s

Poland took another step toward modernizing its armed forces with the May 28
announcement that it had sent an official Letter of Request to the U.S. for the
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purchase of 32 LM F-35 combat aircraft.
“Today we sent a request for quotation
to our American partners regarding the
purchase of 32 F-35As along with a logistics
and training package,” the Polish Defence
Minister Mariusz Blaszczak tweeted on
May 28. The minister also gave a separate
televised statement indicating that Poland
is encouraging the U.S. to increase its military presence on Polish territory.
Defense analysts looking at Poland’s
procurements conclude that almost all
of them are below the numbers that have
been recommended in more than one
of the country’s defense-requirements
assessments.
At this point, the Polish armed forces
will have two PAC-3 batteries “which is
only enough to defend downtown Warsaw,” said a former U.S. military officer
who previously was assigned to the U.S.
Embassy Office of Defense Cooperation (ODC). “Poland needs batteries in
the double-digits in order to adequately
defend against the Russian [Iskander]
missiles in Kaliningrad.”
The story is very similar for the AH-64E.
Original planning documents from the
MND had called for between 70 and
100 attack helicopters, but the number
is likely to be between 35 and 37 units
instead. Polish industry has also been
complicating matters by insisting that it
can fill the gap by modernizing Mil Mi-24

Hind models in Polish inventory, but
there is a growing body of evidence from
the experience of Ukraine’s armed forces
fighting against Russian units in the Donbas that this aircraft is not survivable
against modern-day air defense systems.
The F-35 buy may constitute the biggest
shortfall of all. Polish air power studies
had concluded that the air force required
100 new fighters in addition to the 48
Lockheed Martin F-16s already in inventory and that all of the Russian-made
Mikoyan MiG-29s and Sukhoi Su-22s
should be retired. The 32 F-35s proposed
do not even constitute one-third of the
number needed. When aircraft down for
repairs/upgrades or used in training are
factored in, the actual number available at
any one time could be less than 20.
Poland also was required to sign a contract by the middle of this year to receive
aircraft by 2024-26. This required the
Poles to exit their normal procurement
process and conduct a no-competition,
directed procurement.
“If you are Poland and your long-term
goal is a closer relationship with the U.S.,
then the F-35 buy maybe makes some
sense,” said a defense analyst in Warsaw.
“But from a readiness standpoint, waiting
five or seven years—maybe longer—to
have a new aircraft is beyond counterintuitive. If you wanted as many aircraft as
you could have and as soon as possible the
[Saab] Gripen C/D can be here within 18
months. This would give you a healthy crop
of new-age aircraft to build up the number
of your air force. Then you can think about
very specialized and expensive options like
the F-35 as a ‘silver bullet’ option later on.”
If the F-35 deal goes through, Poland’s
fighter force will get smaller, rather than
larger. The 32 U.S. aircraft would be replacing 49 Soviet-era models.
n

NEWS note
Korea Aircraft Industries (KAI) has been
awarded a $52 million contract to upgrade the Royal Thai Air Force’s (RTAF)
fleet of T-50TH Golden Eagle trainer
jets to include enhanced sensor and
countermeasure capabilities.
The scope of the upgrade and modification program will see the current
and future Thai fleet equipped with a
fire control radar, radar warning receivers, and chaff/flare countermeasure
dispenser systems. KAI says that the
contract also includes through-program
support, as well as training and spares,
and the final delivery of the upgrade is
due to take place by October 2021.
The Thai T-50TH is used as a lead-in
trainer for the RTAF’s advanced fighter
aircraft such as the Lockheed Martin
F-16A/B MLU and Saab Gripen C/D, and
the air force has taken delivery of an initial batch of four jets that was ordered
in 2015. A second batch of eight aircraft
was ordered in August 2017, and KAI said
it will deliver these by 2020. 
T

Gulfstream concludes tests,
nears FAA nod for G600
by Kerry Lynch

Both certification
and entry into
service are just around
the corner.”
— Gulfstream president Mark Burns

Gulfstream completed the G600’s
flight-into-known-icing (FIKI) trials in
March and followed with function and
reliability (F&R) testing in May. The
G600 flight-test program accrued close
to 850 flights since the first aircraft flew
on Dec. 17, 2016. Along the way, the 6,500nm aircraft has accumulated 11 city-pair
speed records.
The G600 certification program has
benefited from work accomplished
with its sibling, the G500, which was
certified in July 2018 and entered service in late September 2018. Since the
5,200-nm G500 is the same base type
certificate as the G600, the latter
shared much of the same data, particularly in the area of aircraft systems,
said Catherine Downen, director of
advanced programs, G600. But the
G500 and G600 have different wings,
which necessitated separate aerodynamics testing, she said.
Everything is ready to go on the
production certificate, Downen said,
adding the company anticipated that
coming as certification is granted. Gulfstream was awarded type certification
and production approval for the G500
on the same day.
Entry-into-service work also includes
flying a fully outfitted model to test
all the interior systems at altitude.
Two G500 simulators are in place at
FlightSafety International. Since the

G500 and G600 have identical flight
decks, the simulators can be shared.

Aircraft Similarities

Both models are equipped with the Honeywell Primus Epic-based Gulfstream
Symmetry flight deck with touchscreen
displays and fly-by-wire with activecontrol sidesticks. Colin Miller, newly
appointed senior v-p of innovation,
engineering, and flight, said the G500/
G600 program also benefited from the
Gulfstream G650 fly-by-wire technology.
Calling the system on the G650 a big
step forward, Miller added, “The flight
controls and the way we did that set the
stage for partnering…with the sidestick.”
Both are equipped with a head-up display and enhanced vision system (EVS),
and the G500 was the first in the Gulfstream lineup and the first-ever aircraft
to receive approval to land using EVS,
according to Gulfstream. They both will
be certified for steep approaches. Gulfstream recently gained that approval for its
flagship G650 family.
The G500 is equipped with 15,144-poundthrust Pratt & Whitney Canada PW814G
engines, while the G600 has 15,680-poundthrust PW815GA engines. Both have an
MMO of Mach 0.925, the same as the G650.
A primary difference between the G500
and G600 is cabin length. Both can be fitted for 19 passengers and feature 6-foot-,
2-inch-high and 7-foot-7-inch-wide cabins.
But the G600 has a 45-foot-2-inch cabin
length, while the 500 has a cabin that is 41
feet 6 inches long.
While Gulfstream awaits initial certification of the G600, it also has been
nearing European nod for the G500.
Deliveries to European customers are
anticipated to begin shortly thereafter, but shipments have already begun
internationally, with Qatar Airways taking delivery of two of the aircraft at the
end of 2018, joining the five Gulfstream
G650ERs already in service with the airline’s charter business unit, Qatar Executive. The Qatar Civil Aviation Authority
validated the G500 in October.
Through the end of March, the company had delivered 17 G500s and by
mid-April, the in-service G500 fleet had
already accumulated more than 2,000
flight hours. Gulfstream (Chalet 602,
Hall 3 C132) has brought the G600 here
to the Paris Air Show, along with its
G280, G550, and G650ER.
Along with its aircraft on display, the
manufacturer is featuring a Gulfstream
Special Missions booth in the U.S. Pavilion to showcase modifications for the
U.S. Navy’s Telemetry Range Support
Aircraft, medevac platforms, and other
special-missions advancements.
n

MARK WAGNER

Gulfstream Aerospace wrapped certification flying for its ultra-long-range G600
on May 22 and was in the final throes of
the paperwork for U.S. FAA certification
in the days leading up to the Paris Air
Show, according to the Savannah, Georgia manufacturer.
“Both certification and entry into service are just around the corner,” Gulfstream president Mark Burns reported
recently. “The rigor and discipline of
our new G600 development program
[are] unmatched.” By late last month,
the G600 had amassed nearly 100,000
hours of flying in research and development labs and close to 3,200 hours in the
air, he said, adding that the testing formula was used for the G500, proving to
produce a mature aircraft.

Gulfstream’s newest entrant in the large-cabin business jet market is the G600, which shares
many systems and features with the slightly shorter G500. FAA certification is expected soon.

Boeing exceeds its global environmental
performance targets in 2018
Boeing (Chalet 332 and 335, Static Display C2) said it beat its own 2018 targets
for environmental performance, including reducing greenhouse gas emissions
by up to 7.3 percent at work sites.
Last year, the U.S. aerospace company
unveiled its new environment strategy
through 2025 with ambitious goals to
innovate products for environmental
performance, reduce emissions, waste,
and water and energy consumption at
work sites, and to work with communities
around the globe.
It released its 2019 Global Environment Report earlier this month. According
to Boeing v-p of environment, health, and
safety Bryan Scott, the report “highlights
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the wide range of efforts surrounding
Boeing’s environmental stewardship
around the globe.”
Projects include a partnership with
a UK-based recycler to keep up to two
million pounds of excess carbon fiber
from Boeing factories out of landfills
yearly and the use of renewable energy
to power Boeing’s primary data center,
saving enough electricity to power more
than 4,000 homes annually.
Boeing also worked with Abu Dhabi,
United Arab Emirates-based Etihad Airways
to fly a 787 powered partly by biofuel made
from desert plants irrigated with seawater
and it is offering customers the option of
using biofuel on delivery flights.
C.B.
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MBDA unveils NGF/
SCAF weapons vision

No, Embraer does not have a four-engine bizjet

What it does have, however, is this Praetor 600 business jet, leading the way to parking in front of an Embraer KC390 twin-engine military
transport and refueling tanker. Both are on static display as part of the company’s 2019 Paris Air Show participation.

Airbus’ new technology
demonstrator is for the birds
by Celia Konowe
Inspired by the anatomy of birds, Airbus
engineers have developed a scale-model
airplane bearing the first in-flight, flapping wingtips designed to reduce drag
and overall wing weight, all while combatting the negative effects of turbulence
and wind gusts.
Dubbed AlbatrossOne, the remote-controlled aircraft has successfully taken its
initial flights and will undergo further
testing before the demonstrator, based
on the manufacturer’s A321, is scaled-up.
Inspiration was drawn from the marinebased albatross, who can lock its wings
at the shoulder for long-distance soaring, but unlock them when gusts of wind
occur or when maneuvering is required.
While this idea of hinged wingtips isn’t
new in aviation, as military jets employ
them to create more storage space on
aircraft carriers, Airbus engineer Tom
Wilson explains that their demonstrator
is the first to trial this idea in-flight.
The scale-model demonstrator will
explore the benefits of albatross-like
wings “to react autonomously during
in-flight turbulence and lessen the load
on the wind at its base, so reducing the
need for heavily reinforced wing boxes.”
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As explained by Airbus executive v-p of
engineering Jean-Brice Dumont, “When
there is a wind gust or turbulence, the
wing of a conventional aircraft transmits
huge loads to the fuselage, so the base of
the wing must be heavily strengthened,
adding weight to the aircraft.”
Additionally, this technology provides hope for the future of sustainable
aviation. Allowing the aircraft’s wingtips to react naturally like those of an

AlbatrossOne
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albatross “reduces the loads and allows
us to make lighter and longer wings—
the longer the wing, the less drag it
creates up to an optimum, so there are
potentially more fuel efficiencies to
exploit,” said Dumont.
Constructed from carbon fiber and
glass fiber-reinforced polymers, the first
test flights of the demonstrator were held
in Filton (north of Bristol, UK), making
the AlbatrossOne the “first Filton aircraft
since Concorde,” Dumont pointed out.
Initial testing examined the model’s
stability with both locked and unlocked
wingtips. The next step, said fellow Filton engineer James Kirk, is to combine
the two modes, “allowing the wingtips
to unlock during flight and to examine
the transition.”
n

is a low-flying stealthy subsonic standoff
weapon that draws on experience with
the current Storm Shadow/Scalp but has a
much longer-range capability of more than
1,000 km and penetrating capability against
deeply buried targets.
A second deep-strike weapon concept is
a high-supersonic long-range weapon that
would typically weigh around 1,000 kg.
The primary mission would be anti-surface
attack, but it could also be used for lethal
defense suppression and as an air-to-air
weapon against high-value assets such as
airborne early warning platforms.
Three tactical-strike weapons are
envisioned, including the current Spear
weapon primarily designed for the
Typhoon and F-35. Another concept under
development is the Smart Glider, which
could be applied within a few years to
the Mirage 2000 and Rafale, as well as to
SCAF further in the future.
This compact glide weapon is being
developed to provide a high combat mass
by being carried six at a time on single
smart launchers, permitting up to 18 to be
launched by a Rafale, for instance.
By using automatic target recognition,
networking, and a level of artificial intelligence built into the effectors, the Smart
Glider could be used to undertake swarming attacks to saturate defenses. The
Smart Cruiser is similar but has a motor.
To complement the effectors, MBDA
foresees a family of consumable remote
carriers similar to the weapons but with
mission payloads in place of warheads.
These payloads can perform a range of
tasks—such as electronic warfare, target
designation, and ISR—and can fly ahead of
or with a swarm of effectors to enhance its
effectiveness. Data gathered by the remote
carrier can be fed back to the launch platform or to the effectors themselves.
Two classes of remote carriers are
under study—a 100-kg vehicle that can
fit the same launcher as the Smart Glider/
Cruiser and a larger 200-kg carrier with
longer-range and larger payload capability.
A much larger remote carrier/loyal wingman vehicle is planned for development
as part of the wider SCAF program.
To meet air-to-air requirements, MBDA
considers its current Meteor missile forms
an adequate basis for evolution to answer
future threats, with improved ramjet
motors and seekers. However, the company and its development partners recognize that air platforms will increasingly face
missile threats without ever detecting the
launch platform, and that soft-kill options
such as decoys and jamming to defeat them
will be exponentially less effective.
Thus, MBDA is studying small anti-missile missiles that provide a hard-kill defense
against attack. The short-range interceptors
are likely to be small (less than a meter in
length) and lightweight (less than 10 kg). n

Dassault shows off its civil
and military platforms
by Cathy Buyck
Aviation and Airbus,” said Dassault Aviation chairman and CEO Éric Trappier.

Next-generation Fighter

The unveiling of the NGF is widely
expected today. Dassault and Airbus in
2018 announced an agreement to cooperate on the development of a stealth fighter
jet and a two-year joint concept study
contract was awarded to Airbus Defence
& Space and Dassault in February 2019.
This will result in the companies
developing a concept for a next-generation fighter that will be teamed with
new weapons capabilities, as well as
UAVs that the two nations have termed
as “remote carriers.” These various elements will be cloud-linked, offering a
system of systems approach.
In addition, Dassault Aviation is present in the Paris Air Lab innovation zone,
where its specialists will coordinate
the “Big Data & Artificial Intelligence”
exhibit: pilot decision-making aids; big
data applications in civil and military
maintenance; and big data visualization
using a digital twin.
The company also is taking part in the
fourth edition of the “Careers Plane” and
the Employment and Training Forum this
week at the Paris show.
n
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Saint-Cloud, Paris-based Dassault Aviation created a “Rafale Inside” space at its
Paris Air Show stand (Hall 2A, Stand 251)
that offers visitors a virtual reality experience of the combat aircraft, as well as a
simulator demonstrating the operational
capabilities of the Rafale and a mockup
of the aircraft. Meanwhile, the French
Air Force will perform a Rafale demonstration flight each afternoon during the
show’s daily flying display.
The company’s exhibition booth also
features mockups of a special-mission
Falcon business jet, the Atlantique 2
(ATL2) long-range maritime patrol aircraft, UAVs, future aircraft, and space
vehicles. On the civil side, its static display will feature the Falcon 8X, 900LX,
and 2000S/LXS, in addition to a Falcon
6X cabin mockup. Dassault test pilots will
show the capabilities of the company’s
largest and longest-range business jet, the
Falcon 8X, during the daily flying display.
Also at the show, Dassault is highlighting “how we are preparing for the future:
extending the Falcon family (6X), reinforcing our support services, presenting
what could be a demonstrator for the
Next Generation Fighter (NGF) under
the Future Combat Air System (FCAS)
and the agreements between Dassault

French Air Force Rafale practices for the 2019 Paris Air Show.

CAE rejuvenates German Tornado training
by David Donald
As Germany deliberates over the replacement for the long-serving Panavia Tornado, the type continues to form an
important part of the Luftwaffe’s inventory in both IDS and ECR versions. With
an expected out-of-service date of around
2030, the requirement for Tornado aircrew remains high.
CAE is applying a major upgrade to the
Luftwaffe’s Tornado simulators, which
not only will allow another decade-plus of
training but also will enhance its relevance.
Under the program, CAE is installing
new computers to simulators that were
first introduced in 1982. The updates
aim to bring them into concurrency with
the aircraft itself, including the addition
of elements such as night-vision goggle
compatibility, laser designator pod, precision-guided weapons, and MIDS datalink.
Moreover, under a mid-2018 contract,
CAE is greatly enhancing the instructor
operating system (IOS) to permit the
change of tactical situations and the
addition or role-play stations that can
simulate offboard “players” such as GCI,
AWACS, and forward air controllers. The

first IOS is due to go live at the simulator
at Büchel this fall.
Three full-mission simulators are operated by the Luftwaffe: one with Taktisches
Luftwaffengeschwader 51 “Immelmann”
at Jagel; one with TLG 33 at Büchel; and
another being returned to Jagel from the
former training unit at Holloman AFB, New
Mexico. These simulators are expected to
be reinstated as a live asset in 2021.

CAE also has three Tornado simulators
loaned by the German government at its
Stolberg factory/development center near
Aachen. Two of them are in an “open”
environment and are used for developmental purposes. The third is held in a
classified shielded environment and tests
the systems that are intended for operational use, employing the same systems as
the aircraft itself.

Upgrading sims helps maximize the Luftwaffe’s training investment until the Tornado’s retirement.
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Under its roadmap for the Tornado
simulators, CAE aims to add networking capability and, within two or three
years, merge the Tornado simulators
into the Eurofighter Typhoon environment through the company’s PASE (platform-agnostic synthetic environment)
technology, permitting networked joint
force training. CAE is part of the consortium that provides and supports four
full-mission sims and four cockpit trainers for Luftwaffe Typhoon training.
Elsewhere in Germany, CAE has 12 networkable simulators at the international
helicopter training center at Bückeburg,
which are being upgraded. Most of those
currently configured for Airbus H135 helicopters are expected to be modified to
become capable of H145M training using
CAE’s roll-on/roll-off system, which
allows different cockpits to be mated
with a common “mothership.” The company also provides the simulators for the
German navy’s helicopter training center
at Nordholz.
In the immediate future, Germany is
to select between the Boeing CH-47F
Chinook and Lockheed Martin/Sikorsky
CH-53K for a new heavy-lift helicopter
to replace the current CH-53Gs. CAE
is Boeing’s training partner for the
CH-47F.
n
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When paired with parent company Elbit’s wearable HUD, Universal’s new FMS software blends synthetic and enhanced vision, reducing cockpit workload.

Universal Avionics FMS puts pilot in view
by Matt Thurber
Universal Avionics, a subsidiary of Elbit
Systems (Chalet 198, Static A8), is nearing
the final stages of developing a new type
of flight management system (FMS), one
that is embodied in software and can run
inside a variety of hardware types.
The new FMS is called ClearVision
Interactive or i-FMS, and although it
is designed to work closely with other
Universal Avionics products such as its
InSight Integrated Flight Deck and SkyLens head-up display (HUD) and i-SVS
(interactive synthetic vision system),
the FMS will also be available to aircraft
OEMs that want to design their own avionics interfaces for their aircraft.
In the Universal Avionics version, this
“software-based FMS,” under development
for the past five years, will provide pilots a
new and far simpler way to interface with
FMSs, instead of having to look head-down
and type on keypads and interpret arcane
pages of information and symbols.
“This is a step in the roadmap to make
avionics more simplified and semi-autonomous,” said Dror Yahav, CEO of Universal Avionics.
To understand what he means, it’s necessary to look back a few years. The concept
of a software-based FMS isn’t suddenly
new. After all, technically some avionics
manufacturers completely bypassed the
standalone FMS box and designed their
own FMS software that lives inside their
GPS navigators, for example, Garmin and
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Avidyne. A pilot flying with modern avionics by those manufacturers might not
think they are using an FMS, but they are.
Years before Elbit bought Universal Avionics, which was a pioneer in the
development of the FMS, “We wanted
to buy a software-based FMS from our
competitors,” said Yahav. But while there
were plenty of avionics manufacturers
building FMSs, none could figure out a
way to cost-effectively separate the FMS
box from the software that ran in it. Years
of FMS development resulted in a product
that, while sophisticated, was unalterably
suitable only for a particular use.
Now as owner of Universal Avionics,
Elbit’s and Universal’s avionics engineers
and software developers are nearing the
goal of delivering a software-based FMS.
“Originally we were aiming to do another
federated FMS box with a touchscreen,”
he said. “But we decided to switch into a
pure software open-architecture system.”
Of course, this meant completely
rewriting the software the runs the FMS,
as well as the human-machine interface
(HMI). “We had legacy code back 20 to
30 years,” he said, “and additional stuff
and components added. At [this] point,
it’s hard for us to add new things. A lot of
the system is relying on very old code and
hardware. We said if we want to move to
the future, we need to completely design
from scratch. We have the know-how, the
formulas, and the design capability, and
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[the new system won’t] carry all the burden of the legacy product.”
The result is a software-based FMS that
can run on a variety of hardware systems,
including commercial and military platforms, as well as on integrated modular
avionics-type products (avionics that live
on easily replaceable circuit boards) that
most modern aircraft employ.

Customizable Design

Just designing a new FMS, even software-based, wasn’t the only goal, however. “We realized that [aircraft] OEMs
would like to distinguish their product
and put their look and feel [in the flight
deck],” he explained. The underlying FMS
software, therefore, is a proprietary Universal Avionics design that isn’t accessible
or changeable by the OEM. However, the
HMI design is completely customizable
by the OEM using application programming interfaces (APIs).
“We’ll allow customers to design their
own human-machine interface to give a
particular look and feel associated with
their product,” Yahav said. “We allow the
customer to adapt the product to their
flight decks and platforms.” This means
not just picking the colors, he added, “but
we allow them to design their own logic,
like two clicks and a gesture. Or two fingers
and one button, and new data information
presentations. We open up the HMI and
tell them, ‘Go do whatever you want.’”

On a deeper level, the FMS portion is
separated into two functions, a core that
does the computations and the HMI that
can easily be changed. The core functions
run on an Arinc 653 operating system that
can be split into different applications
running in separate partitions at varying design assurance levels (DAL). For
example, one partition could run the primary flight display, a Level A DAL, while
another runs a lower DAL maintenance
function, and yet another a moving map.
“We separated the FMS and HMI, and
allow the OEM to touch the HMI,” Yahav
said. “The impact is not so high on the
software because we don’t change the
core software. We do not provide the
source code from the core software. But
the HMIs are APIs, and the HMI is flexible
for the [OEM] to change.”
Over many years of FMS design, Universal Avionics has developed a large bank
of interfaces with sensors and equipment
in many aircraft types. “We collected
interfaces and the software models to
interact with those,” he explained. “This
provides us the ability to adapt to different platforms, backward and forward.”
Essentially, an OEM can still select which
avionics hardware it prefers to install but
then will also be able to play a much bigger role in designing the look and feel of
the avionics. They won’t be hampered by
restrictions imposed by the avionics manufacturer; currently, while there is some
latitude in HMI design, a Garmin G3000
flight deck looks and feels pretty much the
same in a Citation M2 or HondaJet.
The same is true of a Collins Pro Line
Fusion flight deck, where a Gulfstream
G280 looks fairly similar to a Bombardier
Global 6000, or a Honeywell Epic-based
system in a Falcon shares many common
features with the avionics in a Gulfstream.
The work that Universal Avionics is doing
with its ClearVision i-FMS shows some of
the unique opportunities that the system
offers, and this is being demonstrated at the
company’s Paris Air Show exhibit.

This is a step in
the roadmap to
make avionics more
simplified and
semi-autonomous,”
— Dror Yahav, CEO of Universal Avionics.

As Yahav explained, “We wanted to
tackle the main challenge for FMS operation, the need to propose changes to
the flight plan during a critical phase of
flight: takeoff and landing.” Most pilots
who fly in FMS-based flight decks have
had to struggle with “hand-jamming” a
new arrival and approach into the FMS
during the busiest phase of flight while
flying into a major metropolitan airport.
The problem isn’t just that manipulating
an FMS can be complicated, but that one
of the pilots (or the lone pilot in a single-pilot jet) has to shift attention to the

FMS exclusively, then seek verification
of critical settings from the pilot flying,
who is supposed to be concentrating on
flying the airplane. Some might agree that
more modern software-based systems like
Garmin’s are simpler, but it still can be a
lot of effort during a critical time.

A New Approach

Universal’s approach, thanks to the close
relationship to parent Elbit, is to marry
the Elbit-designed SkyLens wearable
HUD with the new i-FMS, allowing pilots
to manipulate the FMS by sight.
This is a revolutionary HMI, at least
for aviation. The reason is that the i-FMS
takes advantage of a key characteristic
of the SkyLens HUD, which is that it
effectively has an unlimited field of view
(FOV). Traditional HUDs require the
pilot’s head to be positioned precisely to
look through the fixed-in-place combiner
glass, and the FOV is typically 30 to 40
degrees, basically looking in front of the
airplane through the windshield.
Because pilots wear the SkyLens HUD
on their head, the FOV is wherever they
happen to be looking: forward, up, down,
to the side. The HUD imagery that the
pilot can see will be wherever he or she
is looking. That means looking in any
direction while viewing ClearVision’s
enhanced vision system (EVS), synthetic
vision system (SVS), or combined vision
system (CVS, a simultaneous overlay of
EVS and SVS). In other words, the view
of EVS or SVS imagery isn’t limited to just
40 degrees through the windshield, but
rather is available in any direction.
The same holds true of flight and navigation symbology superimposed on the
HUD imagery. If you want to view and
manipulate a waypoint that is somewhere off your left shoulder, just look to
the left, move a cursor over the waypoint
by positioning your head to line the cursor up with the waypoint, then click a
select button (it could be on the yoke or
a hands-on-throttle in a military aircraft,
but somewhere within convenient reach).
This is exactly the same as using a
cursor-control device (CCD) to click on
a waypoint on a moving map or even
tapping the waypoint on a touchscreen
except that you don’t have to look inside
at a display. Your eyes are outside where
they belong when flying an airplane.
That isn’t to say, however, that Universal Avionics designers think the only way
to interact with avionics is via a wearable
HUD. On the ground or in cruise flight,
it makes perfect sense to use a CCD or
touchscreen or even an old-fashioned
FMS. But when things get busy, Yahav
said, “we wanted all of it artificially augmented into the real environment.”
At the beginning, the i-FMS and SkyLens HUD combination will offer pilots a
familiar transition into manipulating waypoints and making ordinary commands,
bringing up menus, deciding where to
go, selecting a new waypoint, etc. Further developments will see more integration between the pilot and the HMI and

controlling functions by sight.
“We call if flight by sight,” he said. With
the autopilot coupled to the i-FMS, “you can
guide the airplane and fly without touching
anything inside, by looking and clicking.”
Here in Paris, Universal Avionics is
demonstrating how the i-FMS software
can run on different hardware and the
interactivity of the HMI. Universal is also
showing the software to aircraft manufacturers, “and the level of interest is very

high,” Yahav said. “In business aviation,
the [OEMs] would like to see more competition [in avionics]. This is a way to have
more alternatives.” Another advantage of
i-FMS is that an OEM will be able to speed
up redesign of the HMI, instead of waiting
for the avionics manufacturer to deliver
software upgrades. Military customers are also interested, he said, because
it will make it easier to design a hybrid
commercial-military avionics system that

Collins Aerospace, Sikorsky
test S-70 with fly-by-wire kit
by Kerry Lynch
Sikorsky’s recent flight test of its Optionally Piloted Vehicle (OPV) aboard an
S-70 marked the first demonstration of
a Collins Aerospace’s retrofit fly-by-wire
(FBW) kit that is designed to enable
autonomy in legacy fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft. The OPV Black Hawk
flew on May 29 under the U.S. Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency Aircrew Labor In-Cockpit Automation System (ALIAS) program.
Collins Aerospace (Chalet 344) provided a kit that replaced the mechanical linkage path with an enhanced flight
control computer, cockpit interface unit,
and electromechanical actuators/actuator
control units.
The FBW kit was the culmination
of nearly four years of collaboration
with Sikorsky that began with the flight
test of components of the FBW system
aboard an S-76 aircraft as part of the
Sikorsky Autonomy Research Aircraft
(SARA demonstrations), said Darryl
Woods, general manager of control systems for Collins Aerospace. That aircraft

still had mechanical systems, but the
test spurred interested in a full FBW kit,
Woods added.
Collins Aerospace engineers worked
with Sikorsky to design a triple redundant
system that is a “jam free” system with
magnetic coupling that eliminates a need
for gearing, ball screws, or clutches. Logic
typically residing within the primary flight
control computer resides externally in its
own control module or the actuator itself,
simplifying the architecture and increasing reliability, Collins said.
The system was also designed for ease
of installation to reduce downtime, added
Steve Avritch, chief flight control engineer for Collins Aerospace. This is possible because the retrofit doesn’t involve
modifications to the hydraulic system or
hydraulic actuator, negating any need to
requalify the hydraulic system.
The FBW kit is a prototype, using an
enhanced flight control computer. But it
eventually will be integrated with Collins Aerospace’s next-generation vehicle management computer (VMC) that

integrates well with civil air traffic control
environments. “It allows them to design
their own HMI without the need to contract us,” he said. “And they can put in
their own features and military look and
feel, which is very important to them.”
Universal Avionics expects to certify
the first version of i-FMS in about a year.
“This is a step in the roadmap to make
avionics more simplified and semi-autonomous,” said Yahav.
n

is under development and will provide
20 times the computing power, further
enabling FBW and autonomous technologies. Collins Aerospace believes the
timing of the FBW kit will align with the
development of the VMC, which should
be ready for market near the end of 2020
or early 2021.
While under test with for the ALIAS
program, the system could be a retrofit
option on a range of legacy aircraft or
rotorcraft, Avritch said. Collins Aerospace
is in talks with possible applications. Also,
the Army is working with Sikorsky to test
the system aboard one of its UH-60M
Black Hawks.
Collins Aerospace is designing the
system for possible civil certification,
Avritch added, saying it will meet such
requirements in anticipation of potential
applications. The system, he said, can
also bring substantial benefits to legacy
aircraft. “The quality of the handling is
dramatically improved,” he said, adding
that it can lower operational costs and
remove the need for maintenance of the
mechanical systems.
“By reducing pilot workload through the
autonomous performance of certain flight
operations, we can help improve safety,
reliability, and efficiency for both military
and commercial operators across a variety
of platforms,” said Collins Aerospace Power
& Controls president Tim White.
n

Collins Aerospace’s FBW kit replaces the traditional mechanical control system aboard this Sikorsky S-70, shown here on its first test flight.
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Meggitt restructures itself to
concentrate on aerospace
by Ian Sheppard

DAVID MCINTOSH

Bringing the disparate Meggitt brands flies—[some] 71,000 aircraft,” said Wood,
together into one company as of January 1 who added Meggitt is supplier to 15 airthis year was a seminal moment, CEO framers and five engine manufacturers.
Tony Wood told AIN on the eve of the
The UK-based company, which traces
2019 Paris Air Show. The newly com- its roots back to a 19th Century inventor
bined group (Chalet 28) has seen turnover of altimeters for hot air balloons, is movincrease fivefold in 15 years, to £2.1 billion ing its headquarters from Bournemouth
London Biggin Hill-based Oriens Aviation is the exclusive British Isles agent for Pilatus Aircraft.
($2.6 billion) last year and has a market to Ansty Park, near Coventry, by March
capitalization of £4 billion ($2.53 billion). 2020. It started construction of the new
It’s offering delivery positions for the PC-24 business jet beginning as early as mid-2020.
It recorded a 9 percent increase in turn- HQ last year and Wood said it will also
over last year and the recent first quar- represent the company’s engineering
ter was similar, although Wood admitted, “center of excellence” for the UK.
“RPKs are slowing a bit now. Regional jets
are in decline and business aviation is flat,
but airlines are growing, and defense is
growing—as fast in the aftermarket as in
original manufacture. In fourth-quarter
by James Wynbrandt
2018, year-on-year our defense business
Meggitt CEO
grew by 30 percent.”
Tony Wood has
UK-based Oriens Aviation, the exclusive
On the MRO side, Oriens Engineering
Under Wood’s leadership, several
been in his
UK/Ireland distributor for Pilatus Air- has ramped up its tooling and its engineers
acquisitions and divestments have seen
position since
craft, announced on the eve of the Paris have been sent to the Pilatus factory in Meggitt refocusing far more on aerospace
January 2018.
Air Show that it has delivery positions on Stans, Switzerland, in preparation for add- and much less on sectors such as automothree Pilatus PC-24 light business jets, the ing the twinjet to its Part 145 MRO approv- tive and medical. It now has three main
Meggitt will ultimately have 43 facilifirst available in July 2020 and the second als, expected by the end of the third quarter. focus areas, namely aerospace, defence, ties worldwide, down from 56 before the
in mid-2021. Prospective customers “are
Pilatus (Chalet 252 Static Display B6) and energy & equipment, with its aero- reorganization. “We’re on a consolidation
encouraged to commit with deposits and re-opened its order book for the PC-24— space and defense activities being orga- journey to take that down to the mid-30s
spec their aircraft,” said Oriens Avia- on display along with a PC-21 and PC-12NG nized into four main areas—airframe by 2021,” said Wood. “But we have built a
tion CEO Edwin Brenninkmeyer, adding, this week at Le Bourget—last month at the systems, engine systems, fire suppression number of new facilities and doubled in
“there is no shortage of interest in the European Business Aviation Convention systems, and aftermarket.
Vietnam and increased by 50 percent in
PC-24 in the British Isles.”
and Exhibition in Geneva.
n
“We’re on pretty much everything that both China and Mexico. We also bought a
big composites business in San Diego and
a services base in Miami.”
Its parts hubs are now better organized
around four hubs—California, Miami,
Coventry, and Singapore—all using the
same, new back-office platform. This is
combined with a new long-term contract
approach to support, for example with
Lufthansa Technik.
“It’s all about turn time,” said Wood, “and
quid quo pro for the long-term agreement is
getting data,” allowing visibility that helps
it stock parts intelligently for its customers.
Like many other aerospace companies,
Meggitt sees technology—such as materials, new processes such as additive manufacturing, and sensors—along with data
and processing data as key differentiators.
Wood said optical sensors represents “the
next frontier,” describing them as “wonderful as they’re heat agnostic,” allowing
digital data to be more easily harvested.
Many Meggitt systems are in the “hot
end,” he noted.
The company is also the main supplier
of crashworthy fuel containment systems
(fuel tank liners) and specializes in electric aircraft brakes.
Tony Wood started out as an engineer
working on British Aerospace 146/Avro RJ
braking systems before spending 16 years
at Messier-Dowty (now Safran) and 15 at
Rolls-Royce, ultimately becoming presiPilatus Aircraft brought its PC-21 turbine-powered advanced trainer to the 2019 Paris Air Show. The aircraft features a stepped tandem cockpit dent of aerospace before he became Meggitt
for enhanced, rear-seat visibility; Martin-Baker ejection seats; an onboard oxygen-generating system; and a glass panel from CMC Electronics. CEO Jan. 1, 2018
n

DAVID McINTOSH

Oriens Aviation offers three
PC-24 delivery positions

Red and ready: This is not your father’s Piper Cub
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Aviation’s electric
future arrives
While VTOLs begin to take shape, manufacturers are continuing to progress on
the electrification of more traditional
designs. Israel-based Eviation (Chalet
282, Static B8), is making the global public debut of its all-electric nine-passenger
Alice commuter aircraft prototype this
week in Paris.
Alice is currently one of the largest aircraft to solely run on electric power. Eviation has teamed up
with Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University (ERAU) on research and
development of the commuter aircraft—
the largest aircraft to solely run on
electric power. Eviation hopes to
fly the aircraft in upcoming months.

Powering the Alice are Siemens motors,
though Eviation announced a second
engine option for the MagniX engine in
late April. Over the past decade, Siemens
(Chalet 59) has become a fixture at the
Paris Air Show and is now a key driver in
numerous all-electric designs.
The company signed a memorandum of
understanding at the 2013 Paris Air Show
to explore technologies with Diamond
and Airbus (then EADs). In 2017, Siemens’
260-kW motor powered the Extra 330LE
aerobatic plane that performed at the
Paris Air Show.
Airbus, meanwhile, arrives at Paris just
weeks after signing an MoU with SAS
Scandinavian Airlines for hybrid and electric aircraft eco-system and infrastructure
requirements research. Airbus already has
been testing hybrid-electric subsystems
as it explores the potential for powering
the next-generation narrowbody, working
with companies such as Siemens.

French startup electric-hybrid aircraft
manufacturer VoltAero (Static A6) is displaying an “iron bird” mockup of its concept
as it preps for flight testing of its Cessna 337based “Cassio 1” hybrid-electric aircraft.
This type of research is being carried
out throughout the industry with major
engine-makers such as Rolls-Royce, GE,
Honeywell, and Pratt & Whitney all
testing hybrid-electric concepts. UTC is
investing $50 million in a new lab, “The
Grid,” that is devoted to the development of new electric power technologies
for future electric and hybrid aircraft.
This includes research to further the
Project 804, a hybrid demonstrator that
involves a re-engined de Havilland Dash
8-100 stationed at Pratt & Whitney’s
facility in Montreal, Quebec.
Several airframers have flown or tested
concepts, including Diamond Aircraft,
and Boeing, which brought its eVTOL
passenger air vehicle to the show.
n

SafeRoute+ brings ADS-B In traffic to TCAS
by Matt Thurber
SafeRoute+, the first application of ADS-B to equipment that is already onboard,
In products for air transport flight deck dis- although operators can opt to install the
plays, will be available following FAA certi- AGD to get even more functionality.
fication in the third quarter. Developed by
American Airlines has been flying with
ACSS, an L3 Technologies (Chalet 308) and ACSS’s SafeRoute CDTI Assisted Visual
Thales (Chalet 265) company, SafeRoute+ Separation (CAVS) in the U.S. for many
runs on ACSS TCAS3000SP or T3CAS years, and the first operational approval for
computers and can output ADS-B In infor- CAVS was with cargo carrier UPS in 2007.
mation on navigation displays, multifunc- “American Airlines is further along [using
tion control and display units, and ACSS’s SafeRoute technology],” said Flaishans,
new ADS-B Guidance Display (AGD).
“but we’re talking with other [operators
ACSS’s earlier version of SafeRoute
and aircraft manufacturers].” American
could display information only on Class 3 Airlines is equipping its fleet of more than
electronic flight bags. By integrating with 300 Airbus A321s with SafeRoute+.
existing flight deck displays or the AGD,
For aircraft flying over ocean routes,
adding SafeRoute+ is much less expensive
the in-trail procedure application is helpthan installing a costly Class 3 EFB and ful for seeing a vertical profile of other
offers more benefits for pilots.
While some of the SafeRoute+ functions can be displayed without the AGD,
such as ADS-B traffic, “To get the true benefit, adding the AGD adds another dimension,” said ACSS president Terry Flaishans.
“The SafeRoute+ applications allow other
French airframer Daher (Chalet 224, Hall
functionality.” The AGD fits in a 3 ATI slot.
2A, A254, Static B4), manufacturer of the
There are five SafeRoute+ applications,
popular TBM line of single-engine turboaccording to ACSS, and these “increase
props, has expanded its aircraft portfolio
situational awareness, reduce missed
with the purchase of U.S.-based Quest
approaches, enable higher achievable
Aircraft. The Sandpoint, Idaho company
throughput, optimize spacing buffers,
builds the 10-seat, unpressurized Kodiak
and reduce fuel burn, therefore lowering
100, with more than 270 in service. The
carbon emissions,” he said.
rugged, single-engine, high-wing turboFor example, with the cockpit display
prop is certified in 67 countries and is
of traffic information (CDTI) applicacapable of operating on uneven or very
tion, pilots can “see” other ADS-B Outshort runways.
equipped aircraft clearly on their flight
“As a powerful and maneuverable airdeck displays or the AGD. “If you can
craft, used particularly for humanitarian
know where an airplane is exactly in front
missions to provide aid to isolated comof you, you’re able to time your arrival
munities, the Kodiak 100 perfectly combetter. It really makes a huge difference.”
plements our TBM product range and is
The beauty of ADS-B applications
fully in line with Daher’s long-term vision
such as SafeRoute+ is that the benefits
as a company committed to the future of
are available with a software upgrade

traffic on busy oceanic tracks up to 100
nm away. This could be especially valuable in an emergency when it is necessary
to depart from the tracks or when needing to change altitude, but also helps save
fuel with reduced spacing.
During IFR operations in busy terminal areas, interval management spacing helps improve runway capacity and
block-time predictability, using timebased spacing during instrument meteorological conditions.
Unlike ADS-B Out, there is no regulatory mandate for ADS-B In. But as airlines
reap the benefits of ADS-B In applications,
they will be able to reduce delays and
missed connections, Flaishans said. n

Daher expands product range with Quest buy
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aviation,” explained Patrick Daher, chairman of the family-owned company.
All 240 Quest employees are expected
to join Daher, and according to company
CEO Didier Kayat, the purchase, which is
expected to be completed by the end of
the year, also represents a larger, strategic
expansion. “The Quest Aircraft Company’s
acquisition represents an additional step in
our development in the United States and
an overall strengthening of our aircraft manufacturing business,” said Kayat. “In addition
to making Daher the world’s seventh largest
aircraft manufacturer in business aviation, it
provides us with our first industrial site in the
United States, thereby reinforcing Daher’s
position as a Tier-1 aerospace equipment
and systems manufacturer, as well as a logistics and services provider.”
C.E.
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THERE IS NO COMPARISON.
NO EQUAL. THERE IS ONLY ONE.
THE COMMERCIAL JET ENGINE
IN A LEAGUE OF ITS OWN.
Powered by an industry‑first geared architecture — and more than
40 other groundbreaking innovations — the Pratt & Whitney GTF™
is unlike any engine that’s come before it.
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